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fOREWORD

Mabcience conducts every .two years 5 a. conference dedicated

to the applications of Mathematical and physical methods to inter,·

discipl~nary fields; such as Engineering, Economics and Life

Scienceso This conference, held in Mysorc during the 19th to 22nd

March 1980s was the third one in this ser-i.e s , These symposia arc

intended to highlight the important role o;' mathemati cs and physi cal.

sciences in diverse fields of human endeavour which focuss on t:ho

applications of pure sciences to applied areas , A look at the

contents of the Proceedings adequately expl.af.ns the emergence of

new field of study called "applicable mat.hemat.Lc s " , to distinguish

it from applied mathematicso

The conference was inaugurated by one of our distinguished

neurosurgeons Dr, B, Ramamurthi, who in addi. tion to his vast

experience as a practicing surgeon and a teacher, has taken a

dynamic part in various academic bodies, elevoted to the promotion

of medical research and teaching. His key-note address explained

to an inhomogenious gathering of sct ent i st.s the basic runc t i onfng

and the latest results of the Brain Mechanism, i.eo the central

nervous' systeme

About 35 participants from different parts of our country?

representing different fields of research arid study 5 several national

laboratories, Institutes and university departments gathered in

MYSOre,~ presented new results.~discccssed problems and pros-

pects over a ,vide spectrum of fields of r osear ch ranging from

Recombinant DNA,and production of Lnsu Lin, to soil conservation

and economic deve'Lopmont., J~ number of papers relating to Biomedical
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engineering, scn s.i.triv Lt.y analysis and saphistj_c~ted,applicatians

of computer technology to image p roc es sLng; to ather methods of

biological infarmatian gathering by various types af signals and

even to. farensic sciences vTere ana'l ysed; Nathematical methods in

transport theories relating to. reactor research, randam media and

analysis of active net.-wo rks were investigated" l'1odelling in cancer
c

research and mutatian rates and the ~ultn-e\Jfoi: tubercular ba,silli

~ were presentedo

Our Director, Professor Alladi Ramakr-Lsrinan, said Wlueninau-

gurating this type af canference in 1974, that there shauld be a

cantinuing dialogue be tweeri the pure and applied s cderrt i.st s , The

sci, entists who wer e at l'-1ysore this time, feeling the need and

importance of this type of conferences, expressed their de~ire that

more of these be held in t;te future~

The organisers thank the Institution of Engineers (India),

Mysore for providing the lecture hall and ot.ho r facilities during

the conf'er-ence s and Professar ...!'l~N?Maheswario f the Regianal College

of Education, Nys ore for providing us with Over-head Prajector. I

thank DroVe RadhakrLshnan , who bare the br-unt of the wor-k in organis··

ing this conf'er'ence , l~e appreciate the unstinted cooperation from

the other academic staff of the Institute, vie express aur 'thankf ul.»

ness to. the Office Staff }1r.N"S.S:&mpath~Mr."l.RoBalakrishnan and

S.Muthusigamani far their untiring ef'f'or t s Ln arranging the logistics

of the conf'er'enc esLn an excellent £:a:sJ:.cbono

Above all we thank the participa.nts who made the meeting pur-

paseful and rewarding to. all concer-ned; They have made this a great

success by contri buting t.o this volume their expo s.itians and lectures.

This report was brought out 'Wi th the help of the affice staff and

1v1reDo Varadar a jan who carried out the cyc.LostyLi.ng, Once again we

thank all the persons cancerned Who.contributed to the success of

the efforts of Matscience in bringing together workers in the pure

science and in technology"
R 0 VllSU DEVJili
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Dr ,B,.Ramamurthi
Read of the DeparJ~ment of liT eur;osurgery
V.R.S.Medical Centre, WIadras-600 020

Introduction~

It is appa.r ent to modern s c i.ent i.e t.s that all understandtng a

is located in the brain and that the development of highly compli-

cated scientific thought would involve the participation of highly

complex areas of the brain. The mathematical sciences baseel on

intellectual processes resting on clear and reasoning require

special abilities in the cerebral cortex. Such abilities are of

course not commonly seen in all the human brains; .they are present

only in a few and couLa be made to f'Lowe r by training and

.practice.

Amongst the biological sciences today, the Neurosciences

attract a large number of scientists i as they PO~6, more of an

intellectual challenge than many ot.he 1:'5, Thus the brain is being

studied from a number of angles -- by ana t.orm.at.s, biochemist:::;?

psychologists, philosophers, social scientists as well as by

mathematicians. In spite of the explosion of knowledge during the

last five decades we are still unable ~o explain simple processes

like storage and retrieval of ille:iTIOry, The complexity of d~lU-~_

processing in the brain has so ~ar eluded our understanding.

Unravelling of thes e mysteries wouI d involve further knowl edge of

many processes of data collection, sto~agei retrieval as well as

of selective functional inhibition, In this complex challenge

mathematical sciences have started to play' a greate I' role.
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Structure and function:

During the past century and specially during its latter half,
highly perfected techniques of anatomical study have mapped out the
intricacies of nerve fibre connections inside the brain and the
nervous system. By the use of Electron microscope, immunofluores-
cent techniques, vital staining methods as well as by evoked
potential studies, the multitudinous pathways inside the spinal

co rd and th e bra-in have been traced and great advances have taken
place in our knowledge of the structure of the human brain. But
there are many facets of its functionigg that are not clear to us.

The functioning of the brain seems to be based on electro-
chemical complex which is now being gradually understood. By the
transfer of ions (Na and K) outside and inside the nervous system,
electrical energy travels along the nerve fibres. The energy for
the transfer 0f ions is derived from inside the nerve cell which
starts to function on receipt of an external stimulus from neurons
around its vicinity or by a change in its environment. The
electrical energy reaching the, end of the nerve fibre (axon) causes
the secretion of chemicals at the nerve fibre-cell function (the
snyapse) which in turn stimulates the aubs eque nt nerve cell or
organ cell. The chemicals very from acetylcholine, noradrenalines
and many polypeptides. It is -~nteresting to note that a nerve cell
may not always respond positively to a stimulus. It may respond
also negatively and cause the process of inhibition.
Nerve Cells and Glial Cells:

The number of neurons in the brain have been grossly estimated
to vary from 1000 million to 10000 million. Each nerve cell has the
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possibili+y of connecting with 10 to 50 other neurons either in its

vicinity or far away. The possible p errnu t.at.Lona and combiria tc.one

are indeed stupendous. Apart from the neurons and their synapnes

(connections) the br-a.i n.ihae an enonmous number of glial cells or

supporting cells which surrounded and permeate the neuronal network.

The glial cells are probably equal in number to the neurons, but it

is more likely the3ir number is much larger. Though, initially, the

glial (glue) cells were understood to serve only as a physical

support to the neuronal network, present studies have shown that

the glial cells have a r-eLatd.onah'i.p reciprocal in function wit.h the

adjacent neurons,

NOQ.Electochemical transmission:

The chemical function 'of the glial cell complements the

chemical functioning of the nerve cells. It is thus possible that

the glial cells also influence the functioning of the brain, though

they do not themselves seem to transmi.t messages based on electro--

chemical ene:rgy systems. Some evidence is gradually creeping in

that all the activities of the brai.n are not necessarily electro-

chemical innature but could also be based on other mechanisms of

, information transfer. It could be that the glial cells have a role

to play in this non-electrochemical functioning of the brain'. Thus

the field is now open for a co-ordinated study of functional fields

of neurons as well as the glial cellso

Mathematical Model~~

The human brain, the most marvellnus of all creations, has a

co-ordinated and synchronised struc ture in s pi te of its enormous

complexity. Thel functions of the brain are manifold and very from
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a simple act of heartbeat and respiration to the highest philoso-
phical thought and mathem~ical reasoning. In between are the
various facets of mental functions like memory, emotion, love and
hatred appreciation of beauty and creation of art and enjoyment of
music. The how and why of all these functions is still beyond our
undeFStanding. It is now possible to set up mathematical models
to predict the outcome of presenting the nervous system with a
simple situation~ Predicting the reaction of a complex brain to a
complex situation is still a matter e t i.L]. for the future ~ During
such predictions one has to take into account not only the nerve
cell, the sup-apses and the influence of the ial cells, but also
the positive and negative responses of the cells.
Function in parts or as a whole~
It is gradually getting clear that the brain generally functions
as a whole, though functional localisation in the brain has been
definitely established. The front and rear portion of the brain
have different functions as do the right and left halves. A study
of the two hemispheres of the brain suggests that we are dealing
wi th two brains with different' capaci ties and functions but acting
in :.iitimatecoordinatio n with each other through the very large

number of association fibres that connect the two hemispheres.
The right half of the brain seems to be more involved when art,
music, appreciation of beauty etc. are concerned whereas the left
half seems to be particularly concerned with the intricacies of
speech, writing, reasoning and logic and of mathematics and science.

-Concentration and Inhibition~
It is quite clear that for any pa rt.Lcul ar funct ion of tre

brain to flourish and reach perfection not only have the concerned
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areas of the brain to be trained to the utmost but the rest of the
brain has also to give its full support either positively, or
negatively by inhibition. To clarify the role of inhibition~
Certain functions require a very high dr~gree of concentration. At
such moments, it becomes necessary for the rest of the brain to
efface itself so that the entire power available is concentrated
in the required c~rea. This is done by bringing into play h inhi-.
bitory mechanisms that are present throughout the brain~ The
ability to inhibit any activity of the brain at one's own will
combined with the ability to enlarge and concentrate on one parti-

.cular function gives the individual the highest level of efficiency
and intelligence. Though we know very well now that mechanisms
do exist in the brain structure which make this possible, it is not
exactly clear how this is achieved.
Oddities in Brain function:

There is another side of the coin to the statement that the
whole brain has to participate in a function. There are Lne t.anc ee
of children who get mentally retarded due to brain damage at birth
or soon after. In some of these children, to our amazement, we
may see one particular function very well developed; e.g. musical
skill or arithmetical ability. Thougl::.retarded in most areas, some
children can multiply or divide a large number of digits with
amazing rapidity like! a computer. It Vias possible for one child
to name the day of a~y date in the calender that is mentioned and
similarly to gi 'Je the date of any day of the month asked for. e.g.
the question what date is the 3rdThursday in the month of August
1985" will be answered correctly within a few seconds.
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How do these abilities exist in a damaCcrl bratan? Rave

certain neuronal pools been spared during the brain damage? As a
corollary, would it be possible to stimulate arid develop only these
neuronal pool is in an ordinary individual to function in an extra-
ordinary fashion for example to behave like computer in dealing
with arithmatical problems. The answer is y8t to be found. Would
genetic engineering be the answer?
Where lies mathematical ability?

Excellence in mathematical sciences not only involves abili t;y
to postulate abstract concepts but for also clear logic combined
with the opposite quality of intution. While mathematical- reasoning
and logic reside in the left brain, the abstractual concepts reside
in the Eight and we do not know where intution resides. It is
therefore apparent that the brains involved in mathematical science
have to different faculties and different parts of th e brain
developed to a high degree to be. capable of achievement.

At the present stage of the neurosciencus, where we do not
know how a simple memory is stored or rettieved, it is impossible
to delineate the various structures and the processes involved
in mathematical ability. The future holds t.he answer and there is
no doubt that mathematical scientists themselves will playa great
part in unravelling the mysteries of the functiohing of their own
brains.

****
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J B Doshi /
Safety Research Laboratory, Reactor Research Centre

Ka.Ipakkam 603 ]D2, T I Nadu,

Variational methods are r.sed in ::-;.2.thematical analysis

to attack broadly three classes of pr(Jblems~ (i) Optimization

problems, examples of these are /"'17 Bracb5.stochrone problem,- •..
Isoperimetric problem, etco, (ii) Est.trnat.Lon problems, examples

of these are f'ound ,-2.7 in reactor physics problems for

estimating integral quantities such a;~ various reaction rates,

breading ratio, etc, and (tii) Approxj mation problems,

wherein an approximate solution to an integro-differential

equation such as the Boltzmann equation in the Neutron

TraJ.1.sport Theory 1..-3 _7, is sought, "\.;h8reanal.yt.Lca.l, closed

form solutions are not avat.Labf,e , Underlying principle in

all the variational mobhods is to define a f'unctzionaL

appropriate to the problem at hand ar..clcnen render it

stationary with r espe ct to arbitrary variations in the trial

I'unctzions to arrive at the des:i.red orn.Lma.Lsolutions. In this
. -"

paper, the use of variational pr-LncLpLc .is ShOWl1.by tackling

a criticality problem involving monoenergetic neutron

transport in one di.mensd.on, It is 511.m'r:.1 how the variational

principle can be modified to include terms arising out of
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boundar-y conditions. The criticality problem is one of

the central problems in the field of Nuclear Engineering.

In this problem the main aim is to determine the dimensions

of an assembly vJith a given composition of nucLear mat.e r La.Ls

(or the composLtion for a given dimension) wn.i ch vJi11 form

a critical assembly and will sustain a time Lndeperiderrt
t"

neutron population in the absence of external sources. In the

present work, the problem is addr'essed in one dimensional

pLane geometry. In a related application in the economics,

the use of Lagrangian is shown to tackle an Lnve rrt or y order

pro blem with constraints.

2. Theory and th~_App~2ation in theNe~~~on Transport-Theor~ "

The Boltzmann equation for the one velocity neutron

transport in the plane geometry is given by 1.- 3 _7
A 0 (b(:.< I,) I I
{\A. -:-i'z.': )F: - + (T{ l:) 1?( tl~~)-=- UTe i2)S-f Cd -7 .Il ) ~ ( i J r) oI-e. -+ Q( Z J ~,)

411 - - ~ - - -' -( I)

where f( z,lL)

(I(i:)
/

= Space and angle dependent angular
neutron flux= Total collision cross section

c = Hean number of neutrons emerging from
a collision

= Transfer probability= Space and angle dependent external
source

+:
J

The problem one encounters quite often in reactor physics

is the 1critical slab prcb.Lem+ , i.e. that of determining the
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width of an infinite pLane slab that wi.LL be critical
for a given value of c. Assuming isotTopic scattering and
the source free medium, i.e.,

( r ,,;
1(~--7 \

4lT
o)

and expressing the distance z in units of (_i ') the
_ \ 0-- /

equation (1) reduces to
- - - ..... (2.)

wi th the vacuum boundar-y conditions

~(;;)

. , For the infinite medium, i.e. --0<') <, -r:,::::,ob , the

equation (2) without the boundary condi tions (3) can be
solved by the method of separation of variables, also known
as the Casels method. This is·described in detail in Ref.4.

The solution is obtained as a superposttion of discrete
eigen-functions and a continuum of eigenflIDctions, which
form a complete set L- 4 _4 i.e.
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- .. - (4)

(\.,.~V:hQ.

r*~(r) s: 1)"
2

))0 -J f-A
( p_L + A(V) 6( r --V)
2.. ))-P- . .

\ - (")) -tttlAh' (V)

-(5)

'~

where ~./_~.} is a 1 general.f.sed function' defined only under

an integral sign as it contains a Cauchy principal value and

a Dirac delta function. The expansion coefficients a+, a-

and A(~) are solved for the given problem, e.g. an infinite

mediumwith a planar source, Milne I s problem etc. The

discrete eigen-values 1)0 satisfy the follovTing equation,

1
C

- -v , *_ I - I( (.,
_ .; -. /I • A~" --- I. L'-"""V' _ ))v)

". • • • •• (6)

For the case of the finite slab of vr.L0.th1 2a t placed

in the vacuum, it i;; very difficult to sa.tisfy the boundary

condi tions (3) to evaluate the coefficients at-, a- and

A (v ) in the equation (4). Below here ,.,:8 develop a

variational principle which includes the boundar-y terms and

then we use the same infinite mediumeigenfunctions as trial

functions to obtain an approximate solution.
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We write the equation (2) as

Hg? ::= 0
where the operator H is
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••.••••.• ( 7)

••..••••• (8)

For the class of admissible functions we take those
for which the inner product

•••••••• (9)

is defined.
We define the adjoint operator H* as f'o Ll.owso

(-f _~H<J) - ( Hf) tj) (10)
for any f and g satisfying the boundary conditions (3).
I t can be easily shown that

"::>l (} 1,1 I
II -- h---,--· -t-I --~ =rr -- I '"'~~~.- f.

O£ 2, _I

and the adjoint equation is

~("1?l>,( = 0
wi th the vaCUW11 boundary conditions,

•••••••(ll)

•••.•• " • (12)

••••••• (13)
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ll/e vr.rite the ROlls sopolous variational principle 1..- 2 _7
for the homogeneous case as

FL ~: 4] =( ;Jt, ~ cp) z: (H~~' 4;)
./'

....., . ( 14)

At the true solution, F, is equal to zero. lIaldng the first

variation of equal to zero for arbitrary varaitions in

q:> and 4:;, satisfying the boundary conditions implies

H~ ~ 0

and H* 4=> *== 0

'-.,

('
'[
J

•••••• (15)

These are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the variational

functional F of equation (14).

Taking the first variation of the flll1ctional F, with
rt-. )f. ),f-

respect to variations bcP in 'i" and b~) in 4:, we get

S ~ =- ( (; ct"'t) H 1;) +{ 'iJ?*J H 0. 4:'))
I Ct.

z: C £ sty H if? ) +J' (d f-A. \d -z, ¢~(?1(9 S'I<A ~~ [0 <t)
'I w.-' J. "t:

- I . -,. l
, - A..

~ \ ) ')( A{ '2 . l;,' (,
"'f ' I j

=:('S f¥) H p) +l, If p'f) f. <1))

-+ (11A r Sj' ;F;1(2j/'-) ~ ~h21 ,,,)~1-'J f, L':t' " -- f.)/
!

- 0-..,- I
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The last integral on the right hand side of (l~

represents the boundary terms. If b if> are

arbi trary variations about the true solutions 4';1 and ;r", *I.±; ,

then the first tvIO inner products (d , (J, volume terms) on the

right hand side of (16) wi.Ll. vanish due to (15). To

\
1

\....) •••••• (17)

o '\
/
(- o "J ,.;:?1- ./ 1'-

V

which means that the variations in 4" , L,e. & q~ must

also satisfy the same homogeneous boundary conditions

as Similarly we can show for Thus either

our class of admissible f'unctri.ons is restricted to those that

satisfy the boundary conditions or we must modify the

variational functional F to include the boundary terms.

We modify F by adding t.wo terms to F.

( r.l-' ,.J. )
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Then for arbitrary <5 (f and Sa..,* we have
.-- -' ,

are the boundary terms occuring in (16) • For the exact

solutions 9? and
=: •.
CP _vTehave equations (15) and

substi tuting these into (19) and we see that the volume'

Now if 4=; and -*21> are the exact solutions then they

will also satisfy the boundary coudations (3) and (13).

Substituting these into (3) we see that

o
<;:.- A-..*

for arbitrary variations b a;- and Ot..y which need not

satisfy the boundary conditions. Thus by modifying F,
,....- .-----*

we have made it insensitive to the variations '(~g::> and 6 ¢

not only in the volume of the medium but also for the

boundary variations about the true solution.
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Wenow choose the trial f'unctLon s for 4> " *d>and

as the infinite mediumeigen functions corresponding to

the discrete-_._+
cj:)- -
..:- c-D

. 1 "I'De i genva ue v i.e.

where 1~ satisfied the equation (~ , i.e •

._ J,_ i - \(. r -\
» . I(\\A \l\ _.--.- iC -:o ". V''::j

For c.!_ 1, there are tvlOreal roots tlJo

the roots are imaginary. Let
_, If> ,

UD = -t. u;

For c ';> 1,

I

where l)o is real. Then for c > 1

VO +O~~hI( 2~1~)- -~
t::.

C o

c

c

Let ·fZ == then

-1
tan kk . ==

.l:...
c

•••••• ( 21)

The trial runct i.ons (va thout the multiplicative constants) are
.:::h+ d<. i' {;::\:., - ( .-\':{,z-
U) :: ~ ._ o.A~ Cf~ -'-~------- __"__
~ -c£; \ -t- LA-.z r
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+Symmetrizing d:>. andof..)

E~Ck r.
~--"-'-'-'-,-., .•..

l+t R~)..
f

v18 get

1- L' l<' ~A..
. I

+' c' I ~,)_ :k }.x. /0\.~ < -z.. __. , -------.~-.-----.

Similarly,
( Cifc~~;.-r...-+ k ~A //:,,/</.'~ ~) - ,( Q (s:~ R ~. - k V- C-e~!2 l)

( I -+ l? t"-?)
For our trial function we use the symmetric function

+ -obtained by adding ~ ..::-e. and 1:O(), L, e.

This trial function will also satisfy the transport
equation (2) in the volv~e of the slab, i.e.

H <$ :: 0-·r
-boo-<

o...""d

since it is obtained by a linear combination of infinite
medium eigenfunctions. Similarly for the adjoint trial
function we r-eqirlre

w~·.4'1 :: o

L, e.

'*Oomparing H vlith II , »te conclude that vre must have,
~ - ,

;1< (-9. ,}.\.l. -._. ¢)L ( Z ) -. f",- }lj:'t, .j I / _ •...l \ . i'"

::dwe choose for .
~.

.(
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Wenow con~ider the first variation 6F in F. Since

- *for the exact solution cp and 4-'"'> , 'vie have
-"-

r""": (F·..- r ;1 " -4-- -c-'. 0
! '1:) _>1-'-.--- - J

then for the first variation 6F, we have

6F

-

Using equations (18) and (23) __/

bF ~ (,if" l' P b (- 0,) Ie) 11(- "';fci + (dlt-/· IP~(C<!f:)45r; jA)
~ Jo

Equating the first variation 6F to zero and substituting

T; :t. *for C~.;t- and Y-:'{- . from (22) and (25) we get

o - J' It AA' f;.c, S'W(""')+ f<pS c..(ko) '( (.,ct:(' "') - k f'- h';::" C~u) ~
- 0<.-1 r r L 1+k?'f~2- . -S [_. --1+ b!r!--'--- J
+ r:{~CfA j ~~ (k ~=-\ t ~~Ck"')_ ( ~~ CI",J--+ ,k ~:$C~ (~:9_2

.J
b

. C l+ R r2- ( ( \ -+- r/- p-- (J - V _)

\
I' .'" ". 2 ?( ,.

[1 = ~~:I d /-.1. LAS cet-c he..) - 'P-~ /bi~',-k~) . ,;

Jc · L -(1-+ k::!=-J '-- 5
S~:-( RC')
--------il 2-

/'~-

~ 2. -J'
--IT
I--\- I':'I . -c-,

r ;' _ ,"'\
I /. f V+--l
/\.)A ll+·'K../ -
L

\ ...1. .t-:..,'1- ..
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Solving for a, we get,

•••••• (26)

Equation (26) .toge tho r with (21) relates the slab half

vTidth with the moan number of secondaries c. This

gives a variational estimate of the critical slab vudth as

a function of c. We can also obtain a df.f't'usf on tneory.

estimate of the slab ".ridth as a function of c.

The diffusion equation corresponding to the transport

equation (2) is after integrating over all /.L, L.- 4 _7
c{Lcp
---.~ + 3 ( c - II rh ~ 0d ~2.:. -"/ '1: - •••••• ( 27)

where Fick's Law has been used and the diffusion coefficient

D is taken as (1/36-) for the case of isotropiC
-

scattering. The bOllildary conditions for (2~ are

--L td:;$ I 3
(1" -I d';---17 I =--2

,-~' {r: z: ::_ a... •••••• ( 28)
Equation (2'7) with the boundary conditions (28) has the

symmetric solution

cb(z)-~.•... .,.
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Application of tbe boundar-y condition (28) [sives for criticality
r -.-~.--'--',-...---.

-J)(r. \) r:>·--.<. --;
\~"\'--'.!>'-!

..J 0)
('~

\ I -- r-·--..:-..-- .. ""7
, - I I - f--t.. I -,

"---. ----.----. \. (A.A./\. I ~-. i -.-----j-- r--' ---. --;-- C\ "\1 ,-\! C C- i) I .,-,.(.,I t., -- I
1 1-..

Equation (29) gives tilediffusion theory estimate of the
slab hal~ width a as a flliictionof c.

In Table 1, vIe tabulate the variational theory and the
diffusion theory estimates of the slab half \tJi.dtha for
various values of c, and c?mpare them with the exact result
obtained by using numerical methods like the SN method.
We notice that the variational estimate is quite close to
the exact value and is quite superior to the diffusion
theory estimate.
3. Jllventory Order .,Eroblemwith Constraints

An inventory order problem /- 5 -7 is concerned with- -
maintaining an optimal lot-size of various items in an
organization whi.ch keeps a stock of more than one item.
There are mainly two kinds of costs involved in ordering
an item. First is directly related to the cost of the item
itself. When an item is ordered the money equal to its
cost is tied up for the period it remains in the stock.
The interest for this period is called the carrying cost.
Secondly, there may be a cost involved per each order
irrespective of the size of the order. If the demand for
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a particular item over a given period of time is known.,

one must order these many items over the same period. However,

since the carrying cost and the cost per order vary in

opposi te directions vlith respect to the average size of the

order, there exi3ts an optimal lot-size of the order which

minimizes the total cost. This can be illustrated as follows

for the case of one item.

Z ::: demand in a given period of time (say. one year) in units

C ::: per um,t cost of the item

cy :::

cd' :::

x

cost per order

percentage cost per rupee in inventory for a given
period of time (say one year).

amount of order in units.
.:

If x units of the item are ordered at a time then in

order to meet the demand of z units in say one year, we will

have to make z/x orders. This will cost (z/x)C.y in terms

of ordering cost. Let us su,ppose that the stock of x units

is depleted Lf.near Ly with time, then on an average, an

inventory of (x/2) units is maintained throughout the year.

Hence if c is the cost of the item per 'unit, the money tied

up is c(x/2) rupees and the carrying cost per year is

c. (x/2)C,* rupees. Hence the total cost for a policy of

ordering x units at a time is

Total cost (T.e.) X.CCIj
._--,..•...-_ .._.-

,/

( 0.\
,\... /----- ...-. -t-"

•')(



'Coo;

we w~~t to minimize T.C. with respect to x and hence we
differentiate it ~~th respect to x and set it equal to zero
to obtain an optimal order size Xo as

')( () =
7--·· ..•- ._-_ .•. ~-.•. ~-."."
! r:...•
i .;( ? t.-,

V -:-c' <: ~-.--.

I' (. ~\
f·· •
\. '-.~.. )

Now consider the case when there is more than one
iternto be ordered and stocked. Using the same symbols as

in equation (aJ but writing the subscript i to denote the
item i, '1:18 have the total'cost as

.. ;... -- ( c '\-
r \.)

vThere the cost per order and the carryin[S cost are
assumed to be indepeno.ent of the item ordered. In the absence
of any constraints, the optimal order policy for each individual
item i will still be decided by the equation (b), i.e•.,

(._---_.-._-
1:1 7. " CJ<>(·l::.·l )-
I ---'--_.-

~ Cl{"}

Now let us introduce the constraints. Suppose that the

.- , C~·~t)

company can afford to invest at the most K rupees on an
average in the inventory order. Then v,ehave something
skin to a bOUl~dary condition for the equation (c) giyen by

." ,...
- 'I , I_.\: - '-t---' -_._-
,)
-x,

1<. r-
-- ".-~)
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Then our problem is to minimize the total cost T.G" of

equationC c)suL~lect to the constraint given by (e). The

mathemat.LcoL techniques adopted to accomplish this is the

Use of Lagr angi an multipliers.. We illustrate this by, means

of a concrete exampLe•.

Suppose t.het a company maintains inventories of five

items." The yearly demand .' and the cost per unit
l

for these items are given in Table 2

TABLE2

Item zi c.J..

1 000 Rs.30
2 900 100
3 2400 50
4 12000 8J
5 18000 10

Suppose the cost per order Cr is Rs.100 and the

carrying cost .:
is 12%per annum. Then in the absence\. "-,

J"

of any const.r-ai ncs 'tilecan calculate the optimal order size

for each item using equat Lon (d). In terms of rupees the

optimal order size is obtained by ca.l.cul.at.Lng [( A0t' • The

number of orders per annum for each item is obtained

by (zi/Xoi). These quantities are tabulated in the Table 3.
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.TABLE 3

Optimal order size
in units

Q.:ptimal_~~~ size
in £..upee~

OrdE~ per
armum

1 182.57 5477 3.•29

2 122.47 12247 7.35

3 282. 84 14142 8.49

4 632.46 31623 18.97

5 1732.05 17321 10.39

Total Rs.8)8J.D 48.49

Since the average inventory for each item is simply

one-half the order size in rupees, we can ilillnediately

determine the total cost of the ordering policy above,

using the equation (c) , i.e.

Optimal

T.C"opt

::: 100 (48.49) +0.12( 808J.D/2)
::: 4849 + 0•12x40405 :::Rs•9697.00

Suppose nO\'J that companyhas _a constraint of the form (e)

in terms of t.he maximumamount; it can invest in the

inventory on an aver age, Let it be given by

~.

~
;)s.

'l( oCt'
cZ
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Our problem now is to minimize T.C& of equation (f) subject

to the constraint (g). We rewrite (g) as

<) (~c:
/).

- 3o...} 000 =- 0 (

J-_.-- 0.)
-(.

~O[enext form the Lagrangian ;L by adding a term equal to the

Lagrangian multiplier ~ times the left hand side of (gl) to

the total cost of (f). We get
I

L = I00::;:; ;~. + o· "2 PJJ+)J~=t:Ct -3.DOO6]
K c ..t' .' ~. ~ I- ). - - - - (.£)

To minimize the original expression for T. C. subject

to the restriction (g) we must minimize L of equation (h)

with respect to xi and ~~ We do this by taking derivatives

and setting them equal to zero to get

D

? ~(;-)
0 J'0 L. -"~~-)(CCL _ .$5; DO D---~- •....=o>. ..{o .::---

These simultaneous equations can be readily solved by

determining }.. frO!' the first equat~~n to get

st ~ .: ~ 0 [) ~; ._ --.-
\ (O,J2_+>-)Cl"

Substi tuting thi s -into the -second equat.Lorrr



and solving for ~ :

.--0.12

bOOO D•.. -

= 0.09767

Nowwe can solve for the optimal order size with constraint,
t

i. e. ~o for the item i using the equation (i )
r+:
j 9..... :Z'
i U, t./ 0 '--L..

\

1 .... __ '__ . q(
i i » I,\+'(l
I !."? ...". l

(

Q( l0

lie can tabulate the results in Table 4 as vIe had done in,

Table 3.

Item-----
1

2

3

4

5

TABLE 4

optimal order size Optimal order size grders per
,kn units in rupees annum

135.56 4067 4.43

90.94 9094 9.90

210.01 1Off)0 11.43

469.59 23400 25.55

1286.03 12860 14.00

Total Rs.60001

The total cost for this ordering policy is

T.C.' opt = 100(65.31) + 0.12 (60~01) = Rs.1D13:L-06
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Thus it will be seen that the total optimal cost has gone

up from Rs, 9697~60 to Rs.10131 •.06 due to the presence of

the gonstraint (V~ However, this is the minimum cost

for the or-dor-Ln.; policy whf.ch gives an average inventory

investment of R~3030,OOO.Here we have demonstrated the

use of Lagrangian multipliers to take care of the

constraint to obtain a minimumvalue of the functional

which in this cas e is the total cost , This is similar to

the use of ad joLrrt function to modify the variational

principle to acco@nodate the boundary conditions in the

case of the neutron transport equation discussed earlier •.
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A New.Approach to the Solution of Radiation

Transport Equation

Do V 0 GopLnath

Safety Research Laboratory, Reactor Research Centre
KaLpakkam, End.i a

Starting from the integral fo:rm of transport equation
- i

and defining :J, new transform 8 (X,~L,~) 'which connects

the i th collision flux at (x,/J,m) l;Iith the (i-l) th

collision flux at (x./L) \ve arri.ve at an integral equation
I . '.

in /L, elimin;'=l.ting the spatial inte grat.Lon, The method

is quite general and applic?-ble to practical problems

of radiation transport in multi-region, energy dependent

systems with arbitrary degree of arri.so trr opy, Its

simplification for idealised systems and comparisons

with earlier vIork are Lnd.l cabed,

Analytical solutions for the transDort eauation.t .,

similar to the ones obtained earlier by Chandrasekhar

(1) and Wiener and Hopr (2) have had limited applications

in practical radiation transport calculations since they

are particularly suited for highly idealised situations

such as homogeneous infinite or semi-infinite medf.um.,

isotropic or low-order anisotropiC scattering, and

monoenergetic systems. Almost all the currently used
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methods to solve the practical problems of radiation
transport involve numer-Lca.Linte gration of Boltzmann
equation over spatial domain and a large amount of
present effort has been in evolving better algorithms
for nUblerical integration and evaluating their accuracy.
A notable except.Lon to this is the nearly analytical
method of moments developed by Spencer and Fano (3) and
la.ter extensively applied by Goldstein (4) for gamma-ray
t.ranspor t problems. Howeve r , even moments method is
strictly valid only for infinite homogeneous systems,
besides being dependent on apriori information for its
accuracy near source regions. Based on elementary
mathematical considerations, we present here a method
to analytically integrate .the Boltzmann equation over
spatial domain in one-dimensional finite or infinite,
heterogeneous medf.um with arbitrary degree of anisotropy
and energy dependence. It is also shown that the
expressions thus obtained reduce to the ones obtained
by earlier workers under the relevant conditions of
their validity.

We start with the integral equation form of
transport equation. In one dimensional slabs,

"- '<



( 1)

,
l+\ .

SYl ()~) = Oy,
(3)

( 4)

In ·eqns. (1) to (4), Sand 4> are the scattered

source and flux terms ,. i is the collision generation and

(0, X) are the system boundaries. Rest of the notation

is as used in ref. (5). For the sake of simplicity in

notation these equations are written for monoener getLc,

single-region systems. Extension to more general systems

~s dealt with subsequentlYe
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Nowwe define a new transform, for .X1 G: (0, X)

':t( . . . .

_ L (~sl C><j f--) e:2 t» -)()/1' Y') ol jll-' 1J') ) (J-<"»») V
S ('Jh/"0)=-U~'C'){J8 e2(X/-X)/hdlt (N~l't,}-;;;6)

It is obvious from the above definition that
C '-- . \

SC';l~Jr)10::f(')I')I)theithc collision angular flux: at Xl- Physical

significance of S l in general ( i.e. , f;.7. ~~ryrl ') "Till

become evident in the sequal_



l
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Bqn, ('7) cont.a Lns the integrals of the tyPe
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Similarly integrating eqn, (9) by parts,

(ll)

Using eqns. (10) and Cll) in eqn, (1), we

( 12)

In deriving eqns. (12) and (13), Le0endra polynomial
approximation of flux, sourc~ and cross sections was
assumed but it is not necessary. Nothing the azimuthal
symmetry of the system, we have

_~(I\,\PhJr'A) Pn(P:) ~-:»v~~pv.(~'-\r)~OA (tAl '7r) (14)-- :~
'1,

if
it
i,
l;~
; I

I
" II
~

I !

I ".1..
, '
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.
~,l-\ '"

- t) ( )(!) y. ) f-~'~ - -.- (15)

EqIiS. (12) and (13) or e qn, (15) relate· S iat
-~-~-! 'any given xl to S' . at the same xl and the boundary

values. Starting from $' o()fl) t},i ~w) )$' ,}(0, r-') fi)
and'S I)('f.) l.A~ fv-I) which are connected with the
uncollided source and can be evaluated for any given
external source distribution, one can iteratively

- i 1compute S ~XI' [.L, [.Lm) for all co l.LLsd ons,

It can be seen from the foregoing that S i(x" [.L,{.Lm)

in general is a measure of the contribution of the ith
collision angular flux in the direction [.L to the (i + l)th
collision flux in the direction,[.Lm. Further, noting that
eqn. (15) provides an operator relationship between Sl- I

and - iS , one can obtain the integral equation,
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h/ Y...J 1 ~t!..
-- \,. I)! I

Where,

l.: c

and S (x, J.L,J.L) is the equilibrium angul.arflux c} ('Xo~)

Of course,' eqn, (15) and eqn, {17) are completely
equivalent statements and the Neumann series solution
of eqn, (11) with S t) (x, ,J.L,J.Lm) as the first approximation
would be identical to the collisionwise solution of
eqn. (15). As a matter of fact, one could have obtained
eqn, (17) directly t'r-om eqns, (1) ,to (4) vlI'ittenfor
equilibrium flux and source terms but the procedure'
adopted here appears to give better insight into the
physical process.

For multiregion systems, it would be convenient to
•..(extend the definition of S as



i

'j
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where r is the region containing xl and br is the

appropriate boundary of the region, i.e., left hand
Iboundary for J-Lm > '0 and the right hand one for /Lm <; 0

Considering a two-regidn system with (0, X) as
the external boundaries and xl as the interface, for xl

where T(xl, x) is the optical distance between
x and xl_
Generalisation of eqn.(19) to multiregion systems is
now obvious. For a·N-region system with the point of
interest xl in t~e Jth region, we hav~1

-~ '. . 'J-- \. .- .( ~. . )
SI..( 'X I) ~"/ r OYI\=-- ;:;- ~ t. {) , .t~J)I)) f-{,~ e (. , .,:)))1, \ .-:, -t "-J. L i, .'.

") +, ~ 1) AI) r}r~\"iJ
J~ r . /
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Where ~(bJ' xl) is the optical distance between

right hand boundary of jth region and xl- ..On exactly
similar lines for Ilm < a we obtain

N . .-. ( .. ~. -,
~ ~(" i ~ ) "':::::-:-7 t, () t· Ii , .<~ - \ I... oJ ) AU'S' X I) f'-\) I.'.('-rn .::.-::...: :;, .' ) ~-d') t) f'6) (=.:.. . + Z l-(J -;i,! ,~l J-\,,) /. ~ I)'

, • • / :~'-- _J ,-, jl./ I ) I <7) \.'::_1

,d =y .

with bj referring to the left hand boundary of the jth
region. From eqns. (20) and (21) it can be seen that
additional computation involved in the multiregion
case is the evaluation of st at all the
interfaces which can be done using eqn. (15).

For the energy-dependant systems, without loss of
generali ty we consider a two energy-group system and
indicate the energy group by a subscript to all the

and using eqns,



I
t
!:

I

Where b is the' appropriate boundary

i.e.,
(-0 ('~. '7 1)
)' ,

b = i " )lX ('" (..u

Integrating eqn. (22) by parts with respect to x, we
obtain integrals of the type

( 23)

Denoting thi s asS ~1~2(x ! J fv-.) ~ 0 and going
through the same process as in the case oi'S",i.'C\ll) ~) P \v..)

(24)

and for the equilibrium case, we obtain the integral
equation
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-
As before, it can easily be recognised that 31 72~XI ,/.L,/.L)

is the angular flux at xl in the second energy group due to
the sources generated by the first group flux. Bqn, (25)
needs to be solved iteratively. In doing so, it may be

-noted that 81 and Bl appearing on the RHB of eqn. (25)
refer to the transforms of the first group and are already
available. As such the iteration is expected to
converge much faster. Besides, it may be noted from eqn.(23)
that

I

where f"'} :..LI ~':':I?.I.-. to Since S/I.(:XI!}~~"·0iSavailable
for different values of /.Lm , can be obtained by
interpolation and used as a first approximation in eqn, (25)

Under speoial ~onditions further simplification
of eqn, (17) is possible. Thus in the case of isotropic
scattering,

{ Iv5 ('~""'~)M)(2, -

S ()()t;"j ~~) "~;C~.JfqAA)::

CJe; 1':>_' :' t~;t)! (1-;) :: Sc )<i)/ 2-

6(')() JA ~

and Q£ti;l. (17) reduces to

CP'('v t" '\ _ c r" (,-r If .. , I
/'. I ,- y "-'--I

" " -- 2,1 J -
L -I

cp C~/ 1-") ~.{-A. ~ ~=!;-..1 JF~(- ge)( ItJ
r' f>- + .por? I/")



Further at the system boundaries, we have

~ ( C'/ ~) ~. 0 (f-A > Q); ~ (X(~ :-. 0 ( ~ c: oj

I
I

i

'1
1

. '0 '
1ihere ~ refers to the uncollided flux. In

developing the iterative solution. of eqns, (27) and (28) ,

it should be borne in mind 'that these expressions are

with the assULlption that the previous iteration sources
If'

are isotropic. For cp (0,1-£) and 4;(x,iL) , the previous

iteration sources being the unscattered source, need not

be isotropic. Hence it is necessary to treat. them

separately. IIi th this caution taken, eqns , (2'7) and

~28), though look quite different in form, lead to the

same iterative solution as that of Chandrasekhar's

X and Y functions (5).

For the solution of Nilne I sproblem, we take X

to infinity whence the last two terms on the RHBof

eqn, (27) drop out and ",e have
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Writing 1\.,.;.. tb I C.f 1~ /"'1 - .-{' ( t. \I ,·r _. II

e
I\,M,

~ eqn. (29)

J. f '.A j I =- i.-T· r 1r 1--' ,) -' ~. (f~.) eft·,,1
I \ r . 'I 2!' ....;....LL..--.----. '-,.-.,-...-

. ,A -.J Ii.
I L-! tv- .. I",

Eqn. (30) is the one which Wiener

(30)

and Hopf evaluate by
contour integration (7)

Analysis given above and the comparisons shown
are only illustrative and by no means complete. Thus
it can be seen that with the.introduction of the new
transform gi , many of the results obtained by earlier
workers can be derived as valid simplifications of
eqn, (17) which itself has been obtained on elementary
mathematical considerations. Practical implications of
the above formulation would be that several realistiC
problems such as th~ study of fine energy structure in
deep penetration radiation transport using point cross
sections, which so far had been prohibitively expensive
due to the large computer time and memory involved, would
now be amenable for computation. Detailed calculations
using this formulation, its extension to higher dimensions
and criticality prob1emsarein progress and will be'
reported elsewhere. This work was done as a part of lARA
Research Contract 2253/Rl/RB.
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-! NOTE ON THE' USE OF MA.THEMATIGAL TECHNIQUES OF COMPARISON
pF SHAPES IN FORENSIC SCIENCE

R. .J aganna than
M-ATSCIENCE, The Institute of Nathematical SCiences, M..1DfulS-600020.

INDIJ.~

JillSTRI.•.CT: .
•• • I

It is suggested that the algorithms developed by
mathematicians for quantitative comparison of shapes may be
useful in forensic .science, as for example' in th~ case of
su,perimposition technique of identifyi:qg the skull of a dead'
person using photographs.

The purpose of this short note is to point out, with an
example, how the algorithms developed in mathematical literature
for the description and measurement of forms and shapes with

the view to have applications in a wide range of fields like
pattern r~cognition, physiognomy, anthropometry, drug action
etc. can be very well used in forensiC science. To this end
let ~first sketch very briefly the· technique of matChing
polygonal structures. In a polygonal representation the figures

•to be matched are represented by polygons obtained by joining.
the important points of the figures .by straightlines or edges
and are mathematically described by the coordinateS fx)~} of
the vertices or the lengths of the edges and angles. Let us
assume the coordinate representation. Then let iCi./~) and
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~ (X,~) be sui table functions associated respectively with

the reference figure and the pd.c tur-e beinganalysed. To,find

the pieces of g that match 'f, r is-shi,fted·, into all possible

positions relative to g ,and for each shift (u, v) the

normalized, cross correlation coefficient

is computed. The coefficient Of would be maximumfor the-'. g
values of (u, v) at which f and g are fully correlated i. e. f= eg

& forensic scientist often encounters the problem of finding

out whether' a sKull obtained from a site where a person is

'burried is really the skull of a person who is missing and is

supposed to have been murdered. Whenthe photograph of the

missing person considered to be murdered is available, it is

brought to life-size by suitable techniques andvthe images of

the faces of the person and the suspected skull are superimposed

and Viewed together to find out whether they match. What I

would like to suggest here is that one may charuct.er.Lse the

extent of mabchi.ng in such a case mathematically by the

shape ••matching techniques like the one cited above instead of

. mere eye-view. This could be done as follows: One should first

make the polygonal app.roxfmatif.onof the same-size photographic

images of the f'ace of the person and the skul.L bY,joil1ing the
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important anatomical points by straight line edges and choose a
coordinate representation. Then the normalized cross
correlation coefficients should be computed for various
orientations of the skull with respect the fixed image of the
face. In the ideal ,situation. when the anatomical points
considered on the face and the skull exactly coincide the
normalized cross correlation coefficient would become unity
for some orientation of the skull provided the skull really
belonged to the person in the picture. But in practice due to
the difficulties in the fixation of anatonical points exactly
such an ideal situation is never achieved. But the maximum
valueof the normalized cross correlation coefficient computed
with utmost care gives certainly a quantitative measure of
the amount of certainty with which the forensic scientist can
give the opinion regarding whether skull examined could have
belonged to the person in question or not. The functions f and
g may be taken simply to have value II' within the polygon and
10' outside. ~hen the normalized Cross correlation coefficientl
is just (area of intersection of f and g / area of g). For
the details of the above mentioned problem and other elements
of forensic science the reader is referred to several existing
books and journals of forensic science.
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JIor the details of literat1lI'eon th~ mathemati.cal techriiques
of description and.measurement of forms and shapes including

'. .

the polygonal method sketched above the reader is referred
to the article. by E~V. Krishnamurthy and K.A. Narayanan in this
conference proceedings.

;..•..

.' "



DESCRIPTIONANDMEASUREHENTOF FORMSANDSHAPES+

E. V. Krishnanurthy and K•.A.. Narayanan
Indian Institute of Science

Bangalore 560 012.

ABSTRACT

I
The study of shape is an iEIpOrt.ant aspect in life

Sciences. Quantitative comparison of shapes becones an

important part of numerdcaf baxonoray of mf.cr-o-or-gard.sras ,

To study shape and introduce QeasureQents, very many

different topics of nathematd cs are involv~d - topology,

integral geonetry, metric spaces, multivariate analysis,
, '

conputation theory, to merrtLon a few.

In this paper algorithms are described which are

suitable for autonatic recognition of shape based on the

isoperinetric inequalities, shapenULlbers and convexity

details. These methods involve quantization of the given

object to enable machine representation, Detailed analysis

of neasurement s of degree of sirJilarity will also be

described.

The algorithms described will have enorQOUSapplications

in a wide range of fields - pattern recognition, physLognony

(Human face recognition), Anthropooetry, Drug action et c•

... - •.. - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ...
, ...

"+ Presented by: E.V. Krishnamurthy.



1. Introduction
Picture processing by computers usually involves large

volumes of data and hence a large cODputing time. The
pictures are usually digitized at uniform intervals and
represented as large matrices. The effort involved in
handling tbis raw information without preprocessing is very
great. Therefore it is necessary to express the objects
under consideration in a more compact way, yet without any
loss of Lnrormataon, if possible. In a sense, this is an
encod~ng problem and is the first step in any pattern
recognition algorithm.

It has been largely accepted that biological visual·
sys terns appear to identify the objects through their outlines
(or boundaries or edges or shapes). Thus a considerable
research activity is going on in understanding shape, and
cOlilparingshapes. This paper presents a brief outline of
the various ~ethods used in this regard.
2. Definition of shape

A shape is simply an outline of the object or its
boundary. Two shapes are said to be sihular if they can
be obtained froD each other by a sioilari ty transrorraat.Lon
which preserves all ratios of distances. Every similarity
is either a translation or rotation about sone origin, with
a mul.td.p Lacat.Lon by a constant of all distances from the
origin. Reflection is not usually considered as asinilari ty,

, .

...~
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transforLlation. Inforraally ;a··shape-is. an outline from
"..

which aliinformation about positi~)ll, scale and orientation

have been drained.

Given any picture, an outline of the picture can be

produced by emphasizing regions containing abrupt dark-light

transitions and de-emphasizing regions of' approximately

homogeneous intensity, that is, outlines are edges which are

transitions between two markedly dissimilar intensities. It

is a region in the Z-Y plane where the picture function

g(x,y) has a gradient with a large magnitude. Theproblem

of producing an outline thus requires estimating the

"gradient through the derivatives along any two orthogonal

directions.

Let g(i,j) represent the sampled or digitized picture

value at; the position (i,j) of the picture matrix. Then

the gradient at (f, j) .raay be defined by

6 g (i, j) = R(i, j)
"~ 2

I-~ 1 g(i, j) - g(i+l, j+l)j
L_

r . ;\2+ tg(~, .]+1)." g(i+l,j~.l

Often R(i, j) is approximated by

Rei, j) = Ig(i,~j) - g(i+l, j+l \ + \ gel, j+l) - g(i+l, j) I
Wethus o~tain the gradient picture •. This process is known

as spatial diffel'enti~tion, edge enhancement, sharpening or

simply gradient technique.
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3. Des_cription and Comparison of Sha"pes
i_.

J.. description should be simple in some sense than the
thing being described. A mathematically complete descrip-
tion for an analog shape or the picture matrix for digitized
picture does not appeal intuitively. An alternative method
depends upon recognizing it as a member of some well known
or previously defined class, for exampLe , a parallelogram.
These descriptions are required to be invariant under
transformations.

Jl.. fUndamental way of characterizing a scene is to ,specify
some topological properties, which do not involve any notion
of distance or any property that may depend on distance such
as the area, parallelism of lines and so forth. ~ topological
property is a property that is invariant to so-called rubber-
sheet distortions, that is, if the plane were represented by
a rubber sheet, then a topological property of a subset of
the sheet would be unchanged by any stretching deformation
of the sheet. One such property may be the numbe r of
connected components, which is a subset of maximal size
such that any two of its points can be joined by a connected
curve lying entirely within the subset; or the number of
holes ;ina figure. It serves as a prelililinarysorting
par aneter , as a check on the accuracy of other descriptions.

On the other hand, metric properties involve the notion
of distances such as area, perimeter, thiruless ratio (A/p~ ,
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directions with maximUQjrninimUQ moments of inertia and
so on. These properties, however, cannot be used to
reconstruct the original shape.

Properties which exploit significant irregularies of
shapes can be used, for eg! convex~ty or local extrema •
• figure·is said to be convex if every straight line segment
whose endpoints are in the figure is contained in the figure
and the convex hull of a set of pOints is the smallest
set containing every line segment that connects two of
its points. The local extrema points can be used to
describe the boundary. These are usually near the points·
of high curvature of the boundar-y, High curvature is
reflected by steep slopes.of the tangents. The curvature
plays a prominant role and it is .~dely aCYJlowledged that
it is important for shape perception.

Th~ shape of curves may be analysed by either scalar
transform techniques or by space domai.n techniques. J..sfor
as subsequent processing'is concerned, scalar transform
techniques are most appropriate as input to classical
statistical pattern recognizers while space domain techniques
are most appropriate f9r producing input to syntactiC and/or
structural pattern classifiers. From these teclmiques , it
is pqssi1?J.e.i<orecQnst~u.ctthe original shapes.
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3.1 Shape description using Fourier descriptors

The shape of curves can be analysed using transforn
techniques. Fourier transform techniques produce compact
descriptions of curves. The boundary is expressed in terms
of the tangent angle versus are length. it.. starting point
on the boundary is selected and a f'unctLon c.p (r) is def'Lned

which is the het angular rotation of the point r from the
starting point. If e (r) is the angle of the tangent at r ,

,

and ~ (0) is the angular direction at the starting point,
then CV (r) + ~(O) = e (r) + n.21T. If L is the length'
of the curve then the domain of' r is (0, L). Normalizing

.the domain into (0, 21T) in terms of the angle,

I

"r'

cp ~t) + t
Now ev( t) can be expanded in Fourier series as

00

nt'7:~f(t) .= ao + L ~ cas nt + bk sinn=l ~- .-'

or in polar form as

(t) = cos(nt - o(n) where.Au and ~

are the polar co-ordinates of an and bn- These are the nth

harmonic amplitudes and phase angles, and are called the
Fourier descriptors for the curve. In practice, a curve
is given by a set of discrete paints, va' VI' •••• , vN'

in which case the coefficients are given by
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N+1

ao
1 L r k Aqt\= -1T •• ~
L k=1

1· N+l 2'1Tn rkan = 1: A~~ sin
n'll"· k+1 L

i 1 N+1 2'lTIl rk\;

bn :::: L AqJk cos- k=ln'lr L

where ~~k = (cRk - cf>k-l)•
Then,

,N+lcP (t) . = a +. L '(a cos nt + bn sf.n : nt)0 n;::1 n

N+-1
1: . An cos (nt - ~).

n=l
The Fourier descriptors E 'h. "'n 1sre invariant under trans-

lation, rO,tation and scaling. A n does not vary with the

starting point. However, ~ depends on the starting point.

If Zo and. z~ are two different starting pof.nt s ,

= a+o

o(t = cl + n A 0(n 'n , AO( =

where AL.:...isthe distance between Zo and Z1• Someo
may be ,defined which provides/invariant

I
i
I,

function· of ~

measures, like
• lit

Fk' = j o(k - k 0(, where j*, k*= j, k / gcd (J,k)·
J J

The Fkj are ind,ependent of the starting point. Thus a

measure of similarity between two shapes may be
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, = t i
FkJ" - Fk"!. J I

I

The Llajor advantage of the descriptors is that it is
very easy to deternune these coefficients by using Fast
Fourier Transform Tecluliques and are backed by a well
developed theory of Fourier transforI:1s. But the major
disadvantage is'the difficulty in describing local informa-
tiona J.lso they can distinguish among sytnmetric curves
only on the basis of the phase of the descriptors which
cannot be computed reliably in many cases. For example
the descriptors for the boundaries of a 12t ~~d a 151

are almost identical. Also if a subset of the coefficients
is only used for a reconstruction of the curve, as is

..usually done, the property of curve closure is not preserved.
It is also not easy to match segments of outlines.

Nevertheless, the methodology can be used successfully
for shape description provided that certain precautions are
taken.
3.2 PolY1:;onalrepresentation

Polygonal approximations are very popular because of the
simplicity. The'points of maximum curvature, the angles,
form the vertices of a polygon which are joined by straight
lines or edges. In a polygonal-representation the. figure is
repI,'esentedby the. length of the edges and angles or by the
co-ordinates of its verticles. These vertices may form

•..
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convex, straight or concave angles with the adjacent edges.
Thus, a prelinunary comparison of two shapes will involve
comparing first the sequence of the angles and determine
whether they are of the same nature and then determine their
match upto a specified accuracy and also the ratios of
ad jacerrt.edges.

3.2.1 Testing the convexitx of a polXgon
Assume that the simple polygon is represented by

the co-ordinates. of its vertices (xo,Yd •••• (Xn.Yn).. Then a
necessary and sufficient condition for the polygon to be
convex is given by the following step~:

(i) Find the deterrllnant
~1

=11
i

11

,I
X-.i.-1 Yi-1!

I
Yi :

" I
1

y.+l iJ.. '

for i ~ = O,1,2, ••• ,n
(ii) The polygon is convex if all Ais are of same sign.
Ais are -ve if the polygon is traversed in clockwise
and +ve if in counter-clockwise direction. 6·::: 0J..

indicates the 3 points are collinear.
(iii) The concavities are obtained from points where the 6is
are of oppos i,te sign,

Now
A i = (x, - x. 1) (y.+l - y.) - (x. I-X.) (y. -yo 1)-:J.. "J.- J.. J.. "-J..+" J.. - J.. J..-

A little manipulation will show that 6 i just measures the
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direction of the angle 9i between the vectors (i-l,i)
and (i,i+1) .• fl·

l
is negative of 0 "> 9.') - Ifl" and positive

r' \'•.

if 0 <. 9i < If. Thus this shows that for a polygon to be
convex all succeeding points should be on the same side
wi th respect to the previous edge. Thus in the Fig. 1, there
is a concavity at the vertex 5.

This algorithm can be used to fill the concavities and
find a convex hull, that i~, delete the nodes causing
concavities and connect the other nodes, such that the polygon
becomes convex.

'-.t

3.2.2 HatChing 'polygonal structures
Matching is trivial if vie expect the exact pattern of

the reference (ter~lat0 in the picture being analysed. In
practice the picture will be noisy and we can only hope
to .oaximize some measure of the degree of match between the
pattern and the picture.

Let f be the template, g the picture and let it be
required to find the pieces of g that match f. We can do
this by shifting f into all possible positions relative to
g and computing \, \ f0"

'1, 0..J
for each shift (u,v). By Cauchy-.

Schwartz inequality
rr\\f(x,y)], .- ...•.

/_\~~r2( )
"-- II -x,Y")'-to

The left hand side

g(x+u,y+v) dy
r: 2 ) 1dx dy ; ) ,g (x+u, y+v) dx dy> '2

-,j J
is the cross correlation efg of f and g,
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/ r( 2and °fi Ii> g is the
-1

is maxi.mum for values of
normalized cross correlation and

u,v at wlri.ch g Of.

If we want to use template matching to recognize a

pattern that is subject to rotation and scale change a very
large number of templates woul.d ordinarily be required. Or
using a s-ingle template try 8.11 possible orientations and
transformations. But the comnut atLon then would become.c

uneconorUcal. One possible way to perform matching may be
as follows •

.Assume that the reference is an image on a transparent
rubber sheet. We move this on the sensed image and at each
possible displacement vre pull or push on the rubber sheet
to get the possible alignment between the two, We evaluate
each such match by how good a correspondence we are able to
obtain and how much pushing or pulling lifehad to exert.
The rubber sheet may be thought of as an image vIi th a number
or rigid pieces or components held together by springs. The
springs joining the rigid pieces serve both to constrain
relative movement; and to measure the cos t of movement by how
much they are stressed.

Let· the reference be composed of p components. For
1.. .~ - i~-p let x.J.
Li(xi) indicate how strongly the

be a variable over the sensed scene. Let
.th
l componerit fits at Xi-

This does not take into account other elements. In addition
to this purely local neasure ( Lit there are the following
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considerations: ~ how well the different cor~onents are
situated in the required spatial relations to each other
2) how relative values of attributes of other components
compare wi th corresponding measured values. e. g. ith edge

may be double jth edge. The extent to which the above
specifications are not satisfied is refleeted in the
stretching of springs between the corresponding components.

Let g..(x.,x.) be the cost associated with the spring
lJ 1 J

joining the ith and jth components. gij:::'O if th~re
Then the total cost of the match at Zp isis no spring.

p
::: L

i=l
i
L ~. (x.,x.)j=l -:1;J 1 J

p
:;: . L h.i=l -"'1 where

The problem then is to minimise G(~) which is a dynami,c
programming problem and is similar to finding the shortest
path in a graph. To lli!derstandthe magnitude of the problem
let the picture size be 50 x 30 (1500 elements) and the
reference be 5 x 5 (25 elements). This needs ]054
evaluations. Even if each element is constrained to be
within the,next 6 elements, it requires about 108 evalua-
tions,and 2 days of computing time. To economise on time and
storage, the following Linear Embedding Algori thm can be used.
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Step 1•w •

i
Define Si (Xl' ••• ,~)::: i: ~j(~,Xj)

j:::l

::: L(xl) ,the local mismatch cost andLet

nent of the

. ?
::: \~'Xl l( the set of nodes at time t ::: 1.

\... .J
For each possible position x2 of the 2nd compo-

template, deterr:1:i.ne the corresponding Xl E L~(x2)

(constrained set of possible Xl) which minimises

Step 2 :

•\
::: [
For.tep 3:

which minimises

Let
" .
~ Yi-1(x:t:l)'~ ~
L J
gives the components 'With the' minimum coststep 4: YP~xJ

of mismabcn,

Example: To determine the match between two strings

=213241).23271298

...;..15-1 <.::~ x.- J

I /' i c:... 4<,- -
and

B ::: B. :::a 1 2 3 7

Let the spring function be given as : (Figure 2)
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For i ::: 1,2,3 - j ::: i+l • 1< 15, , xi' Xj <•.... ---
~;j == 0 for x. - X. ::: 1

J a
::: 1 for x. - X. ::: 2

J l

::: 00 otihe rwi.se

L. (Xj) ::: A(Xj) - B. , for 1< x. <, 15- 1 <: i (~ 4a .i, '-.'. J - , -.. ",

The above function indicates that only two rie ighbour s are to
be examined for each ~. Pi gure 3 shows the procedure for
finding the path with the minimum cost. At any stage ·k ,
the nodes I.e.k) . are connected to the nodes X(~-l) with the"

J l

minimum cost g..•g.. is marked over each branch and thelJ lJ
numbers inside the circles are the L.(x.). The numbersa .J.

above the circles daQotslthe total cost upto the
(1) (2) (3)

minimum path can be seen to be ~ Xs Xg
stage k,

(4)
xli

The

3.3 Boundary Encoding
3.3.1 Hermi te coding

In the picture matriX, only the elements corresponding
to the boundary carry the information about the shape. The
elements corresponding to the boundary can be represented as IS

l
..L

and all other elements as OIS. Thus the picture matrix is
sparse and will have a rank much less than the dd.mens Lons of
the matrix. By carrying out some elementary operations
on this matrix which preserve its rank, the matrix can be
represented in a compact form.

The given matrix l1(rnxn)is transformed into a diagonal
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matrix p::: (1, 1, 1, •••, 1,0, 0, ••• ,0) by first
pre-multiplying M by elementary matrices El, E2, ••• , Ea.
to get a matrix Ml ,and then post multiplying HI by
elementary matrices Fl, F2J ••• , Fb to get P •

That is,

or ~.M.F :::P
P has r lis along the diagonal_where
of M.

r is the rank

:::

is the submatrix consisting of the first r columns

of B-1 and B is the su~matrix with the first r rows of

F-l , then we can write
M :::AT B

where AT is now an (mxr) matrix ana.B is an (rxn)
matrix. Thus the procedure results in a very good compression
if r is much less than min(m,n).

The matrices E-l and F-l can be easily obtained by
carry-lng out elementary operations on an identity matrix
along with the reduction of H.

A code can be ~~itten for representing the reduced
picture as

HeM) •• J.,B)
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This code is called the Hermi, te code.

This c0de,is unique and serves as a mathematical

signature for any picture. Also under the fundamental

transformations of the picture s,uch as translation,

rotation, reflection etc. the rank remains invariant thus

generating a class of equivalent matrices •
.•. .

Exactly similar pictures can be easily recognized by

observing that for the picture M I sirnilafL to N the

code will be of the form
"

H(M') :::: (Ink, nk, r: A,1, BI)

where 141 is derived from JJ.. by setting a] .:::: ka.. ,andJ.J J.J

Bl is derived from B by setting bl • :::: kb.. , k beingJ.J J.J

a sca Le factor.

3.3.2 Freeman chainc~ding

This is very simple and popular technique for repre-

senting a bOllildary. We aSSUL1ea rectangular grid and define

8 basic directions (Figure 4). Each se gmerrt of the curve

which falls wi. thin one of the squares of the grid is

approximated by _one of the 8 directions and the curve is

represented by a chain of these codes, known as Freeman

chain code; Each digit a.J. in the code indicates a

direction of (ai• '11"/4) and thus defines the direction of

the curve at that PC?int. .Such encoding can be obtained from

other descriptions of boundaries as Vleil, say from polygonal
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representation.. Thus a straight line at 600 will be
encoded as a sequence of lIS and 21s. The derivation of
the chain code is fast and straight forward.

For nat.cha ng two shapes represented by their chain
codes, we may cornput;e their correlation as follo'w's: If

I,

.!1. = (aI'.~ ••,an)' B = (bl •••,bd are two curves n
then the correlation of A and B is

m,

1 n
.L
1=1

cos (a. - b. .) 11/4~ ~+Jn

WillCh provides a measure of the average pair\dse alignment
between. the Li.nks of A. and B. Cab = 1 if all the digits
of A and B match. Obviously this is very sensitive to
orientation and grid size. Hence the two orientations have
to be normalized before they are compared.

From the chain code, a difference code or the derivative
can also be formed by finding the difference between the

J

~
';

consecutive code digits. This will indicate the magnitude
of the angle between ~Ghesucceeding edges and thus will be
insensitive to orientation. However it is more susceptible
to noise than the original chain code.
3.3.3 ~of shape ~umbers to reyresent shapes

,

The F~eeli.1ancode is different in general for different
orientations.. Hence, the orientation is to be fixed for a
picture, say, by choosing a direction joining two perimeter
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pOints farthest away from each other and another perpendicular
direction. These two define the major· and ~unor axes and
the picture is just enclosed "nth a rectangle \dth sides
along these two directions. lulother way of norma.Ld zd.ng the
orientation mai, be along the principal axis i.e" the axis
about which the moraerrt of inertia is ntntnun or the product
of inertia is zero, The :Jicture is now digitized and
Freeman chain coded_ ~he difference code is then obtained
from the chain code or directly by encoding the corners.
For example in a code vIi th 4 directions at 90°, the convex
corner may be coded as 1, straight corner as 2 and concave
corner as 3. (See FigUJ:'e5). Obviously, depending upon
the starting point there will be more than one code which
will be the cyclic· permutation of the above code. A code is
chosen which is the nn.rumum in base 3 and bhi,s gives the shape
nunber of the figure, 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 for the example.

The number- of digits 11. in the code describes the
precision of the nwnber and depends on the grid size chosen.
This gives the order n of the shape nlliliber.So, for greater
accuracy the grid size villl be snall. Thus, if 22 digit
precision is n~eded, then the rectangle must be divided into
22 squares i.e. the perimeter of the rectangle must be 22
(6 x 5, 7x4, oe 0)., Since shape numbe r is insensi tive to
orientation of the region, position, size and origin of the
chain, it is appropriate to thil~t that it describes shape.
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A.s the grid size becomes smaller and smaller, the finer
details are brought out. Therefore, two figures A and B which
match (have the same shape numbe r) at order, say, 4, may not
match at order 100. If A and B match ~pto order D and do
not match at higher orders, we may say that A and B have
degree ill of similarity. Lnf'or naLly, the power of a
magnifying lens that barely confuses the two regions gives the

I

degree of similarity. Many dissimilar figUres will have
the same shape number- at low orders but vTill moveilway from
each other as the order increases. To find the similarity,
a binary search may be used. First see whether they match
at order 8, say, and then at 100; then, at the middle and
so on, The distance between 2 shapes A and B may be defined
as the inverse of their degree of similarity,

.There are some disadvantages. Small. variations due t o :
, noise in.the outline will result in widely different shape

numbers and comparison may not be .easy. Also deep concavities
in the outline will cause the outline to have more than n
digits - each depression of depth d increases the order

\

by 2d. This has to be overcome by choosing a finer grid.
4. ~iscussions

1l. some what higher level of ent:!odingis that according
to arcs of approximately constant curvature which are mapped
into a set of symbols. Thus tal may be a convex are of
high curvature, lbt a straight line, tcl a concave arc of
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high curvature and so on. Since it does not depend upon
orientation it does not have some of the disadvantages of the
chain code.

li. generalization of the above schemes is to encode a
boundar-y into a sequence of arbit:L~aI'Ycurves of the form
v = vI v2 ••• Yr where vi maybe an element of the
chaincode, an arc of constant curvature, a side of polygonal
approXimat~on etc., but will be more difficult to implement.

Usually fron the chain code, a polygonal representation
is obtained since chain coding introduces quantization noise.
For exampLe a straight line at 60· is represented by a
staircase like pattern of 11S and 21sin the chain code.
Therefore, from the chain code, points of actual curvature
or angles are found by considering the chal1.ge9in the
k-slopes at each poa.nt s, the k slope being the sLope tof'

the line joining aj and
zation noise is smoothed.

a. k In effect,the quanti-Jt '-.
The choice of k will have to be

decided judiciously. From the points of high curvature or
angles, a polygon is obtained and analysed. Another method
finds a ml n iraum perilileterpolygon vmich approximates the
original boundary with raaxt.num potrrtwi se error les s than the
side of the grid square. It nf.ru.rrd ses the length vmile
keeping the i)ointwise error within the range of the

J,; . "

~axiQization quantization error.



Finally, since the bOlliLdariesare encoded using
symbols from a finite alphabet, the bOUlLdaries can be
analysed by sTntactic techniques using the theory of formal
languages. For example, a straight line can be defined to
@eet the following criteria.

1) ~t .most two basic directions are present and
these can differ only by unity modulo 8

~ One of these values occurs always singly
3) Successive occurances of the principal

direction occurring singly are as uniformly'
spaced as possible.

Similarly a sharp corner can be -defined as less than
or equal to 45-, eg. .72, 73, 03, ••• .Also some minimum
length requirements may be imposed so the substrings take
the form (h i j k 1 m) where i,jand k,l are pairs
which differ by at most one rJodulo 8, j,k is one of the
above pairs and h,j and I,m are pairs which form a
large angle...llso h,m should differ by at most one
and' n should differ from j and k from m. e.g.
o 1 2 7 7 1 and so on.

It is as yet not clear as to which are the best
methods and all the methods have been currently used. Thus
there is a considerable scope for future research in
this dire'ction.
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MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEHS IN GENER..~ PHYSICS.

The Ins titute of lv1athematical Sciences
"ldyar, Madras-600 020.

of-
Ramifications of Heisenberg-Weyl group, Geometry",paths

and an estimate for numbe~~asic qualities. of elementary
entities from black hole entropy are the topicS considered.

Since I had not planned to give any talk here, I
have no set material to present here. I shall therefore report
some results from isolated topics for which I am able to recall
sufficient detail for purpose 'of the talk. Some of these things,
such as Heisenberg-Weyl group I had done quite sometime ago
but should be of interest to my colleagues: Vasudevan,
Shanthanam, Jagannathan and their students, as these are yet
unpublished. The geometry of paths and the spectra of
corresponding schrodinger operators is of a rather general
interest. I t has some connection wi th the·;first topic and
'\'Ji th the problem of confinement in relativistic interactions
on the one hand, and ~~th the method of geometrizing
nongravitational interactions by introducing the notion of a

I
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nontrivial fibre bW1dle on the other (the trivial bundle would
then corresponding to ScatteringStatesJ)

More recently I have been gathering some even more
speculative ideas on possible measure of numbers of qualities
of elementary constituents of matter from the information
theoretic content of Entropy of a black hole. These are also
reported hereD For brevity, various results are collected
in the form of (psendo) theorems exactly as they occur on the
transparent sheets used for overhead projection at the
lecture. A. few explanatory comments f'o.l.l.ow,

I. RAMIFICATIONS OF THE HEISENBERG-WEYL GROUP:
~Q The Heisenberg-Weyl (pseudo-) group on an open connected
sub set U in Rn+l is an intransitive, (2n+l) parameter
subgroup of the affine group, which splits into two abelian
subgroups of dimension n+l and n, leaving fixed the Subspace
U(Rn) and U CRl) t" 1respec ave y. It gives rise to two algebriac

(

structureso

..1. Heisenberg Algebr,q
(b,a] :::C, [a,~ = 0, 0,c] :::o.

These are three principal classes of representations.
(i) Uni tary ~ dimensional g as parameters on i.,.:(. L- d)J 1- CO)
(ii) .•~s nilpotent group
(iii) Modulo-n representations
Remark' Cii) and (iii) are intimately related to each other, to~.
the theory of ~ - functions and to representations of

.. t.
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semi-simple compact 1ie groups (n - toroid).

Ji. Weyl ..llgebra.

K8 = 0( (c)· B,{~ , BC = CB ,
H-algebra ~ Weyl-algebra, but the converse need

not be true.

Thm. 1

(a) The Fourier transform 1on t 2. (- cf) ) +CiJ) is an

isometric isomorphism of £ 2- C- 00) TOO) into itself \. :

(b) :~s an operator on r t-(f) +(1-:)), ~ defines a duality
~ J .

between the translation group on E:_ and its char acte r group.
n

(c) The. duali ty spoken of in (b) defines the uncertaini ty.
principle -7 A( ~ ) •
( d) -e O:::f'f_L

J
0) the parity operator tj cr and some other integral

transforms associated with second order differential equations

are continuously de f'or-mab.l,einto each other in 61 (:L ~R).
The eveloping algebra of 81 l~ j R) is the Heisenberg algebra.

-
(e) The invariance group of Heisenberg algebra isISp( 2n;R)§ T211

(Actually its two-fold cover).

(f) The invariance group of any conservative Hamiltonian system

is a subgroup of Sp(2n;R)

(g) In a canonical basis the eigenstates of the generators

of 81 (2;R) in (d) are also the eigenstate of1 ",

thereby permitting the computat i.on of Fast Fourier transform.

ner, The op erator of Fourier series f on 12 [0,2.1\)
p 0 0 -1 (/

ma '~s it .i.nt o ..\..:{and f 'J. 2.. ---? L2- [O)~ 11) ,
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ThIn.2 Let t LV} E l.,[OJ;Ll\), {.CP"Y1} E: ~ 2 }such that

CP,N =. cPn for all Cf and so~e fixed N. Then this =: Q.2tn 'n-
is finite-dimensional and Lf)'f -IJ ==- lS;S -'j def'Lnesc\ef-
i sometries of ~, ()N_

I 'C.. Z.

Q
\'l M f) N-;-\Y\

(8) 2. ® Q L -==- X-2 ;

(b) ;r.tfurnishes a non-singular basis for -the matrix 0.\~eb ~C-\.;
(c) It yields the representations J. (ii) and A,(iii) of

the Heisenberg algebra; '.

h-o "I(d) S~=..n~I::ptrace of Sr.-defined (SR.I'r{L=- exp2.l11,Le-r)hn-t) n
Q.) '»1::. '.)2..,),,- '0 is (1Yllxklv 4) ~; proportional to -Ill"
I

1\e. ' 'V) -: 4.R. ) \, ~\ = (\ -r 1..) J11 ; 11-: 4. k-t2 ),,~::... 0;

1'")::.- 4 R--t\ )Tr ~I -= Y n )11-::-4 R -t '3 ) -T'(~l z: i Vn .

Remarks: This result is derived by inspection and use of

trignometic formulas in explicit expansion of Tr S. or from

qualitative analysis of its structure. (so/n) = 0( C,det
C circulant and 0( ant.Ldi.agona I'[ Let,.(C= +1 or -1 for n odd

det <-
or even; =:0( = +1 or -1 for n::::.4R; £\\(-\-\ fS'{ 'il~4'R..T1)

d4.~ + 6.. then - et S = +n or -n for n= 4 R. +l) L\ R + :z.
«c L.\ \~ ) L\ \{ t 3 f
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One sees that 3 is a magic number, as one is already familiar
from Judge1s treatment of uncertainty principle. Thep\ 0.70:1..
eigenstates of given in terms of projections

r;) l-; 2. J -, r--.3
1'::' ..L+O(S*O( Soc+ «s~

D<, I~ -\ i
\A,d th e ~envalues 0\::-:t. ) j: L ~apart

r-.

from a factor?'~ in this normalization). For both even
and odd n analysis is more convenient in a symmetric
representation achievable by an anti-unitary transformation.
Diagonalization of,S2 and h~nce of S-· has ramifications

'(0-::::. ~~reflected already in the corresponding problem for ~ - 2f
VYL L2. L~0() ) + ex))<- ah-Q. •

Theorem (3.4) Cons Ldea-e d as an operator from

(f )~-\) define a duali ty between the translation group
on Sl and its character group C (SO (2) ).

(3B) In the projective model, Heisenberg-Weyl group.on R2
induces the So (2) bundle over Sl.
Thm. 4. If a semi-simple Lie-algebra (of. a compact Lie
group) of Self (or skew) - ad jot.rrt operators on L~
Ilintegrablel! to a group, then there exists a "polar basis'

n

in the algebra of the' 'finite Fourier transform' t S~
defined in theorem 3, which furnishes a representation
of the Lie group adopted toUie "coherent state' 1

representation of the Heisenber g-l~eyl group.
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II. Geometry of Paths

Thm. 1. Newton-Harnilton:::: Femat x Jacobi 1
For the metrics corresponding to these variational

principles. ( t g} ::::Christoffel symbols)

Metric Equation for path Case

1" 61 ~

~ z, E~~"\

Ne\rt.on~Hamilton
(Least action)

,
Jacob!
(I Ileast distance t 1)

ThIn. 2 Given the gravitational potential of a mass

point, and the corresponding Jacobi and Fermat paths

one obtains on using them simultaneously in. specf.a.L

relativi ty, the schwarehild metric in general relativity.

Remark: Application of Fermats principle gives the - : ::.?La.)

shift in spectral lines. Similarly Jacobits principle yields

the Newtonian (Soldner) bending of u.light ray passing near

a gravitating object. In S.R. one must apply both sLmul.t.aneous.Ly;

Thm.3 The sign of sectional curvature of Newton's equations

(considered as an equation of geodesic deviation-so that
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force is linear~~o curvature).)considered as curved space,
determines the.nature of the spectrwTI of the Schrodinger
operator.

9' ~Consider yy\ \f.... -T w X :: l) . The corresponding curved
space is of positive and negative curvature according to

a{ \c>'(<..e.
the sig~\. ,The spectra of the related Schrodinger equation
are continuous or discrete in the respective cases.
Similar remarks apply to Kep Lerv'Cou.l.ombs problems. For a
general potential, of cours~one must take sectional curvature
and these results apply locally.

~JL .~'
If all sectional curvature~~egative, then \7 has

~discrete spectrum; if all these are positive then \7 has
continuous spectrUB4 Similarly for the mixed case.

III. BASIC QUALITIES OF ELEMENTARY ATTRIBUTES M~D BLACK HOLES.
Thm. 1. Number of Quantum attributes of the ultimate
elementary entities of matter-energy are between (minimal)
23 (~ex~'1\ ) and (23) 2 __ (ex p '1\T) \f-
(a) exp(S 13, r\' } 1::;) is the measure of the number of
possible configurations in terms of the t 1basic attributes 11
of a black hole (S a,~;= entrop y of a black hole)
(b) Growth in S.' .:.

8·\-\·
and effective radius

due to injection of a particle of mass ~

Thro.2 If quarks have 3 colours and 2N flavours such that there
are N lepton types, then

***
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APPLIG::i.TION OF ONE DDiEIlli,..IONAL RANDQN WALK THEORY

TO A STUDY OF 'rMCKLENGTJI, BJ1~SSIliG SCH&1iES

K.P. N. Murthy
"Fast Reactor Group, Reactor Research

Centre
KaLpakkam 603 102, Tanil Nadu,

lJfrHODUCTION

Tracklength Biassing is a variance reduction device
employed in Monte Carlo estimation of neutron or ganna

,p

it·i..'....
!~
i!

l'
i

transrnission through t:bick shields. It essentially consists
of considering the shield medi, um as having a biassed total
(macroscopic) cross section, taL' to the propagating
particles, neutrons or gall11nas,wher-e L is the actual total
macroscopic cross section and fal, the biassing parameter.
Accordingly, in the Monte Carlo simulation of particle
transport, the inter collision distance, 1 , is r~ndoill
s amp Le d from the modified probability density runc tf.on (also
called the imo ortance f'unc ti on) given by,

g (1) ::::al: exp( -aLl) (1)

The actual (or analogue) probability density function is
given by

f (1) :::: E exp (-ElJ ( 2)



It is cLaar that sampLi.ng from the modified proba-

bility den;:;ity f~ctiol1 is intended to stretch the free path i.. .1..,

of the particles travelling toward the shield eidt. This

would force Y!10reparticle histories deeper into the shield

and there by reduce the var'Lance of the transmission. For

preserving the mean t.r ansmtssaon, the statistical we i.grrt of

the particle is n1J~tiplied by a factor, c,ateach tine a

di stance, say 1 = 11 is sampled frOI:1eqn, (1). The
/

expression for c is given by

c = 1 exp . - E (I-a) 11 ( 3)
a

For a given pr-ob.Lem , proper choice oft at wou.Ld lead to

significant reduction of variance. This choice would depend

on the different parameters of the shield system and the

simulation. For practical LmpLeraent at Lon certain simplifi-

cations are I1ade.

The dependence of 'al on e - the angle between the

particle direction and a preset ir~ortant direction (taken

toward shield. interior for deep penetration problems) is

recognised by expressing a = a( ~~) where J..L = cos (} •
simple form of a ( ~L) with a .single unknownparameter ,

say b, is chosen. The influence of the shield thicYJless and

its scattering properties on the choice of biassing is
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accour.t.ed for, by exp IIcitly optirJisip.gb vJith respect to
these parameters. There have been many scheQes proposed
and the recent ones, chosen for the study here, are listed
be Low ••

Oo,nstant Bt.§:.ssillii.....h~

a ( f..L) == 1 - b for. f.L /' 0

== 1 for ~t L 0 (4)

1

This scheme was considered by Levitt (U in his studies
for obtaining a phenonenological expres sion for self
cp ti.nrl sf.ng 1a J at each collision site. This scheme has
also been studied by ponti(2) 0

Case b
a(f.L) 1 - b for /170

J.L < 0 (5)== 1 + b for
- 1 for o

The above prescription implies that the track~ toward the
important direction woul.d be stretched and those away would
be shrunk .•

11. linear form the dependence of 1a I on J.L has been
considered and studied by Perkins and Burrel(3), Spanier(4)
Ponti (2), Bending (5), Nagarajan( 6) and Nurthy (7). Two
cases can be consideredo
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Case <J.

a ( u. ) I-bp, for J..L /' a
= 1 for J..L L- a-

Cas~.....£

a ( J..L ) ::: I-b{.Lfor all !.L

( 6)

(7)

~Xponential Biassing Scheme

Jln exp onanta a.l. form for the dependence of rat on J..L

was proposed by Hurthy (7) and pre Lfrai.nar y studies (7,8) on

one dimensional homogeneous slab shield problem, indicated

that this scheme performed better than the Linear Scheme•

.(1.sbefore, two cases can be considered!

Cas(Ja~. .. .•. a (,J..L) ::: exp (-b J..L) for /.L 7 a
::1 for ( 8)

.Q.ase b:

a ( J..L ) = exp (- bJ..L)f or all J..L ( 9)

In this paper, the relattve merits of the above

. s.ooemes are studied analytically on a one df.mensf.ona'l,

homogeneous slab shield probl~m reco[~ended by B~~Qing (~
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ST.ll'Et-'lENT OF THE TEST PROBLEM 1•.ND EXPRESSION FOR VARIANCE

The notional shield proposed by Bending (5) consists of

mono-energetic particle transport in a one dimensional·

homogeneous slab shield extending from Z == - 0() to +T

mean free paths (Qfp). An isotropic source is placed

at the_ origin, Z == O. The scattering is isotropic and

the scattering probability is defined as Ps. Positive

X axis is -the important direction for applying the

direction dependent tracklength biassing •.

The particle transport in the notional shield

above can be cast a problem in one dimensional random

walk defined by

~ == ~-l + x

Xo == 0 (10)

wher-e ~1 is the position of the particle after n jumps

(or free flights) and x is the step size - ~ random

variable v.]ith :probabili ty density given by

I



The expression for the Eloments of x under the three

tracklength biassing schemes considered, can be obtained and

the final expressions for the first and second momerrt s

,denoted by Ql and Q2 respectively are given below.

Qons~an'tlLiassing ScheQe

Case a:

(12)

(13}

Case b:

(13)
, - b'2-

1 b
ffil =

2 }: 1 _ b2

2 1+ b2
m2 =

3 }:2 (1 - b2) 2

(14)

(15)

~inear Bias stnE.....e..cheue

Case a

,)1, =-- <' .i. + _I _+ .i.fn (I-b) '< (16)
~2. L ~ b b (

J

A..-) -, I <). l \ t.) ?
11 n. - -- + -.-.---- L ",-I.. l. 1 ~ "".. . .( l \"- 2. <"" 2... 3. -' \ "-. - 1 f.J.J "f'\.. (-) '}

32 z b~ \-b ' . ".J'
. \

(\'7"1
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I k' ) '}, '-'-0 {--;:-- ·Yl (---:....---- ;-
t.:,l , \ _ b i.

"\.../

Case b

~i \::' (~·~i~.-L21..-
b 2_

, (-~ -~
. ./



The random walle would terninate upon its absorption

in the nedium or its corssing the boundary at X;:: +T Iilfp.

In the pr eserrt I'or-rrul.at.Lon, the terrJination by absorption

is pr everrte d by appr-opr-I ate Ly nul.tiplying the ItranSE1:t.e-

sion pot.errtd a.Lt (measured by an artifici8.l statistical

weight factor attached to the particle and set to unity at

the start of a r andora wa.Lk) of the r-andom walk' by the

scattering probability. Considering terrnnation of the

random waLk by escape, let N represent the step at which

the r-andom walk cros ses the barrier at X :::+T. The moments

of N can be obtained using Waldts identity(9) given by

E [exp C-tX"'Y'{",YL(t)J-N
] -::.\ (,,0';.)

where m{t) is the monerrt generating function of X. The

expression inside the expectation sign can be expanded in

powers of t and the coefficients of t, t2!2, t3!3l •••
•

denoted by ~l' ~2' A3 •••••••• can be obtained. The'

expressions for the first tvlO coefficients are given below:

lil ::: NIlll - XN
(25)

X; 2.12 ::: - 2 Nml~ - Nn2 - - N(N+1) 111
(26)
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If the average step size (ml ) is snall compared
to shield thickness, it can be assumed that

Since ml is positive (lli!derall the schemes),
eventual exit of the r-andom wa.Lk is certain. Also, the
boundary crossing occurs always at X T. Hence Nand XN
can be treated as Lndepe nderrt , Wi th these considerations,
the moments of N can be obtained and the first two mornerrts,

and ,-V 2- are

,\
".II

f
The particle escaping at its Nth step contributes SN

to the transmission given by

, \

N-l
SN :::Ps ' c(xJ •••••••• (30)

'- '

I

I



where C(Xl) , C(x~ ••••• are the weight ad jus tmerrt

factors ·(see eqn.3) introduced to preserve the mean

transmission. Considering for the present,

N-l
= J\i

with' t independent of N, the [lean and variance of

transmission can be obtained as described below.

We assume N to have a garma c1ensity function given by

N-l '\ \~--1
t --' ) r, 'V' •.•.•\ II ! y ..'-...j....-
\ .J ,I

\-.l \ ".--=-:. \r~./.feN) =

The paraneters I!, and t. are obtained by equating the,

first and second Doments of the gamr.1adensity to 7), (see

eqn.28) d .-,)an [fro. :.1.. (see eqn. 29) respectively.

The asswnption of garnna density for N is arbitrary ffiid

is chosen mainly for na thematd.caj, convenience. Neverthe Les s ,

comparison of thil">d nornerrt of the gammadensity 'vith the

actual third mODentof N, show (10) that, they match well

for values of Ib ' in the r-ange of interest.
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Integrating SN (see eqn. 3~ and s~ over the gamma
dens Lty (see eqn.32), we obtain the mean and variance of
transmission as

c:
,>'
'I

(,-

--t
() {;' ..v-. L CL ,,?.- ..
! .':"'1 r \ ,,\ \
: ,./ .~<.", , '-"./ {

1 ,. '....,.

c

To derive a suitableJN-independent' expression for
we make use of the fact the mean transmission does not
change with b and consider the problem with b = O.

For b = 0, the probabiJ.ity density. f'unctdon of X is
analogue (see eqn. 2). The resulting random walk has no

/ bias i. e. m1 = O. For ··!hiscase the moments of N are not
defined. Hence, we introduce a second shield boundary at
x. = -T The moments of N for the. syoriletrictwo sided
shield can be obtained a~ described above. The first and
second L10J.:1entsof N are

!
(3()
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'h"-rlt
.~•••••J !

-....- ..,-,-~---
3m~~;:t',

(37)

where mk and are the second and fourth moments of
x, given by

,
2/3 2

ill :: }:?

1
24/5 }:4ill4 =

(38)

(39)

Note that the odd moments of N are zero. Assurllng as
earlier, gamma density for N and noting that'71...::PSfor
the analogue problem, the mean transmission for the two
sided shield can be shown to be

(') , '{)
\"'c !.~) 7 (4D)

If T is sufficiently large (as is the case, in the deep
penetration problems of concern to us), the mean transmission
of.-' the one sided shield can be set.as '~ha:hf that of the two
sided shield L,e. (....S;:: ~ 1 / /2. Thi s would yield the
required IN-independent' expression of Tt..
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CALCUL/~TIONS, RESULTS j~ND DISCUSSIONS

The analytic expressions derived above were used to

study the variance reduction characteristics and the

efficiencies of the tracklength biassing schemes listed in

the last section. We consider the problem with T = 30 r:up

and Ps = 0.3 for detailed study.

Variance Reduction 'Ch~cteristics

Fig.l depicts the variation of variance of transmission

with biassing paraLleter, b. It is seen that the Constant

Biassing Schene (case b) and the Exponential Schene (case b)

lead to smallest variance. The miru.murc variance under t.he.

other schemes are much larger (at least t,dce) and are in the

f'o Llowing order!q' Linear Scheme'(case b) Constant Scheme

(case a), Exp onential Scherae (case a) and Linear Scherae (case a).

Table 1 presents the nf.rumumvariance biassing para-

Eleter and the var'Lance for the six schemes. The variance

values are normalised to uni t variance under· the constant

bias sing s cheue (case b)

Efficiency'

The efficiency of a scheme can. be. defined as inversely

proportional to the product of variance and the mean nunber

of steps to escape, i.e. L c( }<5'2.~~i • It may be noted

that 1/1 is a measure of the average cormube r t.Lrae required

to simulate a history,

L_.'. .._
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The product, Q= <$ .c: J')i is plotted as a function of b

in Fig.2. It is seen that the constant biassing scheLle is

most efficient closely followed by the Exponential Schene

which is 10%less efficient. The other schenes are much

less efficient (by 60 to 90%) and are in the following order.

Constant Schene (case a), Linear Scheme (case b), Exponential

Scherie (case a) and Linear Scheme (case a).

Table 2 presents the opti nurabf.assLng rpar-are t.er-s -Cvaiues

of b for whi.ch Q is ni nf.mum)and the corresponding

efficiencies nor ma'ld.sed to uni tefficiency under Constant

Biassing Scheme (case b).

In Table 1 we have also presented the efficiency

(normalised) of the schemes under mi.ni.mumvariance bias sing

and in Table 2 vle have given the variance (nor-mal.Lse d) under

optimuo biassing and the percentage increase in variance

and efficiency when the biassing paraaeter is increased from

its mi.ru.numvariance value to its optimum. It is seen. that

under opt.Lnurabiassing conclitions, the EXponential SclieLle

(case b) has least variance closely followed by Constant

ScheIi1e(case b). The other schemes have much higher

variance. Besides, while going t'r omrn.nf.riunvariance

to optinuo ~QssingJ the variance ~~der the Constant

Bchene (case b) increases by a large .araourrt (29fo) than it

does under Exponential Schene (14%). Also, the corresponding

increase in the efficiency is about 21%for the Constant



Bias sing Scheme (case b) compar ed to 19% under ExponentiLa.L

Schene (case b). This clearly shows that the efficiency of

the constant biassing scheme is derived raai.n.Ly through

reduction obtained in the mean,number' of steps, wher-eas for

the exponential scheme it is due to its inherent good

variance reduction characteristics.

In Table 3 we have Given the Dean number of steps

to escape under nri.ni mna variance and optd mun biassing

conditions. It is seen that the Constant Biassing Scheme

(case b) leads to smaller values of i\ than the Exoonentd a.L

schsne (case b) under both mi.rrlraun variance and optLmun

biassing conditions.

In practical shield probleos which involve energy

dependence, the mean number of steps (or free flights) to

escape has a direct bearing on the transnitted,spectrUl1l and

hence on integral quantity like dose, since, a collision

invariably changes the particle ener-gy, Exponential Schene

(case b) would prove to be [lore useful since it does not

reduce 1) as LJ.Uchas the constant b.Las s.i.nz scheue does.
t' \ '-'

The above study reveals that the Constant Biassing

Scheme ~~posed in the early sixties is good. The Linear

Schene was proposed subsequently as an improvement, but as

shovm here, it is worse thfu! the constant biassing

s cheme both f r om the variance reduction considerations and
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computer tilJ.le requirenents. The Exponential s cheme pr-opos ed

recently leads to as much variance reduction and efficiency

as the constant biassing. ...is explained in the last section,

the BxponerrtaaL Scheme has a greater practical use, since

variance reduction and efficiency are obtained vD.. th less

penalty in terns of reduction in nean nULlberof collisions

as compared to the Constant Biassing Schcrne ,
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V~l.RL,:.NCE .w'l"D EFFICIENCY UNDER l-'IINn1T.JH VJiliIiUWE

BUSSING

(Normalised to Constant Biassing Scheme
case b)

- - ..;. - - - - - - - - - - - - .... ..• - - - - - - - - -
Biassing ScheLle b Variance Efficiency_6:- ~'-t:::- - - - - - - - - - - - - -' - - - - - - - -

Constant Case a 0.60 2.9 0.4
Case b 0.51 1.0 1.0

Linear Case a 0.68 5.2 0.1
Case b 0.59 1.8. 0.4

Exponential
Case a 1.10 4.6 '0.2
Case b O. ~ ') 1.0 0.9

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ........•.. - - - - - - -,:,

.,
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TABLE 2

V.llliLl.NCEJJ-JD EFFICIENCY UNDER OPTDHJl1 BIASSING
(Norrao.Lf.sed to Constant B-iassing Scheme case b)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Percentage increase
Effi- Vari- when-b is increased

Biassing ScherJe b ciency ance fro!:lits rrirn.num
variance value to

~_:t.t -its opti rJULl _

~ ...... ." In In
variance efficiency- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •....~ - - - - - - - - - - -.~.'.;.

Constant ,Q§.sea 0.76 0.4 3.3 48.0 43.0
Case b 0.64 1.0 1.0 29.0 21.0

Linear Case a 0.81 0.1 5.2 26.0 28.0
Case b 0.70 0.4 1.7 17.0 16.0

Bxp oneri- Case a 1.70 0.2 5.3 47.0 38.0tial
~/. Case b 1.10 0.9 0.9 14.0 19.0

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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TA.BLE 3

MEAN NUMBER OF STEPS TO ESC.APE ( -\), ) UNDER MINIMUM

V.ARI1iliCE ..llliD OPTIMUM BIJ~SING

- - - - - - - - - - - - '. - - - - - - - - - -
'V! W"<\.. cLe.lJ...

Biassing Scheme MinimUIJ Variance Optimum
Biassing biassing

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Constant Case a 00.0 37.9

Case b 87.0 55.4

Linear Case a 121.6 75.3
Case b 119.1 87!9

Exponen-
51.2tia1 Case a 104.4

Case b 98.6 72.6

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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OF TUhORS TO THEIR SIZE .•lND NUT~:'TION Rl~TE.

B. Nagarajan,
Clli1cer Institute,
Madra.s - 600 020.

TW:lorcheriot.her-apy is based on the concept that snaLl.

nunber of t.unor cells can be eradicated readily. This is

due to the drug action on their large fraction of actively

dividing cells and the probability of cure is considerably

reduced as the tUDor burden increases and as also'

nutation occurs t.ovard phenotypf.c drug resistance. An

evaluation of these processes nakes it uandat ory for

successful nanagenerrt of the clisease,

Here a't the Cancer Institute we have been working over

several years to evolve sui table nebhods to predict the r-esnons e

to thera'")euti c tre2.tr1ent and also to morritor the course of

tunor r'esponse during treatl:1ent. This presentation enlists

sone of our e;-l.rlier observation along this line of approach

and the atteript s to correlate wlth the clinical observations.

14C _ atrino acid up"'ltakestudies: These studies were

attempted at correlating in vi1;r.o r-esoonse of t.unor cells

to clinical response observed in patients. In a variety

of hunan Leuketrl as and lymphomas, to find out the drug

conbination to vm ch anv nar t.tcul.ar t.unor woul.d read.ily" .,

and compLeLeLy respond, the uptake neasureuorrts of ei ther 14C



or 3H l~belled leucine were carried out.

Peripheral blood sarro Les f'r-om Leukczric patients

or cell suspension f'r or; Lynphnode biopsy naterial wer e

incubated in a gro-,fch rie d'L un vii th the radio-active label

and the drug cornb l nat.Lon, The reaction was arrested

either by chilling the contGnts or by addition or trichloro-

acetic acid. The cells "Torewashed vlell and the pellet di·'s~~:.

solved in a smaLl, voLumeof sod'i UL1 hydroxide to make a

um ror n suspension and count.ed in a liquid sentd Ll.at.Lon

c ount e r ,

Both in the cases of chronic Elyelocytic leukemia

and acute Lymp hocytd,c Leukerri.a there was a good. correlation

be tween the 111hibi ti on of am.no acid incorporation and the

clinical r emissa on, However in lyr:r:,)hosarcoL1apatients

going into acute Leukerrlc phase, the Lru tial response to

chenobher apy was re-v-ersed.and the tUlJOr relapsed.

In such cases the agreehlent between iE: vit~ studies

and the l.n...YJ....Y.2 si tuation was not good, !vIoreover f~ifferent

ar-eas of sane t.unor showed difference in sensl tivi ty t.oward

drug, Lnddcat.Lng the hete r ogenec'l ty of tunor cell popu.Lat.Lrm,

It is also known that in najority of ~-~·i.l.;,.laL t.uncr s , the degree

of drug sensi ti vi ty is during succes si V8 thera-py courses)

gradually decreasing and finally the tuner becorae s t :

resistant •.
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Urina:cy PolYal:1ine: Jit. r emar-kab.Le increase in the level

of poLyard.ne s , putrescine, spermidine and spermine, was

observed in the' urine of patients with localised and

dds sezrl na'te d t.uaor s , Here at the Institute, a good

nunber of breast, oral and cervix cancer cases are tre2.ted.

vie nade all at terap t to analyse the urinary po.Lyarn.ne

excr etdon before and after t.re atnent ,

We have used a simpLe neth od for po.l.yacu.ne ana.Lys i, s
./

Lnvo Lva ng and hydrolysis of tile urine and high voltage
,

electrophoretic separation.

Carc.Lnoraa tongue can be broadly di vi ded into three

gr oups based 011 the degree of differentiation and there

tended to be a coz-respondLng increase in po'l ya.ui ne levels

vuth the loss of differentiation.

In cancer cervix patients, the clinical response

was very satisfactory and showed a good correlation l,,1ith

aLnos t 00-90~; drop in spei-rrl dine and spermine levels.

In the sane way, a teneral cor-reLat.Lon jsaa, observed
-. "",,:..,.

between blood count and the urinary polYaBine in leukeDic

patients.

However in several cases the clinical observations

were Lncompat.Lb.Le with the predictions .!.!L--Y..i..tr_ofor

ex~~le 5-fluoro uracil was very effective for colon

can2er but nroved to be little use as an adjuvant to~ -

j
surgery indicating that the rri cr oscopf.c .f'o cf, left
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after 'surE;ical resection "\<Teresufficiently r-esLst.arrt to

cherao t.he r apy,

This has also been 0bserved in cases like Hodgkin:ls

disease, BurlcitV s Lymphonaand acute lYE1?hocytic Leukerria ,

treated beyo~i(f~:compLete r ezu.s s.l on, there wer e recurrence
'v , !'

in the sane site with retail1.ed sensitivity to initial

tihcr apy, It rright noticed that SaLletunor s nay be less

sensitive to Lher-apy when they are very sraa Ll, or very

Lar-ge than when they are Lnt.e rraed i.at.e size.

There is substantial evidence suggesting triat, drug

r-esl stant uut at.i ons in naruna.Lt an tunor cells arise by a

pr ocess sdmul.ar to that seen in ut cr-obt.a.L population.

An expression relating.the nean size of the

resi stant pOpulation to the t.ot.aL t.unor size nay be der-Lved

as 1'ollo'\l.[s.

Let u. be the [lean size of .che resistant population (..:1)

and IT be the sl ze of;:,he -:,;uElor..Then if c( is the raut atd on

ra te per cell genera ti~)n, it [lay be S110\'111.•

..._""•. <.~·~,i.
--.. -C:: •. ,

i..~

}.;\.. ::.
I

after requiring f--L ::: 0, 1.]1'1enN=l. f'r-ora this it may be seen

that the [lean fraction of r e sLstarrc cells (F) increases

'vith increasing size of the t.unor {if.,-,i. e.
:9'---

r ,.- ~ \
\ '\ \ '\-'"'J ,/--- ,-.,-...-----
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The pro babili ty of finding -0'-"resi stant cells in a tumor
is given as follows.

....,.~
i~) ~:I
./

for e.g. the increase in growth required to tr~nsfer from
a 0.95 probability to a 0.05 probability of 0 resistant

.log increase in growth = log 10 loglO P(N2)

loglO PCNlJ
= 1.77

During a particular tine when a tUrJor population
increases by 1.77 logs. (5.9 doublings) the chance of
cure will go from a high to a low level of probability_
The higher the nutation rate the earlier in the growth
of the t.unor this transition will occur. A.ta critical
point when the expectation for cure begans to fall
quickly, delay of even a couple of generation tine will
greatly reduce the likelihood of cure.
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J.N OPTThnZdlTION PROBLEt1 IN 1;.

TRANSPORT CORPOR1TION

(Dr.fl. R.:llvL~KRISHN.lN)
Depar traerrt of Mathenatics

College of Engineering
Guindy, lv1adras-25.

J~STR..:;'CT

The application of the techniques of the 11Queueing
Theoryl1 to a practical problen at a Transport Corporation
Workshop, Madras is discussed. The engine overhauling

".,:

section of this workshop has at present 15 crews each
3 strong" On any particular day engines r-angi.ng in
nunber fron 1 to 9 arrive at the-workshop for overhauling
and due to the paucity of the service crew,a congestion
is felt. Wi th the help of relevant data colle-S'tedat the
workshop a study on the arrival pattern and servi,cing
rae charri sn is made 1vith a view to find the opt.Lmun number
of cr-ews required for nf.nf.num total cost. I t is concluded,
after a cODparison of the various characteristics of the
systeI:l,that there is justification for increasing the
rtilll15e':fof cr-ews in the servicing section of 16 f'r om the
existing level of l5~
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1. IN:'RODUCTION:

The problen under investigation relates to a
workshop of a transport Corporation situated in Madras.
In accordance va th the nature af the jobs handled the
workshop is divided into several sections such as (i) engine
overhauling sectt.on , (ii) rear axial section, (iii) front
axial section (iv) Oil puop section, (v) gear box section
etc. The present study is confined to the engine overhauling
section.

Engin€s froD all depots in and around Madras City
cone for service regularly except on Sundays and other
holidays. On any particular day the nuober of arrivals of
engines ranges from 1 to 9. At the tine of study the
service section had 15 crews each 3 strong comprising
a skilled workman, a tool nan and an assistant. The
manpower was found insufficient to cope up with the
work and there was a Qongestion of engines arriving
for service resulting in a loss to the Corporation.

The main ain of the study was to exar.1inewhether the
congestion felt was indeed a real one and if so at an
econonic total cost how Dany Llore crews are to be recru:tted
to relieve congestione ,
2. DATA COLLECTION

Fron the records available with the Corporation
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the arrival dates, the dates of conIJencenent and c0L1p1etion

of service and the service tines were collected (The author
.

wishes to thank his student Kun, N. Kannagi for the

collection of data in connection wi,th a project work undertaken

by her for her M~Sc. dissertation under the author1.s

guidance) .in respect of about 700 engines which arrived

at the wor-kshop during the period 1/4/78 to 31/3/79

and tabulated as under

TABLE (1)

S.No. Date of arrival Date of service Date of Se~vice
CODLlencenent .service time

conp1etion (in days)

1m 24/5/78 8/6/78 14/6/78 6

121 25/5/78 26/5/78 29/5/78 3

122 25/5/78 31/5/78 5/6/78 5

123 25/5/78 29/5/78 2/6/78 5

124 25/5/78 6/6/78 1316/78 7

125 25/5/78 26/5/78 29/5/78 3

126 25/5/78 26/5/78 29/5/78 3

127 26/5/78 29/5/78 3/6/78 6

The average wages paid to each crew is Rs.36/- per day

and the loss due to wai.t Lng of an engine is Rs.IOO/- per day.

Excluding Sundays and other holidays the workshop functions

8 hours every day.
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3. "iNittYSIS OF DAT~,~

Fron Table (1) we obtain the frequency distributions

for arrivals and service tines (Tables (2) and (3)

Table (2) Table (3)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. of engines
arriving per_ _ 9:al ____

Frequency
(No" of days) Service tiDe

in days
(No. of
engines)

frequency

1 72 1-5 485 I

"2 62 6-10 147
3 46 11-15 35
4 40 16-20 18
5 15 21-25 -10
6 12 Above 25 5
7 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8 1 Total 700
9 1 -~"' ..• - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -
The Dean nurnber of ar r-Lva.l.s vas calculated as 2.745098

A poisson distribution for arrivals was fitted and the

theoretical frequencies 1,v-e]:'Gobtained. Grouping together

the last four class8s of T~ble (2) with snaIl frequencies,

2 b - X2Z - test for goodness of fit was app.Lf.ed; The a served "

viz. 6.,23333 was very L1UCh less than the tabulated value

of X2 for 5 degrees of freedon at 1% level viz.
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15.086. Consequently it was concluded that the inter-

arrival tines of the engines at the workshop followed a

negative exponential distribution with Dean arrival

rate 2.745098 engines/day.

A sinilar analysi s of Table (3) resulted in the

conclusion ~hat the service t.ines folloll{ed a negative

exponential distribution with !Jean service. tine as

0.2048282 day. Of course, it W/3.S as suned that all the

crews were equally efficient. 2X goodness of fit test vas

applied and the hyp o'the.sd s t.ha t service t.Lme followed

negative exponential distribution was shown acceptable

at J$ level of significance. ( )=O'i 4 degrees of

freedoD X2 was 12.58253 and Z? theore.tical

was 13.277 at 1%level)

Varying the nUDber of crews frOD 14 to 18 and

assuming that steady state conditions prevailed the

lirnting distributions for queue length were obtained in

each case. applying the standard f'orrau.Lae for ~) M)I:

systen the expected queue length, expected length of

the actual wal ting Li.ue , expected waiting tine, expected

busy tine of a ere»: in an 8 hr. daily schedule and expected

idle time of a crew in an 8 hr. daily schedule were

calculated. The results are. given in Table (4) for

Oonparison purposes.
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TJ.BLE( 4)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - -- - i:

N8: No.of Expected Expected Waiting Busy tiile Idle
crews queue length of tine in in a timelength in the actual the long day of a . in athe longrun waiting run server day oftine in the ( days) (in hrs.) a ser-_10ngrLU1 ver (in

hr s , )- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..•. - - - - - - -
1. 14 36.850666 23.453346 8.544024 7.65904 0.34096
2. 15 22.775627 9a3723088 3.4143201 7; 1484368 0.8515632

3. - 16 l5.462554 2.0513454 0.78)1763 6.701666 1.21834 /

4. 17 14.398)62 -_·0.994744 0.3623839. .6.307444 ~.692556

5. 18 13~90~82 0, EO 00091 0.1823712 5.9562104 2.0437896

- - - - .....- - - - -- - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~ cost analysis relating to the wages paid to the crews

and the loss sustained due to the waiting of the engines gave

the following results. Table (5»,

TABLE(5)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
S.No. No. of crews Wages paid Loss due to Total cost

(in Rs.) waiting to the systen
'I

(in Rs.) in Rs,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. 14 504 31613 32117

2. 15 540 7855 8393

3. l6 576 l200 1776

4. 17 612 507 - 1119

5. 18 648 255 903

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-.'
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4 Conclusion:
J. total idle tine of about one hour every day was

found desirable to provide for tea and lunch breaks and
so the nill~berof crews on this count alone had to be 15
as it existed or 16. But by increasing the nunber to 16
these was considerable reduction .inthe total cost to
the systen. The study, thus led to the conclusion that
there was enough justification to increase the number- of
crews frOD 15 to 16•.
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RECOMBIN;~NT DNA TECHNOLOGY
By

P.N. Rangachari
Biochernstry Division

National Chenical Laboratorys
Poona 411 0080

Genetic reconbination, which consists essentially
of the breakage and reforr.1ingof DNA nolecu1es, is of
fundanental iL1portance to all living orgarrl sns, It is the
basis of the science of genetics and has been exploited
to great social benefit by plant and ani.mal breeders.
The brilliant nanipulation of genetic crosses in bacteria.
and their viruses during the past two decades has been of
parar:lOillltinportance in this developnent of nolecular
biology. In short, reconbfnat.Lon is the core of genetic
engineering. The ability'to clone DNA and study its
behaviour in new and controlled environments is an exciting
developnent of considerable inportance and potential in
biology, both acaderri ca.Lly and socf.a.Ll.y, The opportunity
to prepare large quantities of honogeneous fraction of DNA
froLl higher organisns provides the key to detailed analysis
of the organi.s at.Lonof chr-onosoraes and of systens controlling
the expression of genes in higher organisnsc More
Lraport.ant.Ly,it offers the powerful technique of biocher.1ical
genetics to studies of deveLopnent a.L biology. It also
pernits ba.cteria to be used for the production of nany
useful enzynes and biologically iDportant peptides and
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proteins and the hope is that essentially the nethods can
be extended to the production by f'er nerrtat.Lon of
polypeptides.

The developnents upon which the procedures, now
widely used are based st.e n fron two pieces of ",ork. The
first is the well-known structure of DNA proposed by
Watson and Crick and the second is the discovery of the
phenonena of host-controlled restriction and lJodification
in bacteria. Restriction enzymes are particularly
valuable because nany of then break duplex DNA at unique
rotationally syrnletrical sequences of nucleotides, usually
four to six, bases long, giving a neraber of large,
discrete fragnent of DNA. In one of these, the enzyne
breaks phosph?iiester bonds innediately opposite e~ch
other in DNA duplex and in the other1 the enzyr.~ nakes
nicks a few base pairs apart in opposite stands of the
DN..l~. duplex (staggered breaks) to give fragnents that have
short, single strand projections of cOIJplenentarybase
sequences or cohesive ends. Such Dl'M. f ragnent.s will
readily join together by base pairing of the single
stranded regions. This group of restriction enz~Jes
has found Lnnedf.ateLy applica.tion for naki.ng DNA fragnent
that can be rejoined in.essentially any order, for after
cohesion of the compLenent.any requences covalent bonding
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can readily be reforned by the action of polinucleiotide

ligase.

Several factors decide the choice of the vector or

the carrier nolecule of whf.ch the following are of obvious

iDportanc8o The vector should be snaIl, easily prepared

and be capable of autononous replication is one appropriate

bacterial' host. Ideally, it should contain one target

only for the restiction enzyne that has been used to make

the DN-;/:l. f'ragnerrts to be cloned. The vector should also

have sone single characteristic (for exanple, drug

resistance, etc.) by which the transferred cells can be'.
distinguished fron others. There should preferably be

sone siople way to distinguish between the receptor or

vector and the reconbinant phenotype. Both bacterial

pLasml ds , whf.ch are snal.l , covalently closed circular

DNJl noLecul.e s and the DN....t fron lanbdoidphages have been used

as 'lectors, or receptor chr-onosomes in this type of work.

The above description outlines the principles

involved in reconbinant DNA technology and in wnat

f'oL'l.ows will be given a f'ew exanpLes of what has been

very recently ach.l.e ved, I 1Sor.latostatin t t, as the nane

indicates, is an inhibitor of the growbh hormone releasing

factor. This has been identified to be a 14 am.no acf.d

polypeptide present in the hypothalamus of arrl naLs, This
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regulates the release of the gr-owthho.rnone, Being a

polypeptide va th such a sriaLl, nunber of arri.no acids,

this could be easily synthesised and tested" Since the

sequences of ani no acids in this peptide had been wor-ked

out, the sequence of nucl.e ot i.de s or l:loRN~~ could be

worked out and froD this it is easy to construct the

sequence of nucleotide in the DNA genone controlling this

peptide in the brain~ In this instance, the sequences of

the nucleotides of the DNA was synthesised by a cherai.ca.L meth od --

and this was attached to the pLasrat.d pBR322. Here, a

particular str-ategy was adopted to Liberate the polypeptide

after it is synthesised by a bacteriun viz. the DNA

sequence was also attached to a trinucleotide sequence

coding for a raet.hf.onf nc u-esLduc, This pLasmi.d was

introduced into a strain of Eocoli and cloned. The cloned

bacteria were allowed to gr ow in a suitable med.i.ura when

the bacteria was able to synthesise the polypeptide and

excrete it into the oediun. Since the excreted

sonatostatic popypeptide was associated both other

polypeptides, the presence of metrn.oru.ne in between

the two was taken advantage of and on degradation of the

whole chain with cyanogen broru.de, the sooatostatin was

separ at.ed f rom the others and this could be obtained pure

by the usual nethods , On testing, using the nor na.l, netncds ,

it behaved exactly like the one isolated frof.l the natural
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source f ,e. hypot.ha Laraus or the one obtained by the
chesrl caL synthesis. This particular synthetic nethod of
obtaining the particular DNJ.;. sequence is possible with
smaller gene sequences containing 10 - 20 nucleotides.
The task becones nore forr.lidablewhen the nucleotide
sequences are larger. But this has been achieved in
the case of insulin.

The aIuno acid sequences in the insulin A and B
chains are weLl, known, Fron this, it was easy to work out
the DNA sequences which are the genes which will be dictating
their production in the natural organism. These sequences
were synthesised as sraa.Ll. fragnents and then conbtncd
by known chemical mat.hods to give the sequences for the
A-chain and B-chain. These were separately introduced
into ~ycoli through plasnid vectors and cloned. On
growing such ~~coli cell in suitable media, they secreted
individually the A-chain and the B-chain~ They were
independently purified and when the t.wo chains were brought
together under suitable conditions, insulin reseLlbling
the natural product was produced"

~nother group of scientists adopted a different
method. This does not involve the synthetic cherrl caL method.
Instead, the nessenger RN•.1 responsible for the production
of this polypeptide in pancrease was Ls o.l.at.ed, The DNA
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genome corresponding to this nes senger VIasprepared by

using the reverse transcriptase and trinucleotide

phosphates. The biologically prepared DNA was introduced

into E.coli with the help of a suitable plasLud and closedo

v!hen this cloned E.coli was grown in a suitable medf.ura, it

produced insulin in the nedf.un, This could be isolated,

purified and tested by Lrnnunoassay procedure. It was found

to be similar in its behaviour to that of the natural one.

Thus, many Dore biological proteins like chicken ov

albw~n and others have been obtained in the laboratory'by

this technology and produced in fermentors. The latest to

join this group is the very Lmportarrt protein Lnte rf er'on, a

natural anti viral and anticanar cOL1POund.AS can be seen,

this opens up lots of possibilities and one of the ains

of research is to be able to introduce the nitrogen, fixing

gene into norr-Leguminous plants like rice and wheat. and nake

these plants to fix atoospheric nitrogen. This wilL overcone

the use of large quantities of nitrogenous fertilisers. The

whole world is now turned towards that tiDe when this nay

becorao practically feasible. ,..1nother very iDportant field

is the production of vaccines which are used for the cure of

many diseases and ~or which ordinary drugs are still not

available.
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ON THE USE OF SIGN.ia.L LENGTH CRITERION FOR QUANTIFICATION

*OF peG SIGNJ.L FEliTURES

H.R. Rangaraj and I.S.N. Murthy
Electri cal Engineering Departraerrt ,

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore 500012, India.

Ie INTRODUCTION

Analysis of heart sounds for Clinical diagnosis by
auscultation has many Iiill tations due to its subjective
naturel and hence there have recently been attempts

!
\

I
;j
'I"
d
.j

'.I
i,

towards automatic analysis of the heart SOillldsignal or
the phonocardiogram (PCG) using co[~uters and electronic
circuitry2,3. The important features of the PCG signal
are the intensity and timing sequence of the componerrts
of the heart sounds and the location, frequency content and
envelope shape of murmur-s if any4. This' paper presents
results of a study on the use of the signal length
criterion5 and digital signal processing techniques6

for quantification of the time and frequency domain
properties of the PCG signal for detection and
classification of murmurs •

.!
! - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.;:Presented by M.R. Rangaraj
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II. ANALYSIS METHODS
(a) Energy Curve : The pattern of energy

distribution of the PCG signal is very iDportant as
valvular and septal defects are known to cause ournurs
of specific envelope shapes in particular locations
of the cardiac cycle. SOrJe of the nethods tried to
extract this feature are synchronous averaging ove~ a
nurabe r of cycles7 and FFr technique s2, v,hichhowever need
further snoothing. ~ siople nethod COillJOnlyused in
speech analysis is of oeasuring the energy covered by a
noving window, which has the advantage of being easily
relizable by hardwar-e f Ll.t.ers, The energy curve E(n) is
given by the equation

!-l
E( n) = 1:

0::0

where x(n) is the digitized PCG signal and W(~.1) is a

(1)

decreasing, positive-valued window. The sequence E(n)
displays the tioe varying energy characteristics of the
signal. The choice of N, the width of the window, depends
on the nature of the signal. ~ duration of 32 SBoples was
found to be satisfactory in obtaining snooth contours
of PCG signals sanpLed at 1 KHz.
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S b) Power Spectrum : l.fuile it is known that

I:
H cardiovascular defects give 'rise to hi.gh pi tchedsounds called
It
tl
I'

'It

murmurs, it has not been possible to assign specific frequency

bands to murmurs of particular defects. This is because

the frequency content of the murmur depends upon the

pressure gradient across the defect, which in turn depends

upon the degree of the defect. As such, clinicians are

quali tative descriptors whi.ch cannot be quantified easily.

The power spectrum of the peG Signal, whi.ch if! the square

of its Fourier transform, hovever-, give s usef'u.l, information

by providing the distribution of energy versus f'r-e quency;

The power spectrum of the PCGsignal is used in this study

to derive a parameter which represents the frequency domain

characteristics of the Signal.

~c) Energy Distri bution Coefficient ~ As the

distribution of energy in time and frequency domains is an

important factor in PCGanalysis, a quantity which depends

'on the distribution of energy over the duration of the

signal is to 'oe defined. i't... related quantity is signal
5length (S1) defined for a signal of duration 1 as

81
1-1

L:
n=o ( 2)
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where hen) is a non-decreasing weighting sequence and the
denominator is a norma~zation factor. It is seen from
the above equation that signal values away from the
origin n = 0 receive progressively heavier weighting.
Thus signals with energy distributed away from the
origin tend to have larger 8L while signals with energy
concentrated op tri.ma Ll.y near the-origin have minimum S1.
Based on this, we"define a quantity energy distribution
coefficient EDC a~

1-1
E

n=o
1-1

nE(n) / L
n=o

E(n)
( 3)

where hen) of eqn. (2) has been replaced by the time index
n itself and subscript t denotes time domain.

From the above, it is apparent that due to
progressively heavier weighting, PCG signals with" systolic,
diastolic and both murmurs have successively larg~r EDCt
values than a nor-maL PCG signal with no murmurs. ".The
PCG signal is defined here as the heart sound over one
cardiac cycle starting at the beginning of the first
heart sound.

In a similar way, the power spect.r um is used to
derive a quantity EDCf using eqn. (3), which may be
expected to have larger values for signals ~~th higher
frequency components.
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III. Results and Discussion
Phonocardiogram signals of 8 healthy, normal adults

and 39 subjects w.i t.hcardiovascular defects were taken up
for study using the proposed techniques8. The signals

, ",

were picked up using a HP2lDEDil. crystal microphone and
analyzed on HP545lB Fourier Analyzer. The energy
curves and power spectra of the signals were used to
obtain the EDCt and EDCf values of the signals. The
EDCt values lv-erecorrected by a linear weighting
factor to take into account var'Lat.i.on of duration L of
the signals. For each subject, the two paraneters were
averaged over a minimum of three peG cycles to take
into account the pseudo-random nature of the signal.

Figures la, b and c show a normal peG signal,
its energy curve and power spectrum. It is seen that
the energy curve displays clean peaks corresponding to
the first, second and also third heart sounds. Figure 2
shows sinular curves of peG signal of a normal subject
va th split-second sound. Figure 3 gives the wavef orms
of the signal of a subject \\rithml tra.Lstenosis and
insufficiency. The energy curve in Fig. 3b clearly
indicates a systolic n1Un~1Urand a crescendo type
presystolic murmur, tyPical of the case considered.
Fig.4 depicts the waveforms of a subject with mitral
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stenosis. ,/4 comparison of the power spectra in the
figures shows the presence of rnor e energy at higher
frequencies for the cases vIi th murraur,

Table I gives the average EDCt and EDCf values
obtained for some of the cases analysed. ColUIJ.ll3
gives the diagnosis ,9f the clinician and in col.umn 5,
the actual features of the signal observed are entered.
I t is seen that in general, signals vIi th murmur in systole,

diastole and both ha,veEDCt values progressively
greater than the values for norm.al signals_ .Also, the

I

EDCf valu€s for signals ~~th murmur are larger. As a
firs t measure, the signals analyzed were divided into
four categories - normal, signals with systolic murmur (Sl-'l),
with diastolic murmur' (DH) and sd.gna.l.s with murmur in both
systolt and diastole (SM, DM) - based on the observed
signal features. The mean and standard deviation of the
EDCt and EDCf of signals of the four categories are
given in Table II. It is seen that the values follow
the predicted pattern and a good separabilitt of
features exists. However, the standard deviation values
are large, which is because of the presenye of signals
with varying grades of murmur-s wi, thin a category. l1/ith
an adequately Large training set of pCG signals and
grading of nurmurs, the method described can be used in
conjunction with a suitable pattern classification
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technique for automatic detection and classification

of murmurs. The computations involved are simple and

can be realized by microprocessor systems for On-line

analysis.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - -
81. Sex, Clinician's Recording Observed EDCt EDCfNo. age diagnosis site features-~---~--------------------------~-~---~-~---------------------
( 1) ( 2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) ( 7)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
1 J'.125 N M 116.61 67.83

2 1126 N M 172••04 55.70

3 1123 N ~ Noisy 207.37 64.37.t~

4 1122 MS 11 8M 242.79 69.43 ".,

5 1125 VSD IV8 8M 164.67 68.04

6 FEO MI,.iiF M 8M 236.51 65.23

7 M22 M8 M ll'1 357.99 107.30

8 M14 M8 M DM 315.85 74~97

9 F13 MI M 8H,Il1 435.72' 76.9

to M22 MS,MI M SM,DM 374.67 66.3

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table I --EDCt and EDCf values of some of the signals

analyzed

Legend: Col. 2
Col. 3

Col. 4

- F-Female, M-Male
- AF-li.trial Fibrillation, MI-Mitral

insufficiency,
MS-Mitral stenosis, N-Normal
VSD-Ventricular Septal Defect

- ..ll.-Aortic area, IVS-over interventricular
septum
M-I:vlitr al are a

Col. 5 - DH-Diastolic Murmur, SH-8ystolic l'iurmur.
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•.. _.- .- - - - - -
Group

'No. of
subjects Mean EDCt(SD) Mean EDCf (SD)

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Normal 8 178.76 (33.74) 60.51 (4.98)

Systolic' lmurmur 6 212.62 (50.15) I
Diastolic X
murmur.. 8 265.11 (83. 55) X 73.8 (14. 55)X
Systolic and X
diastolic 21 321.00 ( 70.08) I
murmur X

- - - - - - - ...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table II - Mean and standard deviation values of EDCtand

EDCf for the four groups
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DIFFRACTION OF I>.. CYLINDRICAL PULSE BY !li.

-l~ HET1&.11Ie fulLF PL.:lNE *

By
JJ... Chakrabarti and V.V.S.S. Sastry
Department of ...lppliedMathenatics

Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore -560012

INDIA

J.B8TRJ.CT:

..tl direct transform technique is applied to the
ip~tial and boundary value problem involving diffraction
of a cylindrical pulse by a half-plane, on which
impedance type of boundary conditions are to be net with
by the total field. The solution to the t.Lne harmonic
incident plane wave, is deduced as a 'particular case of
the general time dependent prob'l.em considered here and
thus the Wiener-Hopf technique is avoided which leads to
very complicated factorization and which masks the role
of the impedance factor Z I (a srna Ll, quantity) in the
expression for the scattered field.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

#> •• __ r" .,1" '" ~.

Presented by: V.V.S.S. Sastry
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INTRODUCTION

The pro hl.eras of t.wo dimensional diffraction of

electromagnetic and acoustic waves by objects having edges,

especially by half planes, have attracted the attention of

many applied mathematicians (see Jones (1) and Noble (2)).

Senior (3) was the first to introduce an Lrrpe dance type

of boundar y condition proposed by Jones and Pidduck (4) in

such diffraction problems, and solved and probleIJ of

diffraction of a plane e.Lect.r-onagne t.i.c wave by a. raet.a.l.Lf,c

half plane, by raalci.ng use of the ~/iener-Hopf t.echnj.que ,

The IJethod of Senior involves a factorization of certain

.(

analytic f'unctn on of a comp Lex variable, in a strip, into
... .

functions analytic in overlapping half planes which is

extremely compLi.c at.ed and wru ch appears to have masked the

role of il;1pedance factor, a sma.l.l, quantity in general, the

squares and higher powers of which are negligible.

Faulkner (6) applied the as ynptc tf.c factorization technique

of Kranzer and Hadlow (5) to a diffraction pr cbLem

associated 1:Ji th a netaliic strip. But the wcrk done so

far in this are a has not really made it clear as to how

f t z ' (z·r2and ·in what: precise form the Lmpedance ac or ~

neglected) plays its role in the final forn of the

scattered field under consideration. Vie note that while

writing the approximate boundary conditions of the
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problem, it is Dade very specific that squares and
higher powers of zt are negligible (see Jones and
Pidduck (4) and Senior (3).

The purpose of the present paper is to identify
the role of Zl in the form of the scattered field of the
diffraction probLern considered by Senior. In what f'oLl.ows

ve formulate a nore general pr-obLem of this category viz.,
the probLem of diffraction of a cylindrical pulse by a
metallic half plane under an impedance type boundary
condition. The boundary condition is assumed to have
a forn whi.ch d.nvo.Lves a time derivative also. The proposed
f'or n of the tine·dependent boundar-y condit ton gives r'Ls e
to the boundary conditions of Senior, in the case of an
incident plane wave.

The technique of solving the present initial and
boundary vaLue probl.eri under consideration is available
in (7) and have been nade use of in (~. This involves
the application of t.wo kinds of integral t.r ansf'or nsI
Laplace and Lebedev-Kontorovich in succession. The straight
forward application of these two transforns to our present
probleo leads to two difference equations the solutions of
which decides the solution of the probleEl. ~e have given
a s.i npLe method of solution of these difference equations
by making use of an integral representation of the
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nodified Bessel function of the second kind,

The final result obtained by our method involves

interpretation of certain functions in which the

Lrap edance factor Z 1 plays a significant role. By maki.ng

use of the as surnpt.Lon that the impedance factor Z'

is a small quanta ty whose square is negligible, we are

able to express the scattered field in a neat forn, in

the case of an incident plane wave. Fr om the f'or-n of

the final solution involving t\-JO infinite series of

Bessel functions, the exact role of Z' in the scattered

field is clearly noted.

r.

2. ST"lTEHENT ::•.ND FORNULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Wewish to de ternrl.ne a scalar potential (b (r,e,t)

satisfying

'- ;t'.r .f;...
' .. " ... ,

subject to the boundary cond+td ons

'-~ ~
::: Z , (j ¢ ,on e :::.0

<)~=. ( 2a)

and

::: z, , on· e ::: 2rf ( 2b)
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where Zl represents the impedance of the semi-infinite
plate which in general is a complex quantity having snall
real and imaginary parts, whose squares and higher powers
are negli gible ( see Jones and Pidduck (4) forconpar.is on)•

i
j'

We also have the following initial conditions:

Q·and ....•.•' •.•....•.; ..•.•..•. :: Q at t -- 0+ (3)-- ,('.T.

The following notation is used throughout this paper:

R :: 1/2
( 4)

which denotes the distance from the source to the point
of observation,

2 2
=: (x +r 2 0. i 1/2- xro cos 0 cI ( 5)

which denotes the distance from the source to the
observer on the screen (see Figure lJ.

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION

~pplying Laplace transform in t to (J.J, we 0 btain
.;) .)

I '" h-"'~_ ••• J Y . + ',...
\ V - "'-'- '\ C~·::. - -L ,~\' -J .,.

. t. 1. / ';;"r.; ~,.

with the boundary conditions
( 6)

r c'·\~·
1--;..r

,..; '4.:--

:: Z (h'1: , on e:: 0 ( 7a)

r >-.,~"\.\ i .

=z'1-, on a =: 21T ( 7b)
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where

¢ (p)
.,;.. .

and Z Zl
P

where

T \':0- !~- .(

which satisfies the inhomogeneous equation (6)' and U is. the

scalar potential to be determined satisfying,

( 8)

subject to the boundary conditions:

I- -
0(7

K, f ..\) ~~'J'I;\)".\ ••. \ 1...,,-;' .

." ~~--:'.'." - ..-~..,. j
K, "1

F '. f)\.~ v
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We now make a change of dependent variable by means
of the relation

'.,

Accordingly, (8) reduces to
I,
k
t;

and the boundary conditions are:

on e = 0,

l
(

l·\..,.,..)
• - r<» ·c .
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~
.lpplying the Lebedev-Kontorovich transforn to (ll)

, - ..

and (12), we obtain:

--.k (' 1.. , )
~ ..,. i.. fl\:/(
-.-- •• + .• ----~.--------

. ..•. ,4· '-:,~'-' .:)11 f)

,~~.-=-:?.~.2.;;,,\ ['i •. ') 1;'\):: K \ ( t,-(c/ c)
..•.•..-.-'--.-- ..--.-~-..~-- ..-.-.-.. .
, ,"-. ~. ,..... '.-4 I..:<: .:'\ . Ii j I, .;. ...

where the transforn pair is defined as

F-·( S. l-'\•. ., J

:;1..\

.j f ( yr J c .I v ) r~~,( \)~I (:) .C~~I-

(\ 'J..J-,
v -...;.

where Ks(.) is the nodified Bessel function of order s,
with the inversion formula,

-"f.:.

f ( t-n I.. ;';"\-
Ir·/l.,'·)'
\ .

( ,\ (" .i
, \ • ..J 7'

,
Is(.) denoting the raodf.f'Le d Bessel function of order s of
the first kind (see Turner (9)).

Before applying the Lebedev-Kontorovich (LK)
transforn to the boundary conditions, we note the following.
We know the LK transforn of

1

\,
(n--)
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and

r ('\ '- .(, ,'. , - ,--E-! ..~~'_,"~~}::~I> \

'3) t', t
:>(j IT v,

\(, i '\n t j ( ')
, i /---¥-_ ...._- '- ~ _I 1._\~~~")/~?_-1

,2-c. _J ..,-- (-b)

ji
'/i~

~see Turner (9). In the present problem we need a little

modification whilecoI:lputing the LK transform of the second

term of RHS of (12a) and (12b). To this end, we note that,

whenever the LK-transform of g(x) Ix exists, we have,

L k) c ,'" f :J') ( J. -' / '1 ,~{:, -::..._ -.J ... - - / ~ \ I v [-~{ " (. '~:" \ L [ --j.---)-!,.j .J.! '! . .:'; -1" I) -.- K (( (..f) ~ i:
.:(/- ,",~ S ',) _.

- (<:~)
i
[] '

we thus obtain

'I,I.
l'

~, -
l ) I [ "'J-(- K 2'- k\> ( \,>Rfo/ C ) - k., (~In,k) /'·.;{;1! - .. {

1
•....-~- ..•

K . (-Y " E' ,-~'g ,,'---'v} 0,-1 r- I -r.- .-:" "') r. ,I - .. i .» )
-------~-----..-------

·;}S C r
""".J '._ I n.-' ,,_,11

and
'~

<.::- 1./ C - - Ie__ _

J
/, . \), \1, .:' i \ .•I•• ,- f ( . ) l""/-,\,k (' \..- \-,. \---'

.- )- --'-::-:-:------- ,,-,\ ! '"i

':~'lr('"~ c., ------'-. ----- -\~ 1~
k \ (\') R r. , C)j._-' -~ ..---..-..~-..-..•.-

~:~,:,-

--------- -
k' r (X '\ C "{" ", (--- c;::,. '\, • -,:, 4, I ,- C) _~,\ 1\," > --1- \;. , II - l' ,; )

C '"""C-? ',r'0._,1 I\.. •..J ,-

S·. 'l.. T i 1<. l 1 \)

LI> s- ;~~/~S' lq .1

where Xo = prole and x = pr/e.
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4. THE DIFFERENCE EQU..1TIONS

!
.t~pplying the LK-transform to the boundary conditions

and noting the. result (c), we obtain,

on e ::::0,

'-

- --. -, -.~~- ..-- "'--.- -~.-----.

and on e == 2'TT,

Z\< •.\ ~;.)
----'----. --.- ..~--.•-.-- -------_. __ ._-_ ... --.- ..- ...•.__._-

,. "-' .~.1'_Y t 'l, '......

-_ _._- -_._ __ ._---- ~
I .I--I.-~ l . (;-r -.~C.\ SIT.... . ..

+ -----.----------
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Now, it remains to solve equation (13) under the
boundary conditions (14~ and (14b). The solution of.
(13) is given by:

I,
(i ,,'" i,\ 0 \ "".....ex.
U'rl./V'O~' !Uo- • 1 "K! i,. -./(0 )

where A( s) and B( s) are functions of s to be deterrai.ned

subject to the boundary conditions (14a) and (14b).

Applying the boundary conditions (14a) and (14b) to
equation (15), one obtains the following equations for
the unknown functions:

The equations (16a) and (16b) are the difference
equations of the problem.
5. METHOD OF SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENCE EQUATION§

Equations (16a) and (16b) are two equations
for the two unknown functions A(s) and B(s). The
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.equations are complica~ed as the unknown functions
appear with the ar gument s s+L, s-l and s~ From the
knowledge of the solution to the problem of diffraction
of plane wave by sound soft and sound hard half planes,
we proceed to solve the equations in the following manner:

Let us consider· (16a) •
Choose

oo
sA( s) _ J i. (+, $) (().~S Crr - t) o' -t d ) dk"

-dV
- (

where f and g are such t~at
f(t,s+l) :::f(t,s-l) :::f(t,s)

and
g(t, s+l) = g(t, sMl) :::get,s).

Let

We can simplify the RHS of (16a) as

~..•.. ~ _. __ ._ :"':._:.0__ __ .•~_ ... _ _.: •....•• ~ .• _. -= ..... :_._ .. ,". __ . . to

-

5(''''+0 +\t\{'lrv (<Pll-+1t)d.t'-to . / " ' .'
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which follows after using the following integral

,

for Ks(xJ. (see Watson (lD) p.181)

0()
. - 1..0J e

representation

o

. and sorner simple trigonometric manipulations.

As a result, we obtain from (16a) , by comparing the

coefficients of cos S (~O)+ ~t) and sin S l<fl) -\- " t )

in the integrand:

g( t,s) sin (~o -+ It) 2 cas S7r - 2Z sin S1T f (t,s)

I - LO C\)-g ~t .
G 5in.1 l~" -+ 1..1: )

:& 81 Y\J S'1\

and

sf(t,s) cos S1T sin ( +it) +2Z sin S1T get,s) =G.

These equations Can be solved explicitly for f(t,s) and

get,s) to give
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These expressions for f and g can be easily seen to
satisfy the requirenents nentioned earlier. Thus, we
obtain:

M( s)

In a sinilar rlanner, we can obtain' fron (16b)'

where we have used the result

Once we have obtained A(s) and B( s) , the pro hl.eri

has been solved in principle. It renains only to invert
and obtain the incident plane wave solution. But the
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particularly conplicated t'orn of :i.( s) and B( s) defy
any further analysis.

At this stage we note that while proposing the
boundary conditions in (2a) and (2b) we have neglected
the higher powers of ZI. With this approxination in
nt.nd the expressions for ~.~(s) and B( s) get sinplified as

-Z
clt

and

<. 1" (' /,(,)" "0' v •.....y~+ -S l '(V dQ/ S IT

sE( s)

(j:l

= z Je Xb

The validity and usefulness of the above approxitmtion
can be checked froLl the fact that the above expressions
satisfy (16~ and (16b) to the sane order of
approxination.

6. LEBEDEV-KONTOROVICH INVERSION
.The Lebedev-KontorovichtransforL1 field is

given by (15) Wi th the above approxf.nat.Lons, We have
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where

\

[] i ,\,) ~ (1' 'J + ;_·t)
gi 'f\I ( ~o +-V1:)

d,t

and

'F~ (S" B) K - <,_' '0\"10.,
I. ("?, 0""',"';"'.5 C/\rv~l1J2

+ o ',-"'~,~\ VV k, (lu)
4 C\;~ ST'i'J~J

While applying the inversion fornula, the integrals
are evaluated by closing the contour by a large
seni-circular arc and using the Cauchy residue theoreo.
The inversion of F2 does not pose any serious problen and
the details are ouitted. We find

"r<\, :. 0
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where
2 2 2

- 2xx cos (9 - e )w = x + Xo 0 0

and
2 _ X2 + 2 2XXo cos (e + eo)wI - x . -0

We recall that·

"'" .

It is possible to write FICs,e,Z) ina·co~venient
forn as f'o.Ll.ows , We denote. by

dl t:'_~' -f t
I(S):: J ;-""vC"~. ecg:S(&o-';'t!~ &"t-

-7J SIT\... ( &o-t \ ./
and

J" (s:) -

which in turn can be written as:
I( s) =. sin C 9+-1) P( s-l) - Sin (s-l) PC s+l)
and
J (s) = cos (s -1) - PC s+L) - cos (s+1) PC s-l)
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where

pes) =
-o

(
' - 1'.0

r, .,...
V .

J
o

(' . ,.~ c+\~~\;~ ,\.,.:.>. I fL.·
0,.\----~-..- ----,---------

~s a result'

L

y ( 5_V (~~ S I 'tv S cf' .:;,Y'V_c S'_' _+_Y_&{_' 0__L 4- -.s. C'l\}f OJJS 1)

....:;4; 6Je+

and

( r:""'.-. \V \).'" .\ ...;:., " -.-,
"f'v

where C is the closed contour of .theLK-inversion fornula
,
\,

as exp1ained,before.
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Af~er noting that the only poles are double poles

situated either at s= n+l/2 or at s = n and proceeding

as before, vie obtain, by the application of Cauchy

re si due t.heor-era,

t-'<)~ ~:2 . ~ [e~'~S crTs\. -:1) '::J (s;l c_
:.:2,/1'\''''1 --.! 0..:;, " 'J ....> - rv

'fl:' fj ( Po, ~ .• \

-- \<:X~? 1
" /,

where I( s) and J( s) are given by equations (22) .and (23).

The inversion f'or-mul.a used to obtain (20) and (25) is

valid for '{.L10 e- ro-r . ·"17/0 ,it is .neces sar y to

revise the form of the inversion integral. This is done

by utilizing the defining equation for the Macdonold

function ( (10), p.78, Eq.6) and we obtain:
~r

. f(pr/c,e) =.2.. \ F(s,e) (-2/1T) Ks(pr/c) s sin SiT'ds ,
1T~ ....J

o
~pplication of this foroula yields the field with rand ro

interchanged. Introducing the short hand notation

r)' = oax(r,ro)' r <'... = mn(r,ro)' f'r-on Eqs. (25), (20) and

(10) and USi~g'-the-relatiori,-cp =(1/21T) Ko(pR/C) + U,

we obtain the Laplace t.r-ansf'orrafield <£ , as given by: .

,,
t
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where

2 2= (r + rO - 2rr 0 cos (9 + e J
A.fter the application of the Laplace inversion formula

we obtain the required field in the presence of a source

situated at (ro,eo). But the comp.Ld.ca'ted nature of the

expression preclude's any further analysis in this direction.

However, it is .possible to obtain the field in the time

harmonic case for the incident plane wave and this Will

be discussed in the subsequent sections.

7. TIME HARMONIC CASE AND PLANE WAVE INCIDENCE
The method of obtaining the field due to an incident

plane wave by a half plane in the time harmonic case from

the solution of the source problem is given in (7).

However, we briefly outline the procedure.
i., 1,., ..
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Wereplace t by t' - t, t' being the new time

variable and obtain, from Eq. (1):

\ .
where '1,Y denotes 0 (r,e ,tl ...t). Multiplying this equation·

-:Lwt 1
by e and integrating vlith respect to tl from t to

infinity, after using the conditions,

Y (r,e,t'-t) = 0

and

at t' = t

and making use of the f ol.Lowi.ng property of Diracl s delta

function,
DCJ i· l t - t) ~(t) eLk I - r \t),

-dJ
._ ..•...."\.

we easily observe that the function l{J( r,9 ,t) satisfies

the partial differential equation

and the boundary conditions

() \~y
Y Ot)

'"-'"

l uJ"2-/ -tV - 0
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where

and k == W/c, the wave number, G) being the frequency.

-
A.pplying the above procedure to equation (26) ,

we obtain!

I+-11

. . . I
L (A) 2.

~-n-~

where I(s,ikrJ and J(s,ikrJ are given by (22) and (23)

and we have set r -; == ro' r <. =r•

. To obtain the scattered field in the case of a

plane wave incidence, vie let ro -7 oIJ , after multiplying

Eq. (27) by ~87Tkro L, e. i(kro - 1T/4) and
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replacing eo by 4;1; - "IT, where 0 <: '~c,0 Z 11". Thus
v-

\oJe0 btain, the total field ~if due to the incident plane

wave (see Jones (1)', P. 5888)•

exp L'-i(kr cas (e - eo) + Ul t~

as given by

-+- t\i.-;.'f <J

where ~2 is the limit as r -4' 00, of the Z' dependent
o __ i(kr -"IT/4)

terms in (27) after multiplying bY~8"ITkroi. 8. 0

and replacing eo by cf.; -"IT. In order to do that, \-fe

need the asymptotic behaviour of I(s,ikrJ and J(s,ikro>,

as r0 '-7. (:I<J •

We recall that

I( s,xo) = sin (s+l)

where

P( s-l,x) - sin (s-l) opes+l,x ~ ,
0·· 0 0'

o

For lar ge xo'

I
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I (S, -lie/o)

Similar ly ,

Upon substitution for

It can be shown that () PC s,x ) V"' 0 to
- 0. ,~S .

approximation as used for P( s ,xo)' for

~ P( s,xJ.
d<:

the same order of

We also need the aSYmptotic behaviour of

large Xo

Thus,

o-- T(S,.~ c:
(j0

.Similar ly,

oS (f''' .' \ . \d '-':;,) L K i 0)

Now,

('7 f "\ r"
I f'-..Jj .., \!
i (j), \1'''-.) J 1\./0' ...•.. ". /L...
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Differentiating and using the above approximations, we
obtain

lJ')' A BI 2 =: A +
where'

i
",(

I
t

I
!

A=:-

S'i ''(v (~f'\.-\·\12)~ '-cRc) 0SS ('f\ +, /0.. ) V-
_ ,i)() " .

4 'L \l t~"- 41,) ) «: ..~ ('1\+1 J ')..) 1\ 12 J (K Y)+ ' ,,,. --:-.. ~_~e. n-+t;.... \
II (o;"f'v ~) 'J "f) :-.0

, o· \ '-.\ ('~ \
~ ()-;S (I\+\/~ B eN'~ ('(\+ \ I ~l) (IT - .~ <> ) -' - \? 0 )

- 4Z-r>~)
B =:

S\"v~~f~,li-cr~)
"?~ .

1'" r', \. ~, r, a'--" "( -:-" -,.<; " l \(1) ( 0\)~ 1\. J '::S \)''\; ~ '- C>-,iT - q';;,)
I ..

~,-/

-- C)'. "r'"t \ ' :::; \ 1\" ,_, v

2, e-l 'n17 '" J,~C K v) (\,~ )),\1\ -0) fu~" (ili: -1J)
'I) :-\
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8. SUMMATION OF THE SERIES
Now it remains to sum the series which occur in (30).

We are required to sum the following series:
\:;,6 •

,--.. 1.,-( 'C\ ~ \ J " ) iT l : ,I - c
S1

-~" e \, -, -T , ,'\ \<.. y\ C' \ Y'v 1\, ',\, ...,.. \ I ()) D,- .•.••.\ "1'\ ..\-\} , ) ~ ••.-. 'l.

II ~ 0 S I f\" ( Y\+ I) 11" i.,

dO •...;. L (-'yril J '2-) .
83 = 2.e .J":" C \c't) g>n" '1\5J: ~ 1\, 'YL ~ .

"n ::-. I

o<J .• ("
8
4

= ~) e. C (f"lT"JtJ..) J 1"1 (\~ Y)
...,::""-'1'

t'f) -;:: )

While evaluating 81 and S2' it is enough to find the sum
of the following series:

~ ,,' .. -,
<r 1.-(11+')0.) ~' 3 \\(1\

S(q:):: ~,8 ~n+\f2 j

r" ::o
This can be evaluated easily by using the integral
representation for J]) ex) and interchanging the orders
of integration and summation, and the result can be
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expressed in terms of the complementary error functions.
(For more details see Sastry and ChalITabarti,(~).

We obtain

- LC\~(:-J' 7 I J. ,-,~, I
l(:J ) (

"- I
--1_

/ -.

(3'3)

from which we also obtain the SurDof following series.

r L1I/4- ~
e)' 1-e C e.: J 1~1\('f e.sg d-/ 8D) \

(: ~'/. J ',.. .:; H)

-;The series 81 and S2 can then be evaluated in terms
of X (0() whose sum is given by (34). Thus,

and
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The series 83 and 84 can also be expressed in closed
form' by observing that

vO
. .' c:.::\ +00 ./

~--\

K' ~ \
~See ell), P.973) •

Thus,
1
4

(9 -~) _ eikr cos. (6 + 1;)J
and

i r- . J l84 .= ~leikr cos (0 +!;) + eikr cos (6 - S) -:2J

Hence from (28), after using' the sunmata-on formulae for

c

+ ~ (~.+ c\-;,;. - -IT) + ex. ( D- ~ ')+\f}
'7' I (-n- C, n \ r- ". y ....1 . ("( ~. .
r..-.O\\;-+t...·-q'~jl - .', -l"'-l ~'. q,:-?)

+ '---:... i ~:z,')((e 4- tr, - 7\ ) -~ eO" 1) 7
IT SOt'f\! ~ .:. L.:' -'.. .. -1

..L

(A:) S \ B -+ 4:' ';1
~

Si 'IV0-+ \ , 2) (71 - ~),,) ~. f ('1\ -\-1/2) 1)
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---i

-rC- ( \( y') I
'--'0 v : . / I

<::» S::. Yv

where X (00 is given by (34) involving the complementary
Error Functions. The role of Zois clearly seen in the
expression of the scattered field given in (35). l(e
note that in the limit when Z I ~. 0,

The explicit role of Zo was very much missing
in tn.eform of 0/ obtained by Senior by making use of
the Wiener-Hopf technique (see Senior (3) for details).
9. GONGLUSION

Using t"I:[Okinds of Integral Transforms ,- the Laplace
and the,Lebedey-Kontorovitch in succession to the time-
dependent boundary value problem proposed here, has been
solved completely and the scattered field in the case of
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a time-harmonic incident plane wave has been calculated
upto the order of the impedance factor zt in which it
appears in the botindary condition. The present technique has
avoided the use of the l1iener-Hopf technique to such
a diffraction problem wrri.ch leads to very complicated
factori zations.
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SONE HETHODS OF GRAPHICAL

~1'{ALYSIS OF ACTIVE NETlrlORKS

R" Sethuraman
Madras Institute of Technology Campus

Perarignar Anna University of Technology
Chromepet, Madras-600 044.

LONG ABSTRACT:

The application of the graph theory to Electrical
Network has been in vogue and has simplified the analysis
and synthesis of these networks. However the normal
elements of graph theory'are not sufficient to deal with
circuit having mutual impedances and admittances as these
elements would be n-ports with off diagonalelemerits in
their dyadics. Therefore there is need'to postulate
certain other network graphical confi gurati on which
could be used in such situations. In this presentation
two methods are indicated which can be used for this.

The first of these consists of unisters. These
have property that for a given applied voltage at any
given node a current is produced at another designated
mode and these t.wo are connected by the impedance
associated with the element. The symbol used for this
purpose is given in fig. Ie
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A similar voltage applied at 2 does not give any current
in 1. Thus the device is unilateral and hence can be made
to represent such devices.

The following properties of this element can be
deri ved., .

,)~
'~J

~2.

(3) ()---J)--o-.-L

C 2.)

o-+-:t 0 c, .(

(4) 0-- -=r
-. ..-:..

It is very easy to set up a unister model for any active
or unilateral device .l f.ke a vacuum tube or an ideal
transistor. Unistermodel of a vacuum tube and

R
Vc;C.JJ f... YV_

Branch model for a transformer.
1 u (

o-----j ., ;---D
~ ~o----t L---J

~.

(j0:-----=-----

t V~-1
J
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To extend the topological Laws to such networks containing
unisters, only two modifications or restrictions are
needed. (1) The ground node must be in one of the
meter terminals (2) •.1 tree or path is improper and
stoned be ignored if any unister points away from ground'
in that tree or path. ~ proper tree or p~th is therefore
one in which all unisters point toward ground. ll/ecan
expand the determinent in the .same way by summing all the

t e.

tree products.

i C-t «>. b9_!tJ:~
Example:

I

AI
Z\I
£1)

)

j? ::.o. c,
I .

--, r
= (0. +/::;)e

::-(0,-i0)
o :..C,
~i

f --dL.--' 1,. '.... •.... .

cu:
::.---

Cc -+t.!) (C{ +b)-I ::

Another example using a transistor or vacuum circuit
, -:

would be given.
-

Jhe gyristor: ~nother circuit. element to take care of the
non-reciprocal properties of circuit elements like a
gyrator is also necessary. This would be disignated as
the gyristor whos e symbol is given in fig. 5,

o
V \/"L- d I\._\r-- \J 2-,

\..F n - --(:-- 7 0
,

I
f '::... q Iv -v)\,. o· l 40
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contrast this with a bilateral amnittance y given in 5 (b)
The following properties of the gyristor are easily
deducible.

e- ,'3 "-:--6
O--~-~---·

'-.J

c)---~>--=L
J

0--4-4:.. .1 O-------el- - Ii
,.~
(It~;2~

'tL.
i

~~."-.d-R:-'
Ya(:z::~

The rules for the

~ ,-I :f~
-. 0>---:77'" ';;'---=--0

I.
c.
-6

calculation of the tree impedances
in gyristor circuit are (D the ground is located at one
of the terminals (2) ..~ tree or path value is milltiplied
by - I for each gyfistor pointing away from the ground •
.it three port floating gyrator can be represerrted by'three
gyristor as follows:
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Some properties of three networks are examined and
simplified methods of analysis of such hetwork ar~ presented.

~~ second method of dealing with such circuits to
make use of a voltage edge and a current edge in combination.
This is suitable for use with voltage dependent current
sources -(all-active networks can be reduced to this form).
The voltage edge is placed across the terminals across
whic~ the voltage is applied and the current edge is across
the nodes through which the current flows.

,
pi

/
/

/
/

We define a current graph as one containing the passive
edges and the current edges along and the voltage graph as
that containing the same passive edges and voltage edges
alone. In such a case the node determinent of the network
would be given as A. n -;: ( A IT Ye. A,~ I and the loop

determinent .b..Q.::- ) e, t e g~- 1 using the usual notation.
The two graphs are 2 semi isomorphic with each other.
In the tree products of passive edges all the elements
are positive. This need not be so in the case of active
graphs and the sign attached to any terms in the tree
product is determined by the reduced graph in which all
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the passive edges are collapsed and the sign of the

product is equal to (-1) (the edge pair product

.f the volt-age graph) (the e.dge pair product of the

current graph). Some examples of the above are given.

I
.1

***
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EVENT RELl;.TED POTENTIALS - MATHEHATICJL JiPPROXD11TIONS,

RECORDING TECffi'HQlJES AND CLINI cat, SIGNIFIC.1NCE. *

I
I
I

TH SRI NIV.i·~S:i.N and .::.~PR.1BHAKJtR
Bioengineering Division,

Indian Institute of Technology,
Hadras 600 0360

4BSTR.!l.CT

Cortically evoked potentials in response to sensory
stimulus are clinically important for assessing sensory
function. ,,~stimulus - a flash of light or a click - is
presented through a sensory modality and the potentials
evoked at the cortex is recorded from the scalp of a
subjecto The potentials have three distinct phases: an
irrLtial phase Lnd.icatn.ve of cortical reaction to specific ·0

,

I~
I;
1
I

1
I

sensory inform:ltj.on~a second.phase due to postexi tatory
inhibition of nonspecific origin ~nd a third phase
due to late after discharge over the entire cortexo The
variability of the responses make it usually difficult
to clinically identify the ae tLo.l ogi es,

We report here attempts to formulate mathematical
approximations for the study of auditory evoked potentials,
recording techniques using powerful microprocessor systems

- ~ - - ~ - - - -Presented by~ TH SFl NIV.1S,,~NQ
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and results obtained so far in understanding central
mechanisms in peripheral information processing. The L

report covers some of the recent investigations carried
out in this division during altered states of awareness.

INTRODUCTION

potentials evoked on the scalp of a subject due to
peripheral sensory stimuli have great diagnostic
value, of the sensory mechanism and 'of the central nervous
system. Thus, auditory, visual and tactile evoked
responses are used for testing the respective peripheral
sensory modality. For neonates, the evoked potentials
recording is a simple and unequivocal means of monitoring

"-hearing and visual deficits. Further, the present methods
of brain stem evoked potentials have proved to be of
great importance in determining injuries to brain stem
itself and thus predict the course of a disorder.
Indeed, the concept of clinical death should be related
to the absence of brain stem evoked potentials than a
simple isoelectric egg. response only.

,i

Since the evoked potentials are about one-tenth the
amplitude of on-going egg. activity statistical
averaging procedures are necessary to extract evoked
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potentials. Further, mathematical approximations to evoked
potentials may have clinical significance for easy
comparison of data and classifi~ation. Evoked potentials
have been studied using spectra.ldecomposition and Bessel
functional representation (1,2,9). Here, we use certain
special polynomial functions which have good shape
representation characteristics, approximate the functional
and their many derivatives and are-easily amenable to
digital cornp utat.Lon, The polynomial functions use-dare
the Bernstein polynomial and its extension, the B-spline
f'unctaori,

THE APPROXIMATION FUNCTION USEDJ.ND NORM

The two approximating functions used are built linearly.
Thus linear approxl.matd.on theory applies. The norm used
is the 12 -norm which minimizes the least square error of
the approximation. This is most suited due to t.he+r andom
error component of the evoked response.

Mathematically,
If EP(x) is the signal ffi1dF(~,x)is the approximating

function.
The problem is to minimise the distance function

norm) with resnect to the narameters ~ of the~ ~

linear approximating function.
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i. e. minimize with reference to :.•.f s

L, e., minirr.ize
w.r.t • .i1.1s 'JL 1/2-

E P{-x)) d!tJ

L, e. minimize
w. r-, t. 1J..1 S

The solution of this minirtlzation problem exists and
it is unique (10)

M~l.THEt1~~TICAL ELEMENTS OF crEE R~SIC

FUNCTIONS

A. BERNSTEIN POLYNOHIALS!

Bernstein polynomials were first introduced in 1932
to give an especially simple proof to the Weirstrass
approximation problem.

Defini tion! The nth degree Cn 1) Bernstein
polynomials Bn(P,X) is given as a linear sum of (rs-L)

independent basis functions
lL

En (f;x):::' 2. Pt: XJy1,l ('x)) X6 (0)1)
k:- 0

,

'Xt
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Thus any poly~omial function of degree k ~ n can be

represented as a unique linea.r sums at the (n+l) basis

functions.

Some of the properties of Bernstein po.Lyncml a.Ls are

gi ven below:~ ;.

(i) The basis functions resemble the binomial probabili ty

distribut~on. Thus,

= 1

and they provide a partion on unity.

(ii) They are cyclic functions with the In i polynomial,
having a maximumvalue at i/n.

(iii) Let f(x) defined on (0,1). The nth (n /' 1)-
Bernstein polynomial for f( x). is given by

n
Bn(f,x) = kJ;o f (~) In k(x),

This can be represented in terms of the finite

differences of ~ at the n equidistant points

BY) (1; 'X)::: ~ t/ {)f (0 r ( ~.)X t
t ;·0 .

(iv) Let f(x) be bounded on (0,1). Then

f
L

Lt Bn( f ,x) - f( x)
'(\ ~ 0<::1
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at any point x feO, 1) at which f is corrt.Lnous , If

5 E: C(° ,1), the limit above holds unif ormly in (0,1)

5. If the approximated function is differentiable, not

only do we have En (f ,x) f(X) • Eut also En(f ,x) f( x) ,

~ corresponding statement is true for higher 4erivatives.

The Bernstein polynomial therefore provides simultaneous

approxi~ation'of the function and 2ts derivatives.

Let f(x) E.cf (0,1) • Then

nl~ B~P\f; x) = J (P\x) ().m.t:foy,n' ()'t1-- (OA

Let P be a fixed integer 'vith 0 .s .f ~ n

If m ~ J(P)C x) ~ N 0 5-X ~ I
I

then p
m < _n~,,---. _

'-. -n (N - t ) • \ , , (f\ - P+/)
- (P)(
tjn 1')?t') ~ fV1

O~?l~1

.j ....

i.e. If f ex) is non-decreasing on 0 ~:X ~ 1, then

En (f,x) is non-decreasing. If f(x) is convex on

o ~ x ~ 1, so is Bn (f, x) •

Let f(x) be convex or (0,1). Then, for n = 2,3 ••••
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The geometrix interpretation of the above properties
is this. The Bernstein approximant of a continuous
function lies between the extreme value of the function
itself, and its higher derivatives are bounded. Monotonic
and convex functions yield monotonic and convex approximants
r e spe ct.Lve Ly (8), (10) 0

9. A Kernel representation of Bernstein polynomials can
be readily abstractedo If we denote the kernel by

\

J
o

Stieltjesby the use of the integral.

which is a constant in any internal

,
rr.

I
t'
~.

and has the jump ( ~) x (l_x)n-v
"

Ref (6)
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B. B-SPLINE FUNCTIONS r
I.

Spline is the ubiquitions tool for the draftsman
who joins a set of pOints by curve segments. A similar
technique is used to interpolate or approximate pieces of
a. curve or function with piecewise polynomials.

Defn: Let
'0 + 1

:::::~ i =- (~c") be a strictly increasing

sequence of points and let k be a positive intoger. .
If Pl,.·· 'Pl
of order k,

is any sequence of polynomials, each
then we define the corresponding piecewise

polynomial function f
-E(;{)~. P. (~) Y ~ . ~.:x
J t ([ ~l

. ('-,2.
) .. - J I > •

. J.
• --r>The pOlnts ~. are called the break pOints of f.

.. )./.

The B-spline is a direct extension at a piecewise
representation of the Bernstein polynomial. In fact
the B-spline degenerate into the Bernstein polynomial.
Defn: Let t :::..(t.) be a non-decreasing sequence.

l
The

ith normalized B-Spline of order k for the knot sequence
t is devoted by Bi,k,t and is defined by the rule
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k-l(. -x)+ is used to indicate that the kth divided

)k-l bdifference of the function (t-x + of the two varia Le s

t and x is to be taken by fixing X and considering (t_x)~-l

as a function of t alone.

:Fto.t.,erties of B-Spline

i) B. ~ B. k t has~ J."

Bi(x) ,= 0 for x

small support, i.e."
[ti, ti+kl·

It t'oLlows that only k B-splines have any particular

interval ( t j, tj+l ') in their support, i.e.

•••••
, Bjmight be non-zero

This allows for local curve design.

ii) Wehave,

and

2B. = I• J.
l

-
(iii) Bi(x) > 0 for ti Z x L-. ti+k

Propertie s (ii) and (iii) show that the B-8plines

provide a partition of unity.

Defn~ 14. spline function of order k with knot sequence

t is any linear combination of B-spline defined
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iv) It is easy to show tha-tthe B-Spline can be constructed
I
I,

to form a basis for the space P1- ~ ...l v[herek is the order
l'\.J,),v

-Pof the polynomial, (, is the bre~k point sequence and ~
,)

specifying continui tycondi tions at the break points.

v) It is possible to evaluate B-Splines vrlth the aid of a
'recurrence relation. Thi s calculation is stable a.ndintro-

duces few errors.
(-x) + 1- (4r: I{

t t -ly.,- t{'4 t

i.e., by repeatedly forming positive linear combinations
of positive quantities starting with

1

o

The following propertiss show that the B-Spline coefficients
model the function they represe~t to a remarkable degree,
very much like the Bernstein polynomial.
vi) For ti .: x < t. 11-+ ,

function f = Lt<jB j at the point x is a strictly convex
combination of the k numbers

the value of the spline

0(. 1 k •••••••• 0(;1-+ - , .•.
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vi.L) (Bi) ~ is a relatively \vell conditioned basis.
There exists a positive constant Dk 00 ,which depends,
only on kand not on the particular knot sequence t,
so that, for all i,

viii) B-Splines are variation diminishing: The number
of sign changes in the spline function ~ q.B

J
. is not

. J

bigger than the number of sign changes in its B-Spline
coeffi cient sequence 0( = {o(jl ; Ref L) J , [51

Thus with the above properties the B-Spline basis leaves
little more to be desired as modern approximating
functions for Evoked Response. vii th its picewise nature,
facility for local curve designs "nth desired continuity
condi tions and v!ith stable and quick computation techniques,

,
it is used to approximate the evoked response successfully.

§..OLU'T'ION TO THE ",lPPRoxnvr14TloN PROBLEH

The approximation problem is carried out in the
12-norms vli th Bernstein and B-Spline approximating
fWjctions that are linear.
M athema ti call y, IJ' 1(..11x)

.1= ~
- f(x) • dxMinimize

i'4.
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f(x) is the evoked response given at a 100 discrete
points, equally spaced.

The minimization problem in the linear space of a n
basi s functions can be cast into a matrix form as :

Given a real 100 x n matrix .~of the Basis function
values of rank n, and a real 100 vector of evoked
responses b; to.find a real n-vector xo minimizing the
Euelidean length ~x-b

The unique solution to this least square problem is
obtained by the decomposition of the matrix ~ in the form
of H RKT where H andK are orthogonal matrices. Such a
decomposition is affected by the Householder1s transformation(12)

Individual modules are built on the IBM 370/155 for
efficiently generating the matrix J.l. of basis function
values, transforming this matrix and solving the
.linear least square problem.
In the Bernstein po.?-ynomialapproximation, a transformation
of the Evoked response is affected by a parametrization
polynomial, which mlli{esthe ch~nge of slope of the
Evoked response equidistant on the parametrized variable.
The approximation achieved on this parametrized curve, is
much more e'ffective because the Bernstein basis has its
peaks equidistant.
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In the B-Spline approximation a cubic spline is used.

The approach is to decide on an optimal Imot Iplacement

!I•'I
'1!i
il
~,

I':

h
;)
"
I,:

~.;,
~,.,
Ii
I(

)
I)·

I)
~~
!I
Ii~

I!
.)
'r.,,
'!~~
~
!j
!ii
I:
1,:

vector, and then to do the approximation. The knot

placement vector allows for one more degree of freedom

in the approximation pr oo'l.em, Hany techniques of

optimal knot placement have been tried and an interative

method has been arrived at, superior to either the

uniform knot vector or the intui tive approach.

The iterative appr-oach start wit.h initial

condition of two partitions, and calculates the least

square error of approximation in each partitions" .A.

knot is introduced at the mid-point of the partition which

has the maximumerror. This scheme is continued to

about 10 partitions. This method brings about a drastic

reduction in the error. However an intui ti ve approach

with a experience of the approximation system, and the

user requirements of better ,approximation is specified

portions of the curve may be more desirable •

.Approximations to evoked responses from 40 subjects

at two different stimulus characteristics were tried.

j1
1-.1

;f
u
i'
1

The B-Spline basi s f'unct.Lons being much superior yielded

better approximations. ,l~pproximatj_onswere performed

with 13 basis functions. The average valve of error -

for the two basis functions are given below••
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Error for Bernstein
polynomial approximation.

Error for
B-Spline approximation I.

19.95 % 2.12 %
m.25 % 2.26 %

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTS

I. .A study of the modelling of the curve by the
coefficients, that has been suggested in the
properties of the basic functions 'would yield
frui tful results. The doctor specialist who has
little idea or feel for the mathematical polynomial
function, should be able to get an idea of the curve
by the plot of the coefficients of approximation.
This has been 'suggested in certain other
applications of interactive curve design (7).

J.

II. Statistical factor analysis of the basis function
weights along with the error of approximation would
be helpful in diagnostics of the deficiencies in
sensory: functions but such a diagonostics would have
to wait better understanding of the physical
correlates of the evoked responses, as well as
consistent errors of approximating the ER.
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II1. The direct relation of the approximation function with
integral equations in the Kernel representation of
Bernstein polynomials woul.d help in a system study
of sensory processes~ (Refe 6) e

" IV. It has been observed by Riesenfeld that the convergence
of Bernstein polynomial approximation to the function
is slow in the least square norm. Thus Davis (8)
suggests the possibility that there may exist some norm
for which the Bernstein approximation is, in'fact, a

minimum norm approximation. In view of the fact that
the principle advantage of the'approximation is a
simultaneous approximation of a f'unct.Lon and .~ts .'
derivatives, motivates the development of an appropriate
norm, wni.ch involves the derivatives of a'function
and the approximation as weLL, .

BECORDING TECill~IQUE

Since the evoked response is hardly a few

I microvolts amplitude in the ongoing eegactivity of about
50 microvolts, averaging procedures are necessary to
extract the data.
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The stimulus is repeated a large number of times
and each time the response is added sequentially. EEG,
being a zero mean process, tends to zero on sequential
additions. Howeve r,since neural processing of the
peripheral stimulus is identical each time, an addition
of responses 'Will strengthen the total response and
the evoked responses emerges from background eeg.

I.

The stimulus is given by means of an aud~tory tone
burst at 1KHz at an intensity 40 dB above bearing
threshold. EEG, along 'With the burried evoked response is
recorded in an FM tape recorder. This record is analysed
off-line. Usually, 32 response are sufficient to obtain
the final waveform. For averaging the data, an INTEL 8080
based micro~processor 'Withmemory and interfacing
circuits is used. It is connected to a Hindus tan
Teleprinter through appropriate code conversion circuitry.
Averaging is carried out for half a second immediately
after the stimulus. The recordedeeg is sampled at 256
points per second. The contents of the memory is upgraded
by adding the evoked potential after each stimulus.
The evoked response ampli'tudes can be printed out on the
teleprinter or displayed on an oscilloscope. The
latency and amplitudes changes in auditory evoked

j,
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J)
i
I,

potentinls have been studied under various psycho-
physiological conditions and these studies have indicated
the possible mechanism of' central ner-vous system during
procedures such as biofeedback (11).

QQNCLUSION

Auditory evoked potentials are extremely useful
clinical indicators of sensory and central nervous system
function. Present methods of measuring amplitudes and
latencies are clinically cumbersome methods for data
analysis'and classification •. Numerical methods can be
easily handled in a small computer and a disease
classification obtained immediately. Since a small
computer is anyway necessary for data acquisition of
evoked response, it can also be used for the analysis and

'probable ~isease classification. The system presented
here is cheap (less than Rs. fifty thousan~ and with a
viable data handling, its use in a clinic is unquestioned.
It is' hoped that the use of microprocessors will contribute
substantially for increased early diagnostics and hence
effective therapy.

I',
!
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SENSITIVITY .•l.N:..LYSIS ~'~NDITS ;"PPLIC.lTIONS

V" Sundararaman
Safety Research Laboratory

Reactor Research Centre
Ka Lp akkam,

INTRODUCTION

Sensi tivi ty analysis is the procedure which

. establishes the connection between the solution of a

problem and the parametric data used to obtain that

s01uti one Two central questions are addressed in

performing such analysis~

I

I
I

1) Howcan the contribution of an input

parameter to the solution of a particular

problem be quantitatively measured?

2) BOlAr vlill tho sJll1Jci.olJ.change as a result

r
of cl'anges in such parameters?

The answer: to the first question is analytic in

nature, g=-ving an undel'staGding of the relationship

between the parameters and the so.Lutd on, ~~nanswer to

the second. quest i.on Lrrvo.Lves methods for determining

the charaster of the new solution resulting from a change

in the input data, Thi s aspect of the theory has a

predictive capabt.Ltty, Both are essential ingredients

ingredi?nts in any approach and a melding of these
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two things into one general theory makes the sensi t,i vi ty

analysis applicable in a wider range of problems. We

describe a mathematical formulation of sensitivity

theory, based on the strong physical insights, with

the aim of setting up a quantitative basis for the

concept of sensi tivi t y, The approach is sufficiently

gene1?al to allow the discussion to be restricted to

neutron transport problems without losing sight of its

potential applicability in other areas.

2. ,THEORY

2.1 Dp;~initions,

To reduce the potential size of a sensitive study

to managableproportionsand to quantify the results,

two basic elements of nomenclature must first be

defined. The basic lResult' of a solution to a problem

is taken to be an integrated quantity. Wedefine the

result R as

() -
K~ {" '7 ( ~') ,.}\(",.-,.~;~)d; ~f

.l "'- f< (~y "f' -,J )

where t(1.) is the angular flux solution of the Boltzmann

transport equation" 1. point in phase and is a
-) -7 -.::r

function of the independent variables, j ,_1_, and

E. LR... is some parameter; it may be a fluxto';dds€

. I
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conversion factor, or an activation cross section

connected vdth production rate ofa particular radio-

active isotope, or may be the response function of an

instrument recording the f'Lux,

The second element of nomenclature requiring .definition

is the connotation of the term sensitivity. Let us

illustrate this from the rea-ctor physical point of view.

Here the' sensa ti vi ty will be derived from an explicit

mathematical connection to be made bet.ween the

result R and the cross section data used to solve a specific

problemo

. Let i~~iS the set of cross section data and q"..(~)
<.. ~.is the flux obtained using L. -5 . Let D be, a detector1 '- .',

recording the flux, having a response function LR (see

fig" 1)

Then the design parameter of interest (or the result)

Nowlet a sma.t.i- change be given to ~ Z ~say

Ze -=(:2 -£ '\ 'Z) Then the value of R· also will change,
1 \

say 8. p' :-;{:::..+ ?; R ~'hen t.he fractional change ,i~R ~due

to a fractional change in <; r;~~is defined as sensf.t.Lv Ltiy,"'1 ,\
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L,e. P = -.--.-------

2.2 Method
The interpretation of the adjoint flux as a

function describing the importance of" particles in
contributing to the final result is the underlying

"">, .

physical basis of the general approach to sensitivity
analysis. Justification for such an interpretation may
be found in ref. also for the purpose of this
discussion a brief mathematical discussion of the
adjoint flux Green's function offers clear justification
for its us~ in this context. Following the traditional
course £:2] two alternative methods for computing the
result, R can be derived. The first involves a solution
of the Boltzmann transport equation for the calculation
of the design parameter, R using the equation (1). ~
second choice involves solving the adjoint Boltzmann

)(
equation for qb (~'land then obtain the value of R
using the relationship
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vrhere S is an external source producing the flux +
comp aring (1) and (3),

--. -
From this, it is possible to construct the

adjoint flux Green's function by simply letting the
problem source, S Cl5')
delta function.

, be a multidimensional Dirac

L,e. Let S

Substi tuting the expression (5) into (4) and
combining' the result with equation (1), "!tle get

0-) quanti tatively represents the contribution of
particles born at the pcd.rrt , ~ , in phase space to the

--.lO

result R. The above case is for the particles born
• For a distributed source, S (.I~:')) the

of the Boltzmann operator aLl.ows 4)~'(1) )
to be used as a Green1s function to integrate the

only at <i
_)0

linear nature

I
I
f

contribution of particles born at all points in phase
space to arrive at the result R. This property of the
adjoint flux establishes it physically as an important
function. It is a quantitative measure of the
importance of particles born at any point in phase
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space in cont r i buting to the final result.

2.3 Perturbation Theory

The time independent Boltzmann transport equation

for a non-multiplying medium is written as

r: (-'7 .---.:.~.._)- J -..' 1- 5 1....3·1.. ,C-:-.

In operator notation the above equation is l.vritten

a.s

H0' = S (1)

Let us consider a perturbed system in which a
. c. ~ 7

small change In -)Z'( has produced a perturbation in the
e.. ,)

flux and so in the result, R. Then the above equation

<, is written as

- - - - - ~ ( 8)

where Hp is the corresponding operator, ~1.~pis the

perturbed flux which is related to the unperturbed flux 0 as

In a similar way, the adjoint Boltzmann equation may

be written as
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LR is the source for the adjoint rilll.

-In the operator notation this may be written as

For the perturbed system
.loC .-)(-

H'p q>p ~ 2/<.
. X-

where 4)0
I

the unperturbed adjoint flux
is the perturbed adjoint flux, related to

cp * as

,..

,
By integration over all phase space, the integrated

response, R for the unperturbed system is given as
'I) - j-c:. A(-~). If\. -- .c:. R '-I' i/< 0 t ..••·

I ..J .>

and the response R for the perturbed system asp

Rp ~ J'ZIZ 4)p d.-f~

The change in R due to the perturbation is then
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-X'
J.l.pplyingthe equation (12) for <tp in (15)

C f) r ~.("..,¥' r> rt+') I'-(P r ~ r e
C r- ::. J .:.> ,q' -+ b cf n S - J:; +' Cj - Cs

.. \r.. .: C flY ,.~
- ..)0 ,..p Cl "<;

.J • ' ,

From equation (11)'.we have
¥ ';,{ '/'tip 4e z: 2'K

-« ,;I, ~1 +)' ~ 2He' . ~:~ t <.'~,(~ K
Equating (10) and (17)

H;' (d,K-t- 8q/l) - H-'~·t·~
* *' (:X t¥-).,If-Ht? 6Qj':;:' H - r1p cP

Multiplying the above equation by q~and integrating
over all phase space

From the basic definition of the adjoint operator,
r» *J ¢I) HP S' (I):{' Cil-{~ '= f Sq>* \.\ I";> q:,p; ,

l- '
\

valid under the condition that the boundary terms
involving surface integrals are understood to have
vanished under standard free surface boundary condition

-¥.--

on 4.~'• With thi s, equation (19) becomes
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From equati on (8) we have

\ 10 4: :::. S
\1\ ,p ,

and from (3) R::: } 4,.x S d ?-s

So equation (20) becomes

J~q;' s ' £ I< ~ J <Pp (H" --~/;) q/ d~

I
Nowdefine one operator T~

-r A, ~ 'i. ~ ",
12. 4-' -= ( H ' - Hp) 4)"'"

as

where C is a constant ratio for all cross sections

<;' PC---=:' -)C :: .t:i 7;~! t·

<; ~ ')L-T (-~, E
)

E~l:-)

~1 ~)

f or all E, r, E', Q and Q

or in general

4e.: Sz-2:-
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~ ~Note that ~C is constant over r, E', Q
~and Q

for all cross sections.

Equation (21) becomes
S R ~ .J'l d."T/ 4* d '~5"Ie 2

Dividing through both sides of the equqtion (22)

by R
g R /R

1\(
:::. ----_. ---_._--

Thede~ivation of the sensitivity function can now
proceed in either of the two ways.

i)
o ~ J R
4C

giving

orii) Make the standard linear perturbation
and obtainassumption that
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Equation (2~ requires a specific value for c and is
used predictively to estimate the change in the response
function caused by a change in the cross section
corresponding to t,c. .Itlsonote that the above equations
for sensitivity are defined over a specific domain

~of E and r , This is equivalent to setting ac > 0

outside the chosen domain. Sensitivities may then be
. .

determined for a given type of cross section (collision,
elastic, inelastic e tc,') as a function of energy in
a given spatial zone.

2.4 Basic covariance formulation

r
Our goal is to calculate the effect of a given

parametric uncertainty, b '2, on a specific nuclear .
design parameter of interest, R;, Let us assume that
the first order perturbation is sufficient for our
purp os e, We folIo,.;here the derivation by Perery [3 ]

r" 'JLet ')..('"( be a set of g,roup cross sections and wit.hL L(. S
R being any design parameter of interest. Then

and can calculate any change in R due to small changes
C-, c
b Z· in

L

,
L
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(using the first order perturbation theory)

We require .6R, the standard deviation of R,
derived from the statisticatpopulation of possible

values of «,,) which is define.d as the positive squareL., (-

root J
'" R 0 [f ~Z R 20 '1'- [ V A R (q] 12-

Var(R) is the variance of the calculated parameter R,

obtained as the expectation value of &R2

(using the' equation (26)' for oR)

are constants over the considered statistical

ensemble (2~ may be written as

\JAR (R)~ ?- ~)k. tar, ·E (~2' 6<2,7
c'J a;;," '0 '2 j' _. L o l J )

E < S 2· ~2'( is, by definition, the matrix element ofL ( J r

) - <. the covariance matrix for "2/, and c:') r over a jOint

probabili ty density function t ( L{ . ~ i)
f s- g 2'S~,~L t J )

- JJ t (2( 2/) (2( - ~ -) (~i+, <if J c4 '2£' J z/
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where Ii and Ii are the expection values of Ii and Ii

with this definition equation (29) becomes
--:\ "J

SO h
'--

..•.\ .\)
{} t'.

o s
}

," (',V ( -< , ~ " )~~~ L( / J

I,
;1
Ii
"I

Ii

Note that when i = j, this reduces 'to the usual
(uncorrelate~ uncertainties in Ii expressed "as the
variance of I. and the non-diagonal elements of the

l

matrix vanish.

"The quanti ties~:d15.
OLl

coefficients that result

.•.. ~. 0_., .__

in (31) are""the" 'sensitivity

from a sensitivity analysis

of particular transport problem. The relative
sensitivity coefficient

/

The basic equation for Var (R) can be transformed
into a form containing only fractional quantities.
Using (32) in (31) and itliththe help of (27) we obtain

ej'
<: 0
L 1<',LI...
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In equation (33) all cross section uncertainty
information is contained in the relative covariance
matrix elements C 0\ J t. Z'). v -, c-L J

.-,....-~---------.----.....-~.-
< <::
L- t LJ'

information as a product of their

and all sensitivity

profiles, P _
/.S"-.!

As is evident from the above discussion, sensitivity
profile is highly problem dependant and specific
for a particular Cl~OSS section 2:.

1
and the particular

design parameter R. Thus equation (33) combines the
problem-dependant sensitivities of a particular
design parameter with the basic error information in
(2:i) into a ·design oriented quantity ~R/R that is
of inlIDediateuse for the designer. The predicted
uncertainty ~/R for a calculated design parameter R
due to given uncertainties in (Li) may be compared
to a specified desIgn c;riterion requiring a certain
confidence limit. The elements of the covariance
matrix must be based on the experimental effects
such as normalisation, reso.lution and the micros-
copic data that we.re used in constructing the cross
section set. .c\. fe", approximate methods have been
reported in the literature 1-4-7{ and the degree of. v

correlation of errors is diffi cult to estimate and
the correlation range parameters assigned were often

,
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rather arbitrary. The construction of the covariance
matrices are receiving the attention of both experi-
mentalists and theoreticians.

2.5 Estimates of uncertainties

J.n estimation of the uncertainty in the
calculated result due to estimated lIDcertainties in
the parametric quantities (Ei) used in the calculation
is potentially one of the most useful aspects
of the sensitivity analysis. In applying the methods
described above to Q~certainty analysis, the
estimated uncertainties in the parameter CE.) area
viewed as the perturbations to be considered. The
change in the calculated result predicted by linear
perturbation theory is then an estimate of the
uncertainty in the calculation resulting from the
uncertainties in (Ei). Such estimates not only aid
aid in establishing a level of confidence in the
calculation, but also identify the reactions and
energy ranges where the uncertainties are most
imp ortant for the given problem. This information
may subsequently be used to guide the re-measurement
and re-evaluation of specific parameters to improve
confidence in the calcuiation. Such a procedure was
adopted by Batine et al r "\8.

J
to assess the
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uncertainty in the nitrogen Cn, ~) cross section in the
ener gy range of 5 MeV .•

3. Applications and Result~

A plot of sensitivity per unit lethargy versus
energy is ~alled the.sensitivity profile. It provides
a visual display of the importance of a given set
of parameters in a specific calculation as a function
of energy. It also represents quantitatively the
differential rate of change of the result with re$pect
to changes in the input parameters, as a function
of energy_ Various computer programs utili sing the
perturbation theory are in existence. In the ORN1 the
code SliANL,,:..KE,at 1.1.81,SENSIT and at princeton, SW:.•.N
are being used. These programs have provisions to plot
such Iprofilesl; solid lines indicate the negative
sensitivitY7 i.e. energy regions in which increases in
cross section cause decreases in the respqnse and dotted lines
indicate positive sensitivity, iQ.e. regions where
increases in cross section cause increases in the responseo

In genera], values Ls O on D. sensativity profile
indicate regions of high sensitivitYe

1et us consider one problem for illustrating
the use of such an analysis. This problem known as
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lAir transport probleml is described in 8 •

~
N

f
l

The problem is to determine the total tissue dose
(neutron and gamma) in air at 200 m from a thermo-
nuclear source. Calculations were done with extended
region upto 300 m of air to allow for reflection.
The tissue dose was determined with Spyder-Neufeld
response funQtion for neutrons and the Henderson
response function for gamma rays. The total tissue
dose at 3)00 m from a point isotropic neutron .source

-23of 1 n/sec. was doter-mi.ned to be 2.40 x 10 rad/sec.
by ANISN forward calculation.

Fig.2 shows the sensitivity profile for the
total of all neutron cross sections in air used in
this calculation. Following things may be seen from
this profile. Approximately 88% of the total sensitivity
to neutron cross sections (sensitivity to neutron-

,summed over all energies) is due to neutrons with
energies above 0.5 HeV. The effect is due primarily
to the rapid increase in the total cross section for
air below 0.5 Mev, which hinders the deep penetration
of these lower energy neutrons and therefore decreases
their contribution to the calculated response.
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. The structure of the profile from 2 MeV to
10 MeV is due primarily to variations in the total
cross section of air. Peaks in the sensitivity
profile (for deep penetr~tion transport problems)
frequently correspond to local minima in l:Tand
valleys in the 'sensitivity profile to energy regions
whore l:Tis relatively higho For example, the two
largest -sensitivity'peaks in this figure can be
identified with the nitrogen l:Tkinimum at about
4.9'MeV apd with the oxygen l:Tminimum at about
2.37 MeV respectively. The broad deep valley in the
sensi tivity profile around 4.0 MeV corresponds to a
fairly high l:T area for both nitrogen and oxygen
(from 3.2 MeV to 4.6 MeV) and another valley occurs
in the energy region 7.2 to BMeV.

Siinilar calculations have been made for gamma
ray collision cross sections or for individual elastic,
inelastic and various absorptdon react i.on cross sections.
It has. been found that the tissue dose is primarily
sensi tive to nitrogen-neutron cross section. This is
because of the relative abundance of nitrogen in air
compared to that of oxygen (the atomic ratio of
N2: 02 4:1). Moreover, the greatest part of the
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sensitivity to neutron cross sections is due to the
sensitivity to elastic cross sections and similar
conclusions have beendrav.m with respect to neutron

..-
2C(~

..-.' -1absorption' Lr:, , I n, dJ reactions etc.
L-

'Ba se d upon these studies, if some cross section
sets were found deficient, then their sensitivity
profiles along vtith the associated cross section errors
could be used to determine where improvements in the
data would be most effective.

Cross sections of several materials exhibit
maxima and minima. The data in these regions play an
important role in determining the overall neutron
transmission through these materials. Special mention

acan be made to sodium (297 KeV and mo KeV min;Lma)
and iron (25 KeV minima). These are the materials

, . r

commonly used in a Fast reactor. Obtaining high
sensitivity to a wide range of nuclear data is an
essential goal of the data testing program. High
accuracy integral measurements are then certain to
contribute significantly to the accuracy of the
design wor-k,

Many fast breeder designs have a layer of
molten sodium, the order of about 5 m thick, over the
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top of the reactor core. Fi gure 3 shows the sensitivity
profile ,d th.respect to the total cross section, for
a 5m slab of sodium, vlitha plane isotropic fission
source on one side and a detector on the other. Peaks
at the energies 300 KeV and 500 Kev minima are quite
prominent here. The actual area under the curve

in these two energy regions is
nevertheless rather small
respectively of the total sensitivity i- see ref. 9 ~7

However, the spectrum of neutrons coming out
of the reactor core and incident on sodiwn may not
be a raw fission spect.rumand may contain more soft
radiations~ Fig.4 shows the sensitivity profile
plot for sodium total cross sections due to a
partial fission source beLow 0.9 l'-1eV,for the same

(

1 .~.5m slab of sodium. It is seen that the percentage
contribution to the total sensitivity from the two
minima is 8.9% for the 500 KeV minimum and a very
high 6i1..4% for the 297 KeV minimwn. In this case
297 KeV minimum alone almost completely dominate s the
transport processo

This example shows clearly how the sensitivity
is problem dependant. .Also for a given problem, it
predicts which of the parameters contributes the
maximum or minimwn to the result.
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Fig.5 shows the sensitivity profile for iron
total cross section. The measurements were made
using proton recoil counters at a distance of one
metre from a plane isotropic fission neutron source.
This is the preliminary result of the shielding
benchmark experiments that were car-r Led out at Euratom
Centre, Ispra (Italy). The main aim of the e~periments
is to check the validity of the various data bases.
The energy groups which dominate the transport
process are between 70 and 80 Kev, It is to be
noted that 25.4 KeV minima in the cross section data
contributes less than the above energies although
the total cross section for 70-80 KeV is far.greater
than that for 25.4 KeV. These profiles help us in
the proper selection of energy group boundaries in

. I tackling energy dependent transport problems in
shield design.

l•.nother field in which the sensitivity study
finds an useful application is in the activation.
analysis. Even at the low neutron fluence, the
activation of magnet coils, structural materials
and instruments is considered a major neutronics
problem area, in particular the generation of long
lived radioactive isotopes. Various reactions such
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as Cn, c(), (n, p) etc. have pronounced effects on
the mechanical and dimensional properties of the
materials, especially high temperature embrittle-
ment, fracture behaviour and swelling due to void
formatibn. Several threshold activation reactions
in the str"licturalmaterials (for example, steel, copper
coils) are taken as important nuclear design
parameters. 1>1e Day estimate the uncertainties
-introduced in the calculation of the activation

,

rates due to estimated errors in the neutron cross
sections. Sensi tivi ty calculations were done for
ten activation reactions. \1e list here only t.wo such
reactions, as being most sensitive of the ten •. They

54_ 54_ 65 65 .are -l"e(n, p) ""Mnand Cu (n, p) N~" The total
sensitivity (sULlli1edover all the energies) for
copper showed the largest sensitivity of -2.05 as
against for iron -0.93. This shows that one per.cent
increase in the copper total cross section would
decrease the 6~i production in the coil by 2.0E%.

Thus an adequate knowledge of the reaction cross
section is indispensable for a reliable prediction
of radiation damages. The analysis of such a study
helps the designer to choose proper materials and/or
its comp osLtLons ,
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Advantages and disadvantages of sensitivity analysis:

.·~lthough thfs approach, known as sensi ti vi ty

analysis, never answers the abso'Luce question of how

computational results compare with experiniental truth,

itallo~Jsone to:pJ:nce>quantit-i:rfi ve 'erro:f bands on'
.. \

these results. Sensi tivityana:lysi:$r'ddekc-iTe'qui're<~:Y'Iu~
I

I

I
..

that cross section errors are quantified and

formatted to the best of evaluator1s. ability, but

in return it al.l.ows one to analyse errors in the

calculated design parameters that would be extremely

difficult and expensive to measure directly in an

integral measurement. For example, consider the

dependence of radiation damage in the first wall

or magnet coil of a fusion reactor on cross section

uncertainties, wher$ measurements are essentially
1 - \

1\

impossible. Even disre gardingprograrnrrtatic

considerations such as the current lack of intense

14 l1eVneutron sources, cost considerations would

allow measur'ernerrt -of brlly a fev.Jsel€cted parameters.

From cost-effectiveness point.bf view,

sensitivity analysis is advantageous in studies of

design parameters in complex system not amenable

to expericont.
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Wi th feirly strai ght.f'or war d computer algorithms
an analysis of all cross section data used in solving
a particular pr obl.em can be made without having
to specify before-hand which cross sections are to
be considered.

among the disadvantages it may be mentioned
that the sensi tivi ty is strongly pro b.Lem dependent.
The accuracy of an existing cross section set may
be fully satisfactory for the calculation of a
certain design parameter R:

t
in a reactor design (J.i.)

while the same design parameter in another design (B)
RB may be extremely sensitive to this particular
cross section in question, so that its errors may
introduce an unacceptably large uncertainty in RB•

This demonstrates that every cross section
asses sment task must be seen wi thin the context of'a

1-·

given reactor design and that any statement about the
quality of a. given cross section set must be related
to its application. Such application, however, may
cover a generic class of designs.
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Despi,te all t.he se , .Lt is hoped .t.hat the, sensi-ti vi ty

methods described here can provide more valuable

information and guidance when applied to experimental

power reactors, material testing reactors and longer

term fusion pOiNer systems.

*** ..
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RESTING POTENTIALS OF JiXON SYSTEHS

V.•S " V~nDHYAN1.•.THJ;J\f

DEPT. BIOPHYSI C;~L SCIENCES, ST.~TE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW YORK ,,~TBUFF~~O, BUFF;iliO, NY. 14214

:•.new theory of R .s t.i.ng Potentials Of Nerve
!•.xon Systems is p.ropo sed.,

1. INTRODUCTIQli

The traditional method of justifying the observed
membrane potentials of Biological nerve axon systems
(1) is based on the pressure that the resting potentials
correspond to the equiIibrium potential of potassium
ions and that contributions from other ions to electric
potential can be ignoredo Thus a biased behaviour

"of the axon membrane system to various permanant ions
is presupposed. No such behaviour is implicit in
equilibrium Nerve expressionG

Isothermal transport of solutions containing
three or more permanant Loris across a diff'S'~d.on barrier
is of considerable biophysical interesta The central
problem which must be solved is to compute the value of
electrical potential difference between two solutions
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separated by a membrane in terms of known physical

parameters of the syst.e m, One wishes to compute

the influence of fluxes ?h stationary stated electric

and concerrt.r at.ion profiles"

TR.:l.DITION.:.L method of atrt ack.Lrig this problem

is based on Nernst-p Lanck Equations which are nonlinear

and soluti.on of which has not been obtained" In

addition the assumptions based,en wnf.ch Nernst Planck

equations are derived are too simple to be applicable

for biological sys t.ema..

In t.hi.s paper, recent f'undament aL development

for thi s problem is pr eserrt ed, The presentation is

brief, since most of the results have been published

e Lsewnar e ,

For a system containing 21 kinds of ionic spec'ies

and m kind of unchanged species, one has the set of coupled

nonlinear differential Equat.Lons ,

f.,--.L -+-
cr-
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. /1 .)\..~...J- c.>

where C~(x) and c~ ex) are the concentrations of ion
of kind CI and unchanged species k at x in an
inhomogeneous diffusion barrier. The greek subscript
is utilized to denote a changed species and the
roman subscript utilized to denote an unchanged species

'.

cp (X )the value of electric potential felt by a unit

changed placed at x·~ is signed valence charge number. cr'
of ion of kind c.r'", . k is the Boltzmann constant and T is
temperature in absolute scale. Equations (la) and (lb)
are called the Nernst-Planck Analog Equations,
derivations of which has been published elsewhere.
When R() is approximated as(J-o/])cr) where Jer

is stationary 'stated flux of Q , and D a is diffusion
coefficient of species Q in membrane and one sets

terms equal zero
/-! ~
. /
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which is identical wi th familiar Nernst - Planck equation,

also equals zero•

The terms /'.J
. Y"Hand Hjk express the molecular

energy to chemical potential Equation (Ic) is the
P ois son Equation. The terms S o: n./ ) S ,3- fb./ S'cs-cr /

S -t.:.'f:;!, -,'R6 b R /'1 all denote various contributions of
fluxes of species in stationary stated to concentration
profile and electric potential profile.

\'/henfluxes of unchanged species are zero and
when concentrated gradients of these species are zero,

;').::-follows from C1.I:,) 1/ !that (/':;- is a
constant equal to /-l.

This suggestion finding solutions of eq.•.(1) in
TAYLOR Expansion.

Equation yields
f1\ ")1 --, ,/-\ \,'./T
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S_=. ..-\ (I/~ V: ) -;::::-.G- (. 0'" ;X

.-. /; -') --=- q.~:I( f.)
\--- "- /' .

Multiplying eq. (2) for species 6' with =7- C and-c-

o smstd o Balance equation. Thus one has from equation
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r--.4-

Where _.A <-.

'l-

and -X. are:,-"fl o.b· ',:-/:.e..- -;.. v--- 1

certain conclusions are obvious for eq.(6)
I I

If ~ + Rd does not equal zero, cp (d) cannot equal ¢(G-)

'+t~J't\_c::'v,/-<;y'-~ thus ':-"'"Q.Ure. on cons'tarrt field

approximation. If electric potential profile is

-(~)

~.•...

Thus of r
::r. '1-.

;:..

equals zero.
j : I

~ ~ <i) \0.)
--\q)

--:1-" '2-ci~{((')
i..:;

,

t: ....
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c5·)c~<--=
.~~'L ::: - "I j)

.,
,"": . • • .• 0": ._ .•.•.• ! •

Cf\!(())

ct.:. (1/ (0)

.(3 (I, (0)
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it f'o.l.Lows that
((4)

In general one has
0-- 4-. '2...2) ,-/ II !d)

_~ 12- L\7~?-257- +> 0 (I +.~.~..> / lc(-.;- l-. \
'===- :;£4-: ( (.+ -: .>1_) C/' !11(0)-(1 b)

.?- . .

TAYLOR EXP..:lliSION

If the assumption that CP(Z) can be expanded

.one ·has

in a Taylor series is invoked, and that terms of

order x7 and higher order may be neglected is valid,( .' ,
;::) rf: A--

A -]..< /'~") ==- ,> ,':',y.
L-J cr- ~. l' I ••··l

- I ,..~1-cL A- cP..-~·~ =o»
.;,z J - '. (-I v .A . / .
. ':" --- .-'~ 1"- X ~o
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If positional dependence of dielectric coefficient e is

also ignored one has
. / (

cf' . f Ii
y' (i)) ~-:- r) .q.,-- ..1.. I.-l. ) ~ 0. ~'-.' _ ""--, -'2- .-' <t-· \.L,

,/

when d is the extent of region where microscopic
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In 'this approximation, when

. I
~)cf will

equal • Let in

rz,
and thus, .X '), should

generalwhen ,~(2- d 70'2-/
-z-

equal zero, when L = 0

, 1-
When r':: 2_/ ::!) --:t" -::-- Q Under these conditions
change density profile will be symmetric. It can be
sho~m that in general

nr c:

f',,,-, '3 d X
-:-,'2-'-+--; '7 '2-
~, P-"" t>

~

'"Eq. '0 2-) Hvalid when z:.R = 0

Thus, from knowledge of Debye-Huckel parameters
of axoplasm and balty of Nerve axon systems,

one can compute d and • In addition
Thus, when contribution of Rd is much less than 6L

of equation (6a) one has 2-
~, -r-r ..p, -r-- A A I ,2- f .-, )'? II K ,_.L.::>_~ -;::- 4, ~{,) - ej, (q) -- (2~,

(:.,
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\, ,

1
1,:,,'-- "-!i' ~--
i
f
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"'U'RLlC.~TlONS TO BlOLOGlC .•.lL SYSTEMS

:~pplication of above developed theory to
Biological Giant ..:•.xon Systems is presented in this

section. d) ,-,?:,~. 4:, I I ( (0) / 6::-- (2-/ S) [1-'- -~Jx
. j "2-'2- , '2- ' X 'f cC

~'Z-. -::: --;:(""' __ =-«: 4- (')
'-- ~./ a --' (7-0

Equations (14) and (22) state that knowledge of
Debye-Hucke1 parameters of surrounding aqueous solutions
enables one to compute both ~ and d. Equation (l~
states that the stationary state membrance potential can
be computed from knowledge of!Ol 103, r)4' fJ, and d.
The remaining equations of (18) indicate that one

i
need to knov only ~4- One can compute both «(0, (d)/(0~

and «(01 (0) /(04) from equatri ont 25). The right hand side
of equation (4) is known from knowledge of concentrations
of·ions in solutions (I) and (lIt and the flux term, R.
Since flux terms in resting state are not known from axon
systems, I assume that R = O.
Wi th the aid of knowledge of coefficients of (lOt (d)/104)

2and (!O1(0)/~4) one can now compute ~4 for various
2axon systems. Recognizing that erg cm equals esu ,

04 is now known in esu/cm5. Since C13 and C11 are
now known, one can compute b ~(d), in esu/em,
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The values of membrance potep.tials computed Jor various
axon systems, using the values of concentrations reported
,

by Hurlbut, are presented table 1. For comparison
with 0b~erved potentials, the conversion factor bha't

1.98824 x 10 -4 (esu/cm) ~ 60 millivolts has been
employed. In table 1, are also presented the obser-ved
values of resting potentials and the potentials computed
using equili briurn' Nerns t-express'ion .and potas sium
coricent.r ata.ons ,

TaBLE i. Calculated and observed values of resting
po t.entd a'Lsusing equations (12) and (13), and ion
concentrations reported in reference 7, for various
axon systems.Th~ 6 0 Nernst values are calculated

'"

using potassium ion concerrtrata ons in solutions
(I) and (II). In the convention adopted ~nthis paper,
~¢ obs corresponds to negative membrane potentials.
This is easily seen f'r om equation CK(II)::::CK exp
(-e60 I KT).

';"xon 60 obs 60calc ts. 0Nerns t (87TKT 6 AlE 0 )

Loligo
Forbesii .eLF) 60 56.48 88 3.1584
Loligo
Pealii (LP) EO 52.22 90 1,,0054

,Dos.i.d.lcus
Gigas (DG) --- 66.72 94 ~.0424

I
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8epioteuthi s
8epipdea (8S) 56
Cuttlefish

(CUF) 62
Lobster

(LOB) 75
Crayfish

(CRF) 87

57.21 87 3,454

65.39 89 .3.1117

57.23 83 3.3012

53•.18 98 ·...0.6223
Small Nerve Fibers.
Crab Leg

(CL) 54.51 82 3,1740
Ra bbi t Cervi-
cal Ve gus (RCV) 40 82 -0.6379

Frog
Sciatic (FS) '1l 57.0 106 -0.7779

The values of el~ctric potentials are presented in
millivolts. Computed values' yield A ~, in units of
(esu/cm.). 1.98824 x 10 -4 esuz'cm, corresponds to
60 ml.Ll.Lvo Lts, The values of (8'JTKTW Ed" are
in lD6 erg/em.

In spite of dras tac assumptions employed so far,
the agreement between observed resting potentials
and calculated values using equations (l~ and (25) can
be regarded as satisfactory and definitely better than
that computed with the use of Nernst equation. The
reasonable agreement between theory and observed values,
for diverse axon systems presented in table' 1; also
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justified the approximation that the flux terms ZR and R
can be neglected. The concentrations of sodium,
potas sium and chloride ions reported in the reviewS,
do not satisfy the macroscopic electroneutrality
conditions of solution (I) and (II). It is assumed
that necessary amount of impermeant monovalent ions
are present in solutions to preserve electroneutrality
in the computation of Debye-Huckel parameters.
For small nerve fiber systems,. the concentrations

5of ions are only estimations as.stressed by Hurlbut •

***
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It CONTINUOUS REVIEW (s,S) INVENTORY SYSTEM FOR
MULTI ITEM STATIC MODEL WITH FINITE PRODUCTION

RATE, SHORTAGE AND STORAGE LIMITATION.

S. VAIDY/ili.llTIUN
Department of Mathematics

College of Engineering,
Madras-25. . "

A.BSTRACT

J.. single ordering policy for a static model of a set
of n( '7 1) items is discussed taking into account the effect
of shortages in the form of backlog, replenishments of
stock at a constant rate greater than the rate ·of demand
and limited storage area. An analytical formulation
for determining the economic order quantity is also given.

The characteristic feature of all deterministic

-v-,

inventory models is that all the input parameters are known in
value for all future times. Solution methods have been
developed for continuous review system which assumes infinite
production rate, constant demand rate, immediate delivery of
orders, allowances of shortage, an infinite horizon period
and finally an objective function in which cost per unit time
i ~ minimized.

I
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In this ..paper, we discuss a single ordering policy
for a static model of a'set of n(.::;:1) items. which. takes into
account (i) the shortages in the form of backlogs (ii) replenish-

. ';..

ment of stock at a finite rate of R units per unit time where R
is greater than the demand rate per unit time, D and (ii~
the limited storage area available.

Using the (s, S) policy L,e.; wneneve r the inventory
level reaches s, a quantity Q is ordered to bring its level
upto S, our interest lies in the determination of the optimal
values of sand S so as to miniIT~ze the total cost per unit
time, consisting of the procurement cost, the holding cost and

c.<Y1"Y' P€ t:ethe shortage cost. In addition, the item! compe.te £or a
limited storage area.

We use the following notation, using the subscript i
to denote the i-th item, for i:::1,2,••••••n.

:::demand in units/unit time (by which the inventory is
depleting)

:::finite replenishment in units/unit time

~ :::absolute value of the effective demand rate per unit time.

K. ::;! the fixed set up cost or order cost (in rupees)J.

Ci::: variable procurement cost in rupees/unit
~ = holding cost in rupees/ (u..nit) (unit time)
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T.
l

:::::time interval between orders in urri t time
:::::level of inventory

s·l :::::reorder level'

Q.
l

:::::orderquantity in units
{-.:.

(TC)l:::::total cost per unit time when following an individual
_ ' ordering policy.

ai :::::storage area requirements per Unit of the i-th item.

A tyPical inventory movement is displayed in the
fi gure given below for our problem.

. ~ =-. '.

If we consider one complete cycle of length Ti between
two successive production ternnnations, we note that over the
interval ti~l), inventory is depleted through demand at,a

rate _of Di units per uru t time. ,Over the r-emai.m ng interval'
ti~2), production and demand occur simultaneously and,
inventory is built up at the rate of (Ri-Di) units per unit time.
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Although a tbta.l o:f Qi ·wut:s is ·~r.oduced over one cycle,
. , . .

the maximum.Lnverrtor.y level :·is ,:81.<, Qi + ·si units •.

.Nov the average·· total:c.o$~. ·PI?T· unit time is the sum of

~).). the aver-age pr-ocur-ement;c.os~"per unit time
. .

-; ~ .
l':- ~ ,: .

,"'L. /v ~~

..
(8) ··the

'T-.
A.·

aver-age.ho.Id'l.ng .CQs·t·;p~~.·;-u.nittime
~ .~ , ...-,... ~ .. :.. . ... \. I )

= .,. z: I·u>' +.~ «,)&-. - d '
< ----, • t ....",..··.'A..; .. .-A A
. .., ,.',

A.· ., .'-

.--------,---:- ..

This expr es skorrLs to benUnimized with respect to

and t( JJ subject to ..
i

. .",
, . ' .

"..:;. .' ". . -, "
. ~'.,',':.' .
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-=d '-I·; t}v,,"?o S'~>o o</-:-~/~·T.
1\ .rL. / .'\.. .) /\... /' \ <, -'\... A.

~, ~fl '
""- A

b,\d),)
A...

R· -D,. ~. A..--

.....•.•~

From geometry of the figure, it can easily be seen that

t .:\
1).. CK'-D-)/\.. ....--v A--------------------

''U .....
r-:'\.'" ... ;...-v

~he problem thus becomes :

subject to : f1

-J~- CLL.c .-L
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The optimumvalues of Si,Qi and 'j, are got by solving' of

the equations ':

dL-
:.()- $- -
- /v

--\/)
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( f)~)
\.

I-~ (d)': -k--~--~I-~--""-----------
f p(J _~.:..--,- /1._" _.-;--.---- - ( 4- )

rV -h - -~ c» '>.. ¥C1 .- (I -t h~);... -=-- j '2_ '-~h
- t »: C:-<_/' ...•,\. b./ ,// -

~ ,

We notice that Qi is dependent on >.,7 ';/<-theoptimal

value of /' _ The value of ~ 7- can be found trying

successive negative values of ~ so as to obtain simultaneously

i
.j
II

-,.•
I,

,-,
-r
i'
"

ii
1\
11,
:1
ii,I
'\:1
.1
"

:1'
,/,
!

t '",,-

r
II

values of" Qi ~which satisfy the given constraint in equality
::y-'

sense. Thus, the determination of -~ automatically yields
7"\-Q.~-

J~s p.~ ~. ,-;>() --:~ C· j the f orrriula becomes

*Q. :::a.

7(-
This is the case when no shortages are ,allowed. 14hen .~_ =0,

gives the solution of the unconstrained case

*

f~
Qi == 2Kidi

hi

i ***
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PldH INTEGR:.L METHOD FOR R~DIi. ..TION TR"mSPORT

IN~i R..mnOH NEDIUM.

R. V.~SUDEVJl.I;r,

MATSCIEl'WE
The Institute of Nathematical SCiences,

Adyar, Madras-600 0200

The transport of radiation through a medium,
has been an efficient probe in analysing the structure

I
of the medium. Especially when the medium has properties
descri bed in a probabilistic serise , For example" the'

/

motion of ffil electron in a random potential in
amorphous solids has very peculiar properties. Radio
echo sounding of the ionosphere, polar investigations
by using infra-red radiation etc. present the imiverse
problem of determining the nature of the random profile
of the medium in which the transport of radfat.t on takes
place.

In this talk we use the path integral technique to
study the solution of the equation, governing the
transport. This equation if it is of the parabolic type
can be solved by path Lnt.e graL formalism of Feynman
who applied it to @hr~'~l('lingerEquatn.on,

II
j
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To understand this method in the probabilistic
context we first describe the Weiner integral formulation
aPb1ic;;icbleto the solution of the usual FokkenrP:tanck.
Equation governing the Br'owrri.an motion. Thi s forms
the first part of the lecture. The second part deals
vIi th the solution of the radiation transport in a
medium in which the refracting index has fluctuations.

In certain approximation condltione~ by the
natur@ of the medium this can be described by a parabolic
Equation. This means the radiation is scattered mostly
in the forward direction. The path integral
formulation of the solution leads to a determination
of the statistical features of the solution even
when one goes beyond the Rytov approximations.

1•.• P:4TH SUMS FOR BROl4NL.m MOTION

The classical problem of the Brownian motion
of a heavy particle, in contact with a thermal heat
bath and also acted upon by some external force, is
discussed using path summation procedure. The time
internal (0 - -E- •.•) is divided into segments At that are
infinitesimal -with reference to the motion of the
particle and this time is large compared with the
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microscopic fluctuatioL time scale. The kick received

from the heat bath dur-i.ng each 6t is a random variable

independent of the kicks received during the other

intervalso Wang and Uhlenbeck considered the stochastic

process in phase space (p, q) whi, ch is Markovian

if the fluctuations are identically and independently

distri but.e d, Nowwe consider the path integral

corresponding to the Brovmian motion in a nOl1-perturbative

way to obtain Wext / x1tl) for any external force

in the same vlay as one obtains the Feyrunan propagator.

By adopting this formalism, we find that the lowest

order approximation is obtained easily and is exact when

the externa,l force is at most linear in its dependence

upon'position and / or momentum.

If the proces s is Harkovian, then the

two-time conditional probability density W(xltl / xotJ ,

where the variables x denote phase - space points (p, q).

Co~oletely specifies the process. ilso it satisfies

Smoluchowski equation h ' .'
W (J{ z. h.../)(()&,0:::J «- ?{ I W (j,L tL {'4 (!-J w (:{rt,l~J-0

( I)
/--~) '>, t=/ /1 to .where
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1te split the finite time interval into infinitesimal
intervals and apply (1) repeatedly to get the expression
for the sum over all possible paths connecting the initial
point Xo and the final point xN over the ordered
sequence of time/tto <.::.. I. L, ". ..:!... t-/\/_I S t-/V .

.. J - C) - ,. 1\ --

\0 ('J( IV f:N j)1 o £::0::- J 01 ';'(/. dJ-;!/u_/J (){/vL;4)J,,) "'-1
X \;..J (X!V-I [-,>v-I;' , ,) , , " .'w( hi L- tJ hi /:rlt / J Y,,to}

( 2)

J/

Given a sufficiently good approximation for

VJ (~')(,){'--+!Jt:-17(llt-) one can use (2) to obtain the
corresponding tvlO-timepropagator ]"V ()( i\J t-fL./ )(0 &0)
in the limit N ..-) ~ .? 1\ l~'-j ()? ,N.6 t- :::·t-N -1:-0 '

In the classical theory of the Brownian motion,
we start with the Langevin equations for the
particle Is position q and momentum p

p=mq, ~ =F-pP +KCt) 0)
Where F is any external force, ~ is an average damping.
effect of the bath, k (t) is stationary stochastic
part vlithLk [(-::)'7 =- 0 and

L kL (tl) kJ (t-2) > (fc;;JJ])X{tr-L)
(i, j distinguish the car.tesLan component, D is

some constan~. The isotropy of the bath enters
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through the diagonality 0 ij. Since W (xt / x1t1)

represents a stationary conditional probability density
we have

'vJ [ JL 1:-/ '?\ It I):=- W ( X / ~- t-1/·X J) 0) ( 4)

~ hl("X l-j)('I:-') -=- 6[)( _)(f) [ S-)
t----r L) 0

j d. b?C \-J C -:( t-/,i (_I) ==! C bJ

When the short-time propagator has a well defined
Taylor expansion in t around the origin, we obt.ain the
.differential equation obeyed by it as

\rJ ( ')( l ~ +Lj &- !')(I ) t-)
, , . I J I '-.,

(: ( OV- q/ -i L'Jt) L d(p-r:\ -t-- f~) f l~J'- F ftJy) IJb-t-y)
I~ .' (S) ~

~ is a vector of unit length, but randomly distributed,
J is related to the size of the impulsive kick from
the surrounding bath>using the forn1alex:pansion, we have
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Lcf()(-~J)/E-- ::-o(x)- T-< f" v, ()(x»

T -l j2 .: (G/VX)2f(X»0-T-'" (9J

Since /.« /' = 0 and 3 . t: Q
<:«, VX) '?_/c:- ~ Z « ~vJ-fl) Vx =.

- . . k IQ:: I .
')- r \ K.- P '\I L G 0)

<.; L..._ (J /:- () J X V v .: V Xk)f.. ',.l:- \ /' .

We have
L!;(X-t-J) >f- ::::::J;{'X) T l T~X~ J(X)t--'"

Taking J2 = 2 ~~, ~ being constant and using (8) we get
the usual FOkkef-Planck equation-for the classical Brownian

'2.. .~ ~Jr.9" IV T "t: (Fw):= ~ VI' INT~ \Jp' (J~hJ)
dt- .J'Y) 7J . (f I)

\ But a useful form for the short term propagator is

W ( ')\)l-+DC-I)/ '}-) = fJ(~-9/ -};;' !J t)f i--k PIk)

X [; (p -r'-+f-,J/,1 /--- F (f?)~ ')/Yt -1'<) C(2-)
It!hereP (k) is the probability distribution for the

./

spread of random momentum impulses k

p Uz)::- s-uP 'V fp,p ,b (." - S ~t- '"fl·?] (he h l J;, j 03)
, .(2- 7[) 3 ,U . - / P

It can be verified that (l~ and (13) satisfy equation (~
Using (12) and (13) in ~2), we can v.rite the

expression fo~ m~,the propagator for N intervals
At with N At = t - t aso
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l~here RN::__tk) and qN (k) are the solutions to the N coupled
sets

(for i =1,2, ••••N) wi th Xo =-(po,qo) as the given starting
pOint. The brackets ~ ~< in (14) denote an average over
the N independent random LmpuLse k.l., In principle, vIe find
PH and qN as functions of all ki , take the average and
then proceed to the Lf.mi.t ~j_~ o<J (jL--~ 0 r\)lJt-=(-:--t-o.

J I 'I

Now, we rewrite the delta functions in (14) and

s
and write L / ('" J I --.I I' IVV N .--'\.vt-. oJ 0/

/. €/y? b L Q. (C'v - ell.v. rk)) e/~~),J)J' f., , (/r/',v I kV)
If, I r

, Q L (l7)
/ltl P N

Here we explicitly indicate the dependence of ~ and pN- upon

take

the set (ki)e To get a non-perturbative approximation we
expand PN and qN in a pm-'lerseries in the kt., To zero
order ~N (k) N qN (0) , ~ (k) ('V l1IJ (0) • These- -'-
are soluti ens of (15) and (16) va th all the ki set equal
to zero. Thus in the limit N ~ oQ
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Where p (t / xo' 0) and q / t/xo' 0)
II

solving q:::: p/m (19)

are found by

with the initial conditions

b ( 0);' ::(0
1

0) -:::::-Joor- ,.' )

~ =~rt-+ F(~)Ct)

~ C ~ /--"') --.(1) q; ..1 o)~ ~'C-;J0 '

Next, "Te retain the linear terms in ki, to get a

. ~etter0 approximation hi ,N (')( ) t-f:i,.O) 0) ~.J dO 0- uPb'lr t'''Fb' c{. ,f C(;_ )~W r lJ)~) I e./)o p) ; .{;- f (f'J -)1V 10»)r ' ,'j , 'I' , . I. L"""" V •(I ,-

X I,"e·. ~ r_/t Y,/k.J ' \1/')0" (a .'l'N (0) -t-.1J I PN (c)) "I/;/~,,_
.: '''p r L- - ~'() '/., -</ C~r)

Here the dei'ivatiVe of qN (k) and PN /k) with reference to

ki at ki ::::0 is same as the d(5~rj3t_<j,_t'ivEB.tki ::::0 w.lth reference
f' J 2

to pi from equation (16). The average over the set j 1£('.J
is 'take.n "vith reference to the N-fold product of

(k) like that of equation (13). Thus

f Id . 1 th t r -r ,'? dN- ~__ ln~egra on e se Z i/() an

set1 ,,{Q...\-'1. The k integrals give a

product of delta functions of the form

distributions P

there will be 3 a 3N-fold

integral on the
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where A is the gradient \dth reference to p (S / x ,0) ,. ps .. . 0
the momentum at interm~diate time~. In eq~ation (23),

q(t), p(~ are found by solving equations (19) and (20) with
initial values qo and po. Since these solutions are
unique, one can wri te

fr~) ~ pff-j1ootV·::- f/{/:-)1~)4)
(,)(1_'\ r: (tJ "L' ~11 . r.J = -'V r- 'Ac ) 0) .: 1/( (/ <j /; ) />)

')(r.3

(2-+)

C2S)

Where ~ is the solution to equations (19) and (20) at
time s, given initial phase space point Xo at s ~ 0,
namely C p (?5) j 0 ) b)} CH /-{j 0) D) ) r
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It can be shown that equation (23) is exact when the
external force F (pq) is at Bost linear in p and,q. For

F = 0 and the initial configmation x •o

~hen we integrate W6ver the final position, we get
the velocity distribution conditional on the initial

Li...:Y An L '
COnfigration xo. fn r -) 0() this approaches a

'M'axwell - BoLtzmann id.i st.r ibut.Lon, For a free particle,
'tril.scond.Lta.ona.L'momerrtum distribution is given .exactLy by

IJ3it ['\I (1 ! I:-j?( 0,0) ~- r 4J j~8'Ph r';;' ( p-J,IfIYo) oj)
.J )C; (;)3 g

'It 12)0P [- 09), 2. r ~~));00;'(- 2 r: 2)J (v,1-:') ~ f!f./Joi)
• I.! +-> D

J1;;~tf~I?h ;:f' (-'~.~'~~)'--..~/r )?:,J2.-r f-ll~
(9-.'tI.J..s . r r. _ \ .2-

J
/i) -r (n ~ljJ -,'( .t _ ?-,Il,-\' 2-(p )

Thus C:;;:::. IV') (),{e( } where k is Boltzm'nn 's / 2·7
constant and T is the temperature.

The sane analysis can be done for the density matriX?
in QuantUl'J.Mechanics. Sincei t satisfies the Liouville
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equation, the correct 'short-time propagator is (for> .

Hamiltonf01+ (pq) ~ Jf.-f- V I '1;).) ' ..
2-!Y1 .

P (P/}/+LJI:-/ 1'1,1;:1:) =-fl CV-9/-D>&-#)
X f J,k Rbl{ Jz) ['C p-~--t-V'/CV')M~-,*-) (2-.6)

Where the probability distribution P 1 £'k) depends upon. . q ,

position and is given by

e'{;l (~) = JQ ey p(-i LJt- Jr//~~{10rtl'k::;,
and ~. 7T 1:;- .: (?- I)

S-·V (C1;I):t) ~ V (CVJ
- &)_V (/;f-+ D\+hJ(')(z9

. . L ~) (30)
This short time propagator is exact in the sense that it

leads to the quantum Liouville equation

i}.fO>/'bt-) -=- - ~:(P/cy) F (fo/})f--) @/J
Where £

. ' the, quantum Licnville operator is defined b~ '1
tp(G q)- t (r) r .1( 'J'r- J ;>'" V r .c I«: ,-)Y - -rr: ({ \) ]~ e')c h J:3 ..E: zrr: -~ -;:;,~ \.. -/

F ... U s: ) '} >r Of d . @:0
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B.. TRd.NSPORT IN.;.:"RdJDOM MEDI~

The path integral technique can be applied as a
powerful tool for the problem of electro magnetic waves in
a random medium. Such a phenomenon appears in the areas like

atmospheric optics, radio astronomy, underwater accoustics,
remote sensing, polar structure determination etc.
summary of the results relating to the above areas is given
in the books of Tatarskii and Chernov. They employed the
Rytov approximation method. The Rytov method is applicable
whenever the intensity fluctuations are small. When the
intensity fluctuations are large and the Rytov approximation
fails, the problem of wave propagation is best studied by
path Integral methods, explained in the book by Feynman
and Hibbs.

Let us consider a statistically homogeneous and
isotropic medium, in whi ch the fluctuations are characterised
by a single typical scale size L, which is small compared to
the distance R of propagation~

Let a wave of wave length 1\ be incident over an
object of size 1, then the diffracted wave is mostly confined
within a conical sector of angle A ,and thus at a-y: .
distance L, the diffracted v.ravehas a spread~.L. If this

p
spread is smaller than the size of the shadow l( 4: ~'- .c..Q)
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the diffraction effect is small and the geometrical optical

solution describes the fieldo

We consider a wave propagation in the direction

of x axis. The y component of the electric field U(y)-= tif/Y}

o C{J
n being the refractive index.

The above equation can be obtained from the Maxwel11s

equations for the mediurrlgiven by

"1- X E(Y)
'\j )( 1+ r v)

L'LU/AO H-(y)
I <.> (~\, E-:'("·~,)-I Lv C-o ~I' y). y

(2)
(3)

t-y' is dielectric constant,' described by a random function

of position and time L('_. I)n. "y'" t:) . J-'/: -l.~Vj·"" A..A.'Y)
( ()

For the present vie assume that. LV is. a of

f"l
\ r-

C.y - c~)
y

only, independent of time 1. e.

F- /(.y)~. y, .
n )__ y/L ...( y C.S~)

In t.arrns of the refractive index n, Irlehave

--.- 2-t,-·_-r- _.) f;P 2... LE"r-:--) ,.1\"'1-1 / \7f1 1 E) ~-0 C~[;)
'" ~' r~/ -I- ~. 'YI .- v' --.).. V - /'Y . -, y ; " {i . . . v • \., h

r\
The last term can be neglected if ,¥ is small, compared to the

scale siZe 10 of the random medium. lie write the

refractive index n in terms of the average Ln,/ and the
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fluctuation nl L,e. n = Ln / +" nl (,)

n fluctuates about the average value ~n;> using the wave
number for the average -

I 2. 1/1 2- .. . -2-
./ r<" c: .r« 0 . L. 'Y) >

We can write (~ as
cg-)

Where nl represents the fluc·tuation of the index of
refraction.

In the geometrical representation we

A- ( ,.,,-) I~S;(y)
. y -e~.

write

L{ (y-)
Where !t(Y)

(9)
is the ampLl, tude,. S( r1) is the phase,

S ( 'Y') satisfies the,Jr.. ccording
equation

to geometric optics,
/ ~ s /2 = k2 n2 ( 10)

(Born and 'Wolf)
Which is called the Eikonal Equation.

The solution is given by . ')r

S ry) ~ S(y 0)= "* t:1oL, Crt)
,where the integration is taken along the ray path
The ampIitude ,.;1 (Y) is given by
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, .r j ,

4( Y}= f}(yo) 0JY-'~ (-Lj ~: ck)
, 'd

Equations (11) and (12) do not provide complete information

unless the ray path is knovm. However, if the random

medium under consideration is weak, we can approximate

the ray path by a straight line along the x axis. Thus the

inte graL r ~./.) % may be replaced, approximately
J

')( Y.
by \ ~~){I ~

v

)!.D
phase fluctuation

under this approximation, we get the

L
J~Jy! I ("1 ','I) is 0&':4'

() ((~)

and the log amplitude fluctuation

)

. L
_" 2...,.-., t
\J ::> J?(

'0
Where nJ('~ 1 is assumerd~L

Note that, _~,'L( clr"l( '. g J,1)/I" (/ _ i:» I) -k YI(V- ~ ,/.- --Cf:h_ ,ll)LL , /,012- .' ','
I) I fJ ID c/)( ,;, o':{ 0 t:)

~ .J

(l Lf)

(ib)

Correlation functions.
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Born Approximation

If the intensity fluctuations are smalli. e ,..,ri thin a
certain level, we call the fluctuations to be weak.
For w~ak fluctuation, it is necessary to obtain an
approximate solution of (8) for small nr One way is to
expand U in a series

(17)
which is called the Born approximation.
We writ e (8) as

CV~.~~) U ~

s-. 0+YJ/)2_J

L- .4.z" On L) - (,~)
(/9)

This can be seen to be same as the integral equation for U

lAC Y) :-:c L10 ( 1-) -+k'jc' (L:vl) ~ (;;')u i:') d~ 6)

whor-e t~O( "Y) i~.the field in the absence of the
fluctuation" (.dn "::·0 ) and

(21)

If ve substitute Uo in the integral,we obtain the first
iteration solution Ule Repeating this iteration, we can
develop a s8ries expression for U.

"
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Rvtov Method~ ---
In this method we write U (r) as

U ('f) ~ -e~CY)
and develop a series solution for 'r=. This technt que,

is called Rytov Method, simplifies the procedure of

obtaining both amplitude and phase fluctuations. Also the

exponential representation is a better representation for the

wave propagation than the .11gebraic series, as described

by Born method ,

Using V ~_i: '\). \l L{, -:: ~ I (LA \) y)
::::V ('Vi ,vy+\}~y)

- and starting \vi th (22), (18) and (19) become

IJ\- -+ V'f' \J~+ k L(I -rS"'V1)~ 0

This is a non linear first order differential equation

for ,).ljJ and is known as the Ri catti equati~n.
r ..

In the absence of fluctue.tion (() n ::: 0),

we have ""\J 7y>-o -1- V 'Vo ~V Vo --+ A<.~. () (2.~)
Where lJ)0 is the solution of In :::O.

Taking the difference between (24) and (25) and

writing f\//
/

we get

I
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We have the identity n

V'L(u 0 \f l' ~ ('\;IlL{ 0) '\1/ T,;z W 0\) If 0 ,"\J "-{', TW ov'1rt
\ / ' "I I l2f) ,
.e. The L.H.S. of (27) becomes

\j'L'\ft + ~vYo,\j'\h .: &;['V(tJo~I)-T1z~olfJ{?-~)
, ••• lIe obtain the follovJing equ~tion for L~(/'(1

l\]~,R'L)(VO'Y'I):C L:'fl, \J~{ -+,*i rnJ t1 0 (30)

This is ,an inhomogeneous wave equation and it Can be

converted into the integral equation for ~l as

(' r> r: V /, ('''''-''''-- / , ',' Q~\, ' I f ( , f) J1\0}, (YJ' ::::.. U' . (;7 ()~"-- Y) IV VI ,\7VI --f i~on ',() r. _tI V
1, !0 ('Y) .J V I -- ( 3J)

By iteration we can obtain a series solution of (31). , AS

a first iteration, ",relet ~ = 0 inside the integral'

and obtain (c'
f ~ ( , f) rr-- ,: ~ I

{H~ ,( Y) :=- );\:r, y-y ()flyl) IA c;( Vi )tY V
110 lI()(y ~I (32)

The first Ryt.ov solution can be \vritten as

l1(y) == ,('P,op ('+0 1V(o}::-lId y-) -ey r (\fto(y2),
- " ~~If the exponential in (33) is expanded in a series, its

first two terms given by L{o(y)(r-r-\f-,o ('YJ) are

identical to the first Born approximation, i.e. (33) includes

more terms than the first Born approximation and therefore



I
'I
" it is generally regarded as superior to the Born

approximation.
The iterated series representation for :~I can be

developed from the following, which is obtained from
\ ,

('

, (31) and (32) r:
f\[{. ('V) •• "tr 0 C:y) -+ I; I( ) \ G (y- y 'J 'Vv/ '10 ;Vy( yf)
r , A 0 y- I;~ Ui (~)JJ

v '(j 4-)
Subs'tituting tVlO in the i,ntegral, we 'getthe next iteration
and we repeat this process to get a complete series
expression for ~l

Log Amplitude and Phase fluctuations
We start with Rytovts first ~eratio. n and ~_
take bYl:::: 2- 1)1 -i- 11J c:2.. Y}/ ~ c:;-)

and write U(y) = t4 O(y) ~ r (y, (oy)) (36)
\h ry) - r .{;(Y/ yl) 'Yl/ (yi) CJ\v/ (s1)

J )
V

whe re _ )
/~,,~(v) yf ) ::- 2--* Lr;~(t:- y)) ,[10 (y/~ G'5? )

[10 (y)

We now find expressions for the amplitude and
the phase S of the field Ur1. Writing

i

[
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t) ('YJ· ---- f\ (. ) ~'t:(r)
, I. _- " Y.D ,.. . 1:..-.)

lX 0 ( ~):=:: A-v ('¥) RJ'-p }/ Cr

, So (y.) /)
We get

'IF! fv) --;L -t L -.Sl ::-L.d(f~ f l '( ~ - 5'6)

The real part of ~l denoted by )Crepresents the
fluctuation,of the logarithm of the amplitude aridis

(37)

C~t)

called
the log - ampLi,tude fluctuation. The imaginary part
denoted by 81 is called the phase fluctuation. For the
plane wave dnci derrtupon a turbulent medium at x = 0,

. rC)('!")) ,with L j 'J ) if as the 0bSelyationpoint we
write ..L '::''\~:;- ~ , ' .

"'h (L) '111-)--:- Jd:t J 1J. '/ (of} i-R/L-:r ;'1-,; ~-t:J}lIH,' 30
'. () ,-oj --xJ ( 4- I )

where f' . , . ~...

()!1 ,- '/ \j __t.j I ? r.' ')' '-. d~L ~. 12/)(', h I., t. e-I .. l..!)~- (3L;t:/
r1'0jLL...· <r : I d'-6' -. '..-r-:- . I r / (. ..!::. ~ 1/ . ,.- J

L 1/ L--X '<- L _ I ;;;
, - -- ,Jl --ei- 2)

This is obtained by approximating 'G ( y:~yl ) in (38) "

by ~r{tAzfY'-yl/)
r " 4-Tr f '}I'" - yf I '---'f :"

\ -e '[' .: ''7 2...JI)
N } .y 1-0 (/,1z (\1- -X f) -{- ('1'-,/)+ rz

l

- ~/) If.,
- Lf-/I (::(--X ') ~ (')(--?() - J-0Y

We write the real and imaginary parts of (43) as
X ( Y) 7 (-R y ( y- y/) Y} J r ~/J) c~ Vi

<;I(Y) = .[ --KL' (( - y!) Y\ i ( y I) d 'v /. ( 44)
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__ , ..1- ---

and directly form the correlation functions

Bv(Y( Y2) ~~=
,I'-" .... /

(35 (Yj) 12)

/ ,\/,( Y .) 1)(1 ,),) "--;~.,,,-, . f '. , /

L: {:} ("r!) .(;/ 12 )

Where S'7 (r/) y2.t) ~' L Y) I ( y ( I ) If) 1( y?!) ) .L"J

the cor-r eLatrl.on r of the. fluctuation of the index

of refraction. Similarly we can find

1'Jedefine the amrJii tude and phase structure functions as

" l'le start Hith a wave equation for a scalar field u (~-)
LV··~_1<L((

where

/.

L ['X: (L.) e, )-
(; SI t.; fl) -

/~r'i

I t I~:

(h-

D 'k' ( LI -f) -=--
f) c: (L/ f;) --'-~'. r :

f·_·· (/~
; ' •..--- \)

I'

"

Parabolic E9lli!:,.:th.SB

(/ (~)) ] i'c( Y)
as a wave U ( Y:/ propagator in the x

phase progresses substantially as (

G

direction and its

X." Therefore if
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we write
;; r: \<::/-- -i)

then U (r) should be a slowly varying r" of x putting (49)

in (48) we get the exact equation for U (r)

Since U(r) is a sLow.Ly varying function of x and varies only

over the distance of the scale size 1 of the random medium,

we note that

Therefore ve can replace 'V"2 in (EO) by the

transverse Laplacian y 1_2:;::~ J L+ ~. and ''Ie
C ~j L 'JJ 2_--

obtain the following parabolic equation fur U (r)
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When the intensity rLuctuatn ons are large and the

Rytov method fails, Vieapply Feynmntn ' s method. The

single and mul.tn.p Le scattering angles are small. It is

assumed that the problem can be reduced to a scalar itTave

equation wit.h an index of r-ef'r actd cn n(x, t) wrri.ch may

depend on the frequency w::: ck, Ln a homogeneous medium

In.)L... / is a constant and for vraVGS of a fixed f'r-e quencv

can be set equal to unity.

Defining f ~x, t) 1 - n (xl t) ( 53)

~ will be taken to have a zero Dean apd a covariance

/.p eX) H f~(kl) /::J> ~F( I X - 1,'1) t--t-l) (j>lr)

Let the two dimensional vector Yi:= (xo , yo) label
'--

the location of a point source in the plane L :::O.
Then in a plane of constant L '/D , the signal will

be E (z, r, ro' t) where r == (XI y) specifies the

transverse coordinates of the observation point. The

total range of propagation is denoted by R and for

t y)) lYe) LL/<. and a m>l ;':uurce it is useful

to define a complex envelope E:.i;Y
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The time dependence of G is due to fluctuations
p

in the med.Lum, ~'Jeassume that the wave equation for ,. can

be approximated by the parabolic wave equation.
/ r JL 1 . 2... ' )" "" . . /i:t:
(
L ') 1"'>, +'.0 11 -' k )v~ (Vi 27 (-) :E/ y~'Y{) '; ; L-) :=..() l S 0)o '( k./fZ- / . ':> \, I) .o . /

l1here -V 2.. .J 2~ + .~~
'4 'L- 7\...jL--
A J" ?~

condition ~ --) ~liZYe-; r (0;f~~~Yc)] ~7)

O~" ~' :::.. 0 I

The validity condi tions for (56) are aE3f'o.l.l.ows ,

wi the boundary

If l.J and T are the characteristic lengths and time over

( ... ) Jii' thlll' e rms

(i) I< L '> 7 f ~ii) f~ L'~ \;J T (
multiple scattering ang l.e !-J-'{ 2~ 12./) ~

should be s:qlalL \

,,{hich IL changes,

/0

Nowthe qualitative character Of?p is given

by t.wo parameters d>,' and J~ defined by

CD 2;." f!.., L., / ,I C' I R r I .~) '-'-"

-\ - <'~ Z- \,,) A/I ( eLf Z! t) (:;Y Z ) '/-' '-.,
(~ ( J \
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fl (I" Z"''' f, - ,~,t '-,',/ -' )0/" L,

---

wher-e e2 is a unit vector in the Z dire ction and

it is assumed that R <7) L
I ,1....,
bIZ L '----,-,

R
The ;arametc~:cr is just the rms phase fluctuations

as computed in first order geometrjc optics and it is a

measure of the strength of the fl-uctuations. elL is the

square of the ratic of the scale ze L to the extent

of a Fresnal Zone. If 1}L J or less that :JL then'tl]c

Rytov appr'ox'Lmatri on is valid. WheJ'l the Rytov approximation

and

( /)'-/ -----

is not valid, the fluctuations in saturate.

Path integral methods have, nothing new to add when

the Rytov approximation is val i d, 'I'her-ef'or-e vIe consider

the case restricted to saturated rsgions ••

parameter ~:::: y~-

'\/f I{~;.:...2- / h ?;/2.. r: I,., 2. '-,
/ K -r: /'

The path integral allows the calculation

S' as an asyrnpholic series in 0(

Let there be a

whose order of magnitude is cy'

fPThe moments of intensi ty I ::: I \..
_. (r'1 ,_,-, I

'Y'v .-, f
) T'~- L J -+-- .i, -, y'; ( YI '-',<-~~/ 2. " ,

where C is a constant of order unit

, , '1j <f\, (L~;> ~.--L .

depends on the spectrum of /Lv In

of any moment oj

whc se pre c i se value

liLU to(::: 0, the
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the distribution is Rayleigh vlith

P(I) =- L~) -(~~p f L~/ )
-~ /..../

Under certain conditions the problem can be replaced

by Ma.rkovProcess where we makes the replacement

r(X;\:) ~. S(~) ~. ( IY~·f).t·)
/\ '. Vv",-:U- yT Y. ~ ;;,) c~ d
r( (y);H ~·J:-'f(0'~})\/t) dL (['4)

" j' i.:» (\!. ~~) ~J.--:: -:!~., r-. f. ()/()J
conveniently use j:::~ to define T and L by the expansion.
"I\.. \ .)

,1~L_f f'/ ..'~(:y) ) ~) -.;:~Gr' L(~/_ .i:~.l:~'~.. -+ \\ ' '. ( 6 -~>/
, .'2- L'L :1. T z., ' '

In the Hlarkoy approximation, it is proved that t.he coherence
C y ('

of r. and '( can be computed as
.,..••...... " -_.

In this case and He

/ (X (' ] "I' J L f) C ( \' .y I)' ''j ('
C L Y I 'die L \. / J/c V . -) )' !'. !~,- _\~'') ,"' fl Y-,-Y)

r X (.. I I) (' ('\"Y' ) '-! I~"
> y)r.ro (:::~o'.. r/~O ..' ,
v () . / t "c ( . .) . '/2- /' / '()' c., -;.,

'. v. y .. /'T '] . k I, .4 \ qcu·· r I 0 .-::...«:__t / Q,-,?o,., L l. I/'{ .- 2..IZ '
and D is the phase structure function of rst ordi;r

geometric optics {
'( &) ,I) .r A( /\c') -. (" , ) '-""1 I'R Y f) ~ --1/ \ ...-' i) . I I --I I I. ),y' L d.D ) YO) J' -::::' ~~"/" r. ) L (, QjU; =r t. ,At "i !~'/1. ,0 ) L 1~'!. «,

, (6?) ',J

D can be approximated by an expansion in r1 r 0 and t as
I
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~

in the saturated region "There ~> l

then characterised by the parameter

______L ---

i
r \ J

J

(6il

large

cf) IT
I

coherences arc

and 1'/L
For small C{, the path integraI~7"method can be used to

and in general i~\. Yvth order momerrt , In t.he lim to(=: 0. .

the real and imaginary parts of 2:: are jointly Gaussian.

Let us take a fixed source and receiver so that Z is

a function only of time and suppose

Iit,

(
r: /

that t ~ ;~ /a- .• =0) =r.'0
has a value f)? ., What is the pro b ( 'il) I) that .~.{I-} viII

take the val~e ')} I? Since tp has G~7~J7Di~trh<IItionr

( ') {11 '_-_-E.;. ....J ");7- L_·/· \J\jP ,~ :-- t?/y, ~ / ...- T

/ .~ [)/(~-)J

where D ft'
"' .., ~

::::

the prob that

If we are given that

(~lO)

07
L.

will be ~

what is

/;. /! .
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The result is same c'S (70) with D(t) replc,-c'3Qby

The sQlution to the parabolic equat:lon (56) vri th the

boundary condition (57) can be given as an infinite

dimensional integraL I t is defined as thc: limit of a

finite dimensional integral with 2n - 2 integration

variables corresponding to the cant.es Lan components of (n-l)

two dimensional vectors rj, j = 1,2, •.. ,. n-l

If rj/j = 0 and rj/j = n are the source 1'0 and

l' coordinates, Feymna:'nIs integration

IS CY)Yo,tj ':::.L ,_,c" ....( ~ d~ (J;'n: .:
tv'! _~ 00 L 1< \ J ~ ,--l (') I I I 0 ,.",
'\J 0' =l V \ L._ I· - r-: I

Vi f (/"\t ' J/. I') !'U "t v)::'- (/ -, '-" YI' ~./) 2- I,A.y' rl-' ·f' 7 I) ~
r. --elr.·'.' L" :/< ~ ;'L I' 7 ,_L

fi
( !J - i/' /" 'z '7,/;@/./,

_ r.. c '-- / L. <, ./ ~7{
where each component r., j -- 1,2 n-d, L:: integrated ov ~-Y

J

receiver

-- 06 to CXJ

In fl-' r j is a ",sctOI' Ln xy plane and ez is a. unit

vector in the z d:'.:cectiono ~~,ssociating·n.lz, t

differential increnent ~

with a

i~ range the argument of

exponential has a cont r.nuous limit"
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I. _ ') Ii: I
_I

e:»,-
The path j l~egral for (;> can be

written as

~fuere the integration is over all na t.hs connecting (ro'o)

to (r, R) and the vc.Iume element .in the path space d ~paths)

is the coefficient of the exponential in (71)

To comput;e the averages of pr oduct s of path integrals

we need the following formula, r. et y~ (2....)) V)::~:r) 2.) I· t;e

some set of paths and 9'::::l} Corr espond.i.ng phases. If ~L
<)YJ

is gaus s.i an, Ive have
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/ {J f( , « «_,2---~.I / t) L 7- /:~,'<' i.-V) '. I {t 1f\)'lr~,(( ),~,,(~,,!(z '0Yj
( : 'J,'J )' f J r--" E::>",I' Q (, ~- 12,"::.. c--. -;. , I'; I ~ .I (..f - r l,,\ J . ~.~ \ J f I,.J-- ~t I .•..") "'.•.•.m,n ~J 'J -I" £--6) "'J f '~ I ()'- ";r-. (~_'C

~J ~~
vie compute <Co,? The Markov approximation appears as

f ol.Lows , tile parabolic wave equation as sumes that the

normals to the "Jave fronts point in directions that are

close to the z axis. In terms of the path integral this

means that for the important paths f '( J /Iccc') 1,Y i must be
, ( c/' z_ I

small. L.e. for important paths

••• equation ~74) be~omes K, f<
/ c: '; t' p",- 'L., (I--*L[f P ('17~-2 \) D) (// LJ'Z_/L G / =- -- '-...-/~II' \ ~ . -, )

(

') - J<..' '- d) (~'
xJ, (p"')8 ~ h ( ~ J/" (yr/J 2) 7~-)
The remaining path int~gral is first the path integral for ~:o

and for (.( »> L the double integral over r~ can be
,1'----.., )

replaced by R r (0,0

The final result is then

( " ) )'L G ) =--. Co 0p ~ ., -r- (7b)
I•.more interesting quantity is L /.~'~Y (2) ~'C/))

C f Ywhere .: C {) stands for !~_Y(. 'to' I /- i) and r- I'I?) for(,,) 0-' ~. ,-

(' y(y') 'Y,),~, /',) and this correl~tion r s given by /C, -', ~-, l,1-) l/
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7
wnor-e the path integral is a double pa.th integra.l

over t.wo p~thsc"'(1 (Z) O../>r-el'2 /; connecting

( ~i()h 6) to CYj fZ5 and (YrJ 2 , 0,) LofrLj R) re sp ecting

V~ *7'r I<J. f~ {J(f if (rz) _.V/ ( )! "";f -1. (3~2 /) q !/~})
L_ }J ! ('--v a J) .:»

( 0 i, ,

--t r( [YL_/Yr)~V>-(~/))~JJ-~IJJ '~2() :1.1I

~,'7° ( [(~.!(2) ~ ~YL( 2-')) -=t- ( g - }/),L / j~,- (~/r-6_J/~). I'dt
NowtJ:tere 1S a r-e gi.ono.n path spa&e "Thereihel/~)

integranal is not exponentially small. Then we

make the change of variables to paths t1 ('Z) Ovv-e/ V(?~)
, fr - \

( 'I 1 If I <\. -L, yl ~ ., '"7 )

,-' /;2 ) ",71' -:;::~; r rJ! ! 02 t l>: ':,,' ,
"'\ /~, .' l./

(7 iT)

which satisfy the end point conoi tion

\ It (("I 'J -:;::::-' L1 r,' I),,), .:: (l Clv'v---- - J"\.!, .. .)/ -;. \ !,< -- ~
, /'

\)( o ) -=- (YO !---:'Y02,)) \f () ''0 ~,')~
after simplifications we get

co>, (

('? Ct)- fCo ' '
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Except for the oxp Li.ci, t verification c.f the

validi ty of the Markov approximation, the r.bov e resu..Lts

could be obtained by more familiar techni(~ues which do not

employ the path integral. The power of path int.egral

can be realised when higher order moments :lre computed.

There is an interesting connection between averages

of the path integral and averages over FC':!.?latpaths Which

We ill~stratcl this for the

~ is

0, so that
.••.,. '

r: ,x. /. "

The path integral for ~ t ([-)t (0))a fn of only time.

can be written and in the

Markov approximaticn.j~ can .be shown to be equal to

exp t:~t)-(Jsi )LI/, Geometric optics

corresponds to ~tl a~roximate evaluation of the path

integral by the net.nod of stationary phn::e. In path

Integral formalis;;'l this means there wilL be multiple

stationaAry phas~(jr:t:)Ointsand ~ will be dtscrete
~ L-f/ .sum L- -(~·C .' '- over contri butioj'l';, one from
~ . ~

each stationary phase point or ray. TLc phase l"I<:.and

ampIi tude A ~ as v!ell as the number of rays will

fluctuate with /.L yielding Gaussian statistics for Ii,
***

1-0'
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TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN H.R.D. FLOW BETlfflEN

.{~LONG W.lVY ~i.:lLL AND J. PERMEi;'T:LEBED *
By

'7'<"
S. Venkatar amarraand D.Bathai ah ,

Department of Mathematics, Sri Ven;:ateswara Universi ty,
TIRUPATI - 517 £02 r. .•P.)

~STRACT

In this paper we' consider the temperature

distribution in M.R.D. F10i>l between a long wavy ,,,all an

a permeable bed. X - axis is tiak.m along the

interface and a straight line perp'mdicular to

that as the y-axis, so that the i'laVywall is
7'<.

represented by y = E Cos )--'x and the interface y = O.

We assumed that the wave_length of the wavy wall

which is proportional to 1/ ~ is Large:

We have obtained the velocity df.stzl butd on, temperature

distribution and the rate of heat ~ransfer coefficient

at the wavy wall in zone I and the velocity and

temperature distributions in zone =1. We have also

evaluated the thiclmess of boundar "layer t 6~1

near the interface"

~--~------------------~~------~---,~---------~---------
* Presented by ~ S.Venkataramana
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1. INTRODUCTION

Viscous fluid flow over a t'iavy Wall ha: attracted

the attention of relatively few researchers although

the analysis of such f Lovrs finds an appLi.c.a .Lon in such

different areas as transpiration cooling of re-entry

vehicles and Rocket boosters, cr'oss-bat.chi.n.; on

ablative surfaces and film vapour Laat.Lon in cumbustion

chambers. Vajravelu and Sastry (.S) have de',roted attention

to the effect of waviness of one of the WalLS on the

flow and heat transfer characteristics of an

incompressible viscous fluid confined bebwcen two

long vertical Walls and set in motion by alifference

in the wall temperatures. 1e Koudi.s , Nayr-cn and

Sari c (2) have studied the cornpressi ble boundar-y layer f'Lows

over a WavyWall. Lessen and Gangwani (3)1ave

investigated the effect of small ampIi tudelall l.waviness

upon the stability of the Laminar boundary layer. The

importance of the flow through and past P0I'Jus media

in technology, geo...hydrology, petroleum Lnr.ust.r y and

geo-physics is indisputable. Cooling probJem assumes

growing importance in the development of hj gh speed

vehicles. It is well known that part of the power wn.ich

is necessary to over come the drag of the vehicle is

converted into heat by internal friction vrj thin the
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boundary layer wh.ich surrounds the vehicle" This heat

f'Lows partially from the air Lcyer into the surface of

the vehicle by an amount \·ihich increases rapidly with

the increase of vehicle speed" .:'8 a consequence cooLi.r.:

pro blems arise in almost every component of the space

vetu cLe, Tho basis for any calculation in Engineering -

design, the aim of which ·to determine the cooling

requirements is a'Lways a determination of the convective

heat transfer from the heated bound.ary layer into the

skin of the sP<ice vehf cLe, Of tho many solutions propos- '1

transpiration cooling gives an effective method where tri

surfaces to be protected against the influence ofa hot

fluid stream are manufactured from porous material and

cold fluid is rejected through the l?all to form a

p~o.tecti ve layer al.or.g the sur I'ace , When a fluid f'Lows

between impermeable surfaces the usual boundary

condition is the no slip condition on the boundary.

But when it f'Lows over a permeable) surface the no slip

7.boundary condition is no longer valid on that surface'

since there \·r.Ll1 '\)3 a micration of fluid, tangential to

the boundar-y vdthin tho permeable surface. ie,e.

there wiLl, bo a net trangential drag due to the transfe:

of forward momentumacr os s the permeable Lrrt.er f'ace , Thl

veloci ty inside '!:ho perneable mat.e r LaI. ,vi11 be differs:,' . . ····r.
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from the- velocity of the fluid in the channel and we have

to match the two velocities at the interfacca Beavers

and Toseph (1) havem:perin;en-caJ.ly investigated the

effect of the tangential vel.ocity on the poisseuille

flow over a permeable btcck, "There the upper is impermeable

and stationary. They nave shown that the mass flow rate

is greatly enhanced over the value ~ it would have attained

if the block were imp(~rmeable~indicating the presence of

the boundary layer in the permeable block~ They have

also shown that within trn s boundary layer velocity

at the permeable interface is greo.te-I' than Da,rcy

veloci ty~ Rajasekhara et, al (5) have studied the

effect of slip velocity on plane coutte f'Low taking the

lower block to be a permeable surface and the upper block

an impermeable -surface meving with a uniform veloci ty'~ •o

Saffman (6) ~ and Taylor (11 have illvestigated flow past

horizvntal porous beus , }.il'.draiah and Veerabhadraiah (4)

have evaluated the tcmperatiU'8 distri butiull by considering

the inoompres sible V:I_ SCOllSfJ.u::i..dthrough a two dimensi onal

parallel channel by ".n impc;rm3abl3moving upper plate

y ::: h and the interi>.ce y::: Q .rcr the permeable material,

\vhere as Vidyanidhi ct-al. (S) considered the same vi th

the stationary uppe:..opJ.atel, Ho\{8Ver]no attempt has

been made so far to study the velocity and temperature

I
l
'I
i

I
~.,
:~
-,

, J

j ,

'".,
.i. i

j::
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distributions for a viscous conducti incompressi ble

fluid past a 'porous bed under the influence of uniform

transverse magnetic fieJ~o

In t.hi.s paper ":J~ s tudf.ed the te!li:Jerature distribution

in Me H. Do f'Low bet.vJ'8en(;~long ~"8.VY l'fall and a permeable

bed. X,.,. axis ~.s t aken along the, Lnt.c rf'ace and straight

line perpendicular to that ~s the y ,~,axis.
I

so that the

*Wavy Wall is represented by y ~f' COS/'- 1X and the

interface y:::: 0, 1ie assume that the !!.72.ve length of the
, I

1Jlavy viall "lhich is proportional to 1/;,. is large"

Taking the fluid to be of sma.l.l, conduct i.v.ity wi. th

magnet i.c-Reyno'Lds number much less than unity the

induced magnetic field can be neglected in comparison

\-lith the applied IP..agnetic f'Lel.d (Sparr-ovl and Cess (10))

we have evaluated the veLcci t v dtstrj_ol'.tiol1. t cmper at.ur-e~ ,~

distri bution and the l"!?te of heat t.r-ansf'er coefficient

in Zone I o vIe have also obtained the velocity and

temperature distributions and the t.h'Lckne s s of the

boundary layer :",n zone 110

2" FOB.Nl.G:.,.!,TION.,mD SOLUTIOIJ OF THE PROBLEM

In zone I) the f'Lowis Laminar and is governed by

the Navier ~.Stokes equations from the impermeable upper

Wavyplate to the permeable bedo In zone II, the flow is
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governed by the Darcy Law in the permeable bed beLow

the nominal surface.

Zone I

In the absence of any input electric field the

equation of
-i,

.L (;Lv _

.•---- (!\cl- ~;,v

~:I -i.'d ~

momentumand energy are
~/ ~

__ 6- \').e r\ 0 'LA..

where , l/L lis the VG loci t Y of the fluid in the

x _ direction ' cr. 1 the electrical conducti vi ty of the

fluid, I IJ, e I the magnetic permeability, Ho the

intensity of-the magnetic field, llJ,' the coefficient

of viscosity, 'pI the fluied preasure, T the temperature

and ~ the thermal conductivity of the fluied.

The boundary conditions are

d('L\.BC2:·) (Beavers and Joseph
- ----;::;::::=::=--- condf. tion)

. ; k......J

(2.3 a)

(::~~3 b)

o ( 2.3 c)
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where I l.,l B I is the slip velocity at y = 0, Q the mean
filter'velocity in the porous medium, lql the slip parameter
K the permeability of the material, t /J, t the Biot number,

l~-/'

TB the slip temperature at y = 0, To the ambient
temperature
Zone

(2.4)Q :::

'1)."~--..-'k. C 2. 5)

The boundary conditions are
at y ~ 0, U =uB' T = TB
at y = - , u = Q, T= To

( 2. 7a)

(--:?-lb)

,.
We introduce the following non-dimenfional quantities

I· ~"' -b ,''(.-- \--(
o 0 _ '(. L tj _ :-) b zz: ~ 0) --' ~')C -,: ---. ~ - '. 0

v ~V J L c( }. 0 { V '-V ' _~ __~- ( 2~ 8) ~ -/ (>

where 1V I is the characteristic velocity

I
l
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In view of (2.8), the equations (2.1) and (2.2)

where M2

(2.9)

(Magnetic parameter)

(Prandtle number)

E --Cpo (\/ -To)

The boundary conditions in the non-dimensional form are

:to- -- (Eckert Number)

At 11 ::: 0,
'-'

( 2.lla)J.t t :::0,

( 2. lIb)

At tc ;;:t:. cos' /-. x 1

cL
a ::: --

'v/IZ

,73 :::0, e ::: 1 ( 2. lIe)

where

Solving equations (2.9) and (2. lb) using (2.11)

We obtain velocity and temperature distributions in Zone I.
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/i '-._,.~.~~--.[ p r C"'"" \--., r-\ hj -r-C f'"'1 ~'~Y ••••~!AC!\- rtt1
,.j _I i. ".4 _" .....J

,-, "~ (O,y!,-, , . ,_-- (~:.z.,. /::2 )
'. '\ ,-.' '.1/

Where C:: ~,o.. ;,__l3 f..j - P/0 1-~.~) ~' '.= \'--\ { (-1 tr~;A X I

'. (\ A ') I.J·- . c:: / ;''<./ 4~ ;.)
o :: 1+ 'DC-- (J 'C- 11~- -' -t './<.- \~ ) -(,~ !~ (':l /,r~/~F i.J ['---1'--·--;------- L-- .• . ( )

1); M GCc-'>k p~ .
+ P ~/ ~.),.( C~'~ A -',~, .A.~-,)__ "2 Pc H?( !f 2.. A ~)S(rf,A

/'

+ b:dv/4 P'2-,11 "" D, ? tv':1?1 + p-:k( ~ A ~c, .•>f.- '1- A ) -It.te'>l-o
i..

t).' ,'/

_ l6~Ce~A -t 1-PcH(;;<'P--}) S;~.AS
, ~ /-',,3 g / . ')...' r2,..
_ 4 H C&'~ A '~-' C L-N' S-\.'tr-?v A --+ tv! fAt?c: +b (1"1 c SrYrf, A

-+- -pC _ 4 Pc. C',tY>~2,;C'u- ~ ')-f'C.'2.-/-/" c.~N?-I-j"-+
IJ 'J L

+~?-.- o: c. A _ N fI..J) -+ p n:H X-c.:''''-&v 2.H i1.;- ?- H\'2.)
\ .,

_ 2- pc N"JC ') H'2-I-LC2..~ (J. +- S:;r.~R( ;2. H r",- dJ
,'2-C-.:{... '2- <: . '2. ' s:'f.., '7_ 1- ,I '

-b ct- c,..; -. M 11. lP Lba\0 A + P (/. ('-,h_?-~-Q·!}<')'k~\1 ~\)
~ ~ C 0-. '2.- A ." i\..J ,.,\-,_ eN" .~i /'1 .VL - c~-?v fJ- ( .. ,0, -I '\~) ) -

. '. fL..<'l.

I
( h0.. r\ ,., r . A..l. . fJ (V iI'"I -1- r-, P (vi (' ,;ll «. J l' -f A. b \-" ~~;-; \--v, , L.ei~?fV'''' \ \ , L.- \ ,L , c... ( '. '-- =\ t...., yt .c,,, h r,

. +_ S-Vv-.0 C C\._ '2.-M 1').,))-' \ Ie H Pc'_Uf,,-li- t<. <; !"h (A - H~

-(~~fj)
i --..
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- t2.. 4- 2-.
where. N I _ c: [~ :~ (-i, p-ri)

IV\ \ ,p),_, L-- ,

(j +, -----B -:::.rv\ -r(b ',A a, " ~i-- ~i b( j'-{ -rB {\ o)6~->Vv'1-A

",:,rt- ''2-) ~?Jr I ,C; '2.)(" ~ c ~+ pv-N C Cc~t/v'J--. A --'I; 1\ ' -'2- pel; \.". -+,;), A / J 11"1"\.,

~ ..t:-{4P~A '1;~'l-fl-+ (:?(,).-/\ ~~ 0 ,4 ) -

~ c.,"- N '7- (rv A "=- f) -Ib pt.(}-?VL't- P + '2l'GH()M"-:?
. .x (S I H'\,4J

+ -4 jl. M evolV A~(1/N'?:>S:-vvJ.iv f\T /'-l"-- vc +£-C:H c'L-'5.-;/.-v-. A
-::) c- -L 4- '? .1---\-? C - L\ pc C-c~A/j - -G L~,;--.e(~fv'~,A +P~"-{ -j-

+ '3 c : r: '::L '2c: o. ~L·1.- "L-?-.pcN ~Aj-1iP-+CH c:<::-4/1-

___ {G P1--(~ fA +~.1P ('N (c;..:vv~~~v·P. -

~ 'is H vc ~~ '2-/\)1J C?- ' 14)

The rate of heat transfer coefficient at the upper plate
is given by b I E

d Q '\ - fAa £) - "y,,--, X
q =( ' __ ) - IJ -GV(3 "L.'\

, c~Vt.,. • 1/'1 ' ~ ~ bC~~ ,D,
r '-- -::; ( CC/d »: x

y (2 C2 M5 (...-\ A + .-'-;> , ~ 1\) C' ,4-.p 1\ •• 3 '2 '1..'L ' ~ '_~-A/V'-...(~ J-.(-'\ --0 ('- C /-+ ~ A -\- t2HC.b

(2 Cosh jc + sihht-A + 2A) + 2 p2 M3 (Sinh d - 2fi.)
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'7- rt. A\=i: '6 PCN').-- b C~Cr.h~~ +0~c(-?f~A -,t\s:-~~ )-/-

t- ~-N 1---b"- (J ~- A -+- '2- H b 'Lb '2_( 4A cL.~f-,-~A -+-

( L-" r;)

The rate of heat of transfer coefficient at the
interface'is ql = p~ e f3
Q"oneII

""Tn view of (2.8) the equations (2.5) and (2.6) reduce
to c;..,.'Z:- L'

-----J "2-e t
cJ'2- [;

d K,~l-

b2-::: a2 + M2

( 2.17)

where

The, non-dimensional boundary conditions are

-., L). i3) <9 0.:.. C}-" ,-, '----8 (2.19) a)

't ..:•. YL =
,,- ~-

,,, ,"/Q- C--} L/
/ (2.19 b)

Solving equations (2.17) and (2.18) using the boundar-y

conditions (2.19) we get the velocity and temperature
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2a

Thickness of the boundary layer:
We know that at the edge of the boundary layer

the shear stress has to be zero.

In other words .~~ :::0 at t::: - c5 :x--
Ok-

The expression for the thickness of the boundary
layer {:::f- is given by rv ') _ \ (/Ic/ 1/ h -'?-,.- ,.- ( b ""LC) --- r' \(* \J 0--. ,\' B 1-) ( rz- ,,2--7-)

a ~ b ----b'£jL -

***
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ON VOLTER.Rd R&1LIZ.il.TION OF MULTID:Q1HENSION.!i.L
Truu~SFERFUNCTIOJ~

PoKista Reddy
I·Jith the University COIl1!~utGrCentre,.

OU
D.C.Reddy

with the Department of BeE, au,
Hyder aoad,

..tBSTRACT :
It is well known that a2 non-linear analytic system

response can be expressed as the SUM of the responses of a

homogeneous system of various orderso The use of Multi-

dimensional t.rans ror-ms in the analysis and synthesis of

such non-linear systems in well recogmzedq

In this paper, -t.he rroblem of realizing a given multi-

dimensional transfer function as the sum of various order

systems of interconnection of linear systems and multiplig,: r s

(JLSM) is solved.. Given a transfer function, first it is

expressed as a sum of multivariable rational functions

each of which corresponds to an interconnection of 1L8M

yielding an honogerri ous systen of particular order system.

These multivariable rational functions in turn are

realized using only linear systems and mul.t LpId cr a,

* P.Kista Reddy
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Ilfrl10DUCTION

It is well known that the response of an
ana1ytic non-linear system may be expressed as the sum of
responses of homogeneious systems of various orders of
volterraseries. Specifically, the output yet) of such
a system can be ,.rEitten as shown below.

y (t) z;

\< (X) C>\)

L J ....J-t~
'"n~\ 0 C>

(L\'J L'L J "") L ~~ X ( +- - L) .-.~..,
»: ( t ~L m) J. l \ '. d T YIr .- \ i ')

where .1:( t) in the input to the system and the Kernel
hn ~~ll •••• ~n) represents the impulse response of the

nth order system of volterra series (1)

Yet another way of characterizing an analytic
non-linear system is by a series of mul.td.var Lab'Le rational
functions of the form:

~f{v -
S ~ I" <\ n· . (1\.C! L ')~.<-. ? I.fi. L I , 1.1." '. L'lY\. . _ ~ J

L I -t. 2.. 1.'V'I\ J- ,
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wher e of the transfelindetern:lnates

function Hn' It should be noted that these transfer
~l

functions are obtained by t.r ans for-mi ng the Lmp ul.s e r e sp ons c
"

K Ls c 'h Lt.Ld.Lr -' 1(C' c· •..• ) dom:erne s In 1:;_10 WU~l"lllilenslonal-~1~\)2!)"O"('''i\':Jn ,- omai.n.

The abov e are but tvlO of the several characterizations

that can be used for a nonlinear systewo Different

characteri zat rons of the same syst.err enable one to study

it form different view points~ The realization problem

is essentially, the problem of obtaining different equivalent

characterizations of a system from a given characterizatiollc

Observe that in the character-i zation of equation (2) ~ the

transfer functions are ratios of rnul. tivariable polynomials e

In this format the realization pr-cnl.era specificallY.

involve s factorization of multi var Lcb Le polynomials 0

(2), ~3) ,(4)?~ 5) are SODe of the f2,:~':,~8rization s cherne-s

to be found in the literature f> The ,:-,1(3thodde-velopedin (6)

which makes use of representation of nultivariable

polynomials by matrices wi Ll, ~')~use d in thj.s paper for

facterization of mut t.tvar.t ab.'..3 p ol ynora.Lal.s , This

paper suggests a su; table char-act.or+ zation for a class

various order homogeneous systems, ccrresponding to an

interconnecticn of linear s ysterns and mul, tiplierso

Based upon this characterization, a t.e chrrlque for

...
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realization of this class of systems using only linear
systems and multipliers in developed. JUl example is
presented to illustrate the ideas involved.

J. MULTI - DlMENSIONAL GlLlRACTERIZ_~TION

In what follows it is established that a class of
multivariable transfer functions can be realized as a sum
of various order systems which in turn are an interconnec-
tion of linear systems and multipliers.

Theoremt ~ non-linear system can be realized as the
SUB of K-ILSMs of various orders if and only if its
multi-dimensional transfer function representation
G(81,8 2' •••••• ,S~ can be expressed as Sh01\TYlbelow.

\< 1'1'\-.:I N ~ (S\ s: -,g~) ~:r,,~Dj(S I')·

(~\ J~l'

I
f'

'\\lr: (I .:-..J.ITO . .;::,\ "i' ~..:>'(0)

~
r-J- .

t:

1T 1\
V:..0 .

J :: I

L L)j (

Q, Lj +lAi.- ')j

~S~
~:: Qt..J + \

\
/

/

Rcj -
~ - \

:2 II~,e-----I

Q ;:. \
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2-\ It~,1
''f ::!

and 1i, j represents a rational function corresponding

to a linear systemo

Further each Hm corresponds to an2-i:nterconuection
of linear systems and multiplierso

Proof¢ .Jiece§~sj;::tY;;Straight I'orwar d application. of
,

multidimensional transforms to the relations between
inputs outputs of figs (1) and (2) yields equations (3)

and (4)

Equation ~3) can be written as

c- 1 Nl~Sl)
o e I' C I) Uk) ~ . +~.l... --

. S2600 ,Sn Dl(Sl)
which in term can be denoted as

N2(S!.~jS~ Nn~Sl,o""SIJ
.-- :JOI + +-__ ,~_ ~ -1:

S30&SnD2(Sl'S~ PNlol, •.•Sk)

Applying the inverse MDT, we have

It can be seen that the block diagram realization of (6) is
shown in Figo2

I
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A TECHNIQUE FOR RE:~IZATION

The ideas in the realization techniques are first
illustrated by a specific case.

rConsider the/case of three ILSM1se That is, let
N1(Sl)D2(81, S~ D3(C:1,S2S3)+S2N2~Sl,SJ D1(81) D3

G(Sl,S2,S3) :::: ~Sl,S2,S3) + Si33Dl(Sl)D2(Sl,S2)N3(Sl,S2,S3)

------~,------------------------------------
8283 Dl~81) D2~~1'S~ D3~SI,82,S3)·

o •• ( 7)

To obtain IL8M ~I) set 82=83=0 after nultiplying by Sd33•

- ~.,~------------- ••• (8)

82 ::::0
83 ::0

.Then reducing intoi ts simplest form we obtain

1LSM (1) ::::NI ~81)

Dl ~SI) e •••• ~9)

To get subs~quent 112MIS subtr-act IL8M (1) from

We obtain the resulting function as
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$2N2 ~Sl'S~ Dl (Sli D3~Sl,S2,S3)+$2 S3Dl(Sl) D2(Sl'S'2)

N3(Sl,S2,S3) oel
Gl~Sl,S2,S3) :::' -:- ~ _

Continuing the process of extracting factor by multiplying

the above function by 83 and setting S3:::()' we have',

_ .N2 (Sl'S~ Dl~Sl) D3(Sl,S2'0)- '

D2 (Sl,S2) Dl (Sl) D3 (Sl,S2'0)

83:::0
Note that Dl (81) is commonfactor of both the numer-at.ortend

denominator of the function obtaining in ell). Reducing ;,the

right hand side of ~ll) to its simplest form, we get

DO" •••• 0 II • " (12)

;.

118M (2) from Gl(81,S2,S3)

and obtain

Note that D2 (Sl,8~ appears as a commonfactor of both the

nuraarator and denorn.nat.or- and so does Dl (81) 0/ Reducing

this to the simplest form we have

N3 (Sl,S2,S3)
I1SM (3) e ••• ". (14)
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Now each of these ILSl1 (i) t S can be realized using only
linear systems and Dultipliers using the method described
in (1).

Generalizing, we have the following procedure for
expr essLng a given MDT as a sun'of ILSl'·P s, -

step! 1 Multiplying the given transfer function
G (81,82, ••• Sw by 82, O. oSk and set 82 = 83=_ .. 8k:::O.

Reduce the r-e su.Lt.Lng transfer function to its simplest
form by 9anc~l1ing the CODm0n factor of both the
numerator and denomi.nat.or , This form yields ilJSM(1)
step: 2 Let r == 1
step: 3 Inscment r by 1. If r -=F k then go to step 5
otherwise corrt.Lnue ,

~tep: 4 Multiply the expression
r--L IL8M ~j) .

l:
j=l 8j+l .e;' • .Sk

next reduce this expression to its simplest form and
denote it as 118M \r). The denomination of 11SM(r--I)

must be a factor. The denomenator and numerator of the
above texpression if not then the given MDTF does not
correspond to the structure that can be realized as a
sum of 11SM 1s,
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Next go to step 3,
step: 5 Set

ILSM (k) :::simplified form of

i
d
J
I

.~----------~-~8 j+ 10 c 0 0 • -. 0 Sk

IL8M (j)

With the constraint that a COnDon factor of the
numerator and denoninator of this expression must be the
denominator of 11Slv1(k·-l)

step~ ~ Realize each 118M (j) as an interconnection of
linear systems and multipliers which then should be,, conne cted as in Fi g"10

Example; Consider the example of two-variable transfer
function~

1&-2281+16S21--1281+1182+233182+28, +148182+188182

+382+28182+88182 + 48].82+8182 + ll82

S2(36t.42Sr·16S ~ +3lS1S2t,.2S1+S92S1+JDS18:::,+8, 82

+8281 + 3082 + 682 )

multiplying by 82 and setting S2 :::0, we get

8 -0Z-
:::

~Si!-l) (281+J.o81+12) (8
1
+1)---------- ::: -------

(8 ,+3) ~2S1+JDS1+12) (81+3)
:::ILSM (1)



(81+1)

(81+3)
1 (81+ 1)

82 (81 + 3)

2+381 + 382 + 81 + S2+4S1S2+8182+S281
::: ------""'-

296

, we obtain

13t-l.OS1+JDS2+ 281 + 2S2+7S1S2+S1S2+S~1

:::: ILSM (2)

The rea~ization of this exanp1e Transfer Function
can be obtained using ILSM (1), 118M (~

~

~(t) ~L~'~ ~
I

_---"-;,I '

~[~ :,m-,J-.,
~LD'~"~

I
I"
;
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+*+*+

!~§.'!?JiC1.•, The f'Low of a magneto-hydrodyno..;::u0 viscous, in-

conp re s si bLe, sll[~l1.tly conducting fluid between two parallel fl'at

plates "li'::;h suet.Lori and injection in presence of a. pressure gradient

is studied. It i,) as sumed that the rate of injection at the lower

plate equals the rate of suction at the upper plate. The skin

friction is obtained at both the plates whiqh are subjected to

injection and suctlon. The effect of ibjection and suction on

skin friction is Lnves td gate d, The effect of magnetd c field,

on sInn friction is also studied. The temperature is obtained at

various places in the flow field for different values of P.l!;.

(Product of Prandtl and Eckert numbers). It is also observed

that temperature increases as the magnetd.c 'field increases.

_',I.

10 INTRODUCTIONG

,\

Dube?" has studied t.empor-at.ure distribution in generalised

plane ccue tbe f'Low between two '~Ja:rallel flat plates. Verma and

Gaur2) have investigated unsteady f'Low and temperature distribu-

tion of a vIscous Lncompres sLble fluid between tvlO parallel flat

pLat.es , Gupta and Goyal3) have studied unsteady plane Poissuille

f Low between two ~c)c.tl'al.i.e~.:91a.tes~ The phenomenon of heat' transfer

is cnc cunbe r ed ah~:::3t in all br-anches of technology. TheHHD aspect

I
of heat transfer in channe L flow has been discussed by many re-

search worIce rs , S iege14) , Alpher5) , Genshuni and Zulmovitskii 6)

Regirer 7), and Yen8) have treated the heat transfer problem
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in case of fully deveLope d flow whereas Nigam and Singh9) consi-
dered the heat transfer at the entrance region of the cham1el.
The effect of magnetic field on heat transfer in a channel flow
between conducting and non-conducting waLl.s has been considered
in all these papers. MHD channel flows have a number of important
applications such as MHD power generator, electromagnetic flow
meter and electromagnetic accelerators. The last device has been
used extensively in connection with nuclear power reactor to :Pump
liquid sodium as a coolant.

The aim of the present investigation is to discuss the flow
of. conducting viscous incompressible fluid between two parallel

flat plates with suction and injection in the presence of a pressure

gradient under the influence of a uniform transverse magnetic

field. We have obtained the skin friction at both the plates

wha ch are subjected to suction and injection. We have

investigated the effect of suction and injection on the skin friction. I

We have also studied the effect of magnetic field on skin friction.

We have obtained the temperature distribution. For different

values of P.E. (product of Prandtl and Eckert numbers) the

temperature distribution is obtained at different points of

the flow field. The effect of magnetic field on temperature

distri bution is investigated.
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:;. HATHEt-iATIGAI, ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS--. .-
Wehave considered the tvlO-dimensional flow of a viscous,

incompressible, s'Llght Ly conducting fluid bet't..,een two parallel

flat plates under the influence of a uniform transverse magnetic

field.

Wehave taken the x-axis along the lower plate and a

straight line perp.endicular to it as the y-axt sv: Wehave taken

the magnetic field along the y-axis. Taking the fluid to be of

small conductivity with magnetic Reynolds number much smaller

than uni.ty, the induced magnetic field is neglected in ,

compari.son with the applied field (Sparrow and Cess 10,

Bathaiah et ale 11 ) when there are no isolated electrical

charges in which case E is a harmonic function. Nowin the

I.

, .
absence of any input electrical field E is zero on the boundary

and therefore it vanishes in the fluid region. Under these

assumptions the equations of· momentum,energy and

continuity are

(2. i)



f CI) [' () T.___ + <---L0! T 0-~.72Ir .: k[-tr 1- if ~1+ft ~2.
3

)
u( 'Ox 2>~:J OX~ ()~ j

?I.c-~ -L 0 \.').-- 0 (2.4)
'() -::-c I ~ -

where P is.the density of fluid, u , v are the components of
the fluid velocity albtigthe axes of coordinate~, p the fluid
pressure, 0 the electrical conductivity of the fluid, ~ the

I

magnetic permeability, Ho the intensity of the magnetic
field, fA-the coefficient of viscosity, Cp the specific heat
of the fluid, T the temperature, .t the time, K the coeffi-
cient of thermal conductdvIty and 2. 2-

A-.: 2f{'~)L+{(~)L/+(Q~-'+'-()~)_ .~C~.+ov-·)
I Ll '0x. . . l~o- J .~1>~t·uj. . 5 _-v,;(· 0Ct-

The boundary condi,tionsare
u (y,O) == 0, ° ~y C-.h-- .....:...

U (O,t) == 0, u (h,t) == U for all t .> °
v (y,t) == v , ° sy C, -h for all t :;> °0 --
T (O,t) == T , T (h,t) = T,for all t '/ °0

(2.5a)

(2 .5b)

(2. 5c)

(2.•5d)

We have obtained
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by integr&ting (2.~ and usiag (2.5c).

the direction of the x-axfs ,

the pressure gradient .2.I?
oX

J~ (•••••• ) =

is constant inWe have asswned that

o since the ulates~

are infinitely long. But the pressure gradient is not zero.

We have in.troduced the following non-dimensional quantities~

* n X p* nh u* .1!7)= , I'!) = h , - , = ,
I I {-t"'\.J .\';. . ;

I

i ' hvo
i R (suction parameter) , T* T - To= ='"1.' T TOo (2.7)1

p = f-tC ~,
k (prandtl number)

.,•..
\.) (Eckert number)

15 = C-:p~(~TI_T~

In view of the equations (2.6) and (2.7) the equations

(2.1) and (2.3) are reduced to

.-- R (2.8)

oIL-~.::.....-L PI K 1-iX -
0\ )l'- '.o1 '>'~ 2

,-..H h
where 1-'1::: c~.te._~ (Nagnetic parameter)

fA

(2.9)

The corresponding boundary conditions are

("1..' 0) ::: 0,
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u* (0, t) :::0, u* (1, t) = 1 for all t > 0

T* (0) = 0, T*(1) = 1

First we consider the magneto-hydrodynamic unsteady

viscous flow between two parallel plates, when the lower plate
.

is at rest and -the upper pla~ is moving with a uniform

ve Locf, ty U.

We introduce Laplace transform by taking
cD

..:uf := r£~~tf(~)~)~J
o

- - - -(2.11)

with the inversion '."c+\.. 0<-'

~. ! J ~t.:. - < » a\.;L::. ' , e.. LA¥- ('Yl ~.,) ~ /.)
'")11- • .' \)"'- . -l

C-LoD
( 2.12)

Then the equation (2.8) is reduced to

(2.12)

where >'\ = .~;* and V .Ls the coefficient of kinematic

viscosity.

The boundary conditions (2.10) are transformed into

LA~( o)~) = 0) ~ ( \) .!» :: l- C 2.14)
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fi* (o,~= 0, ~* (1,s) = 1
s

(2 Illf)

( 2.15)

Using (2.-12) we obtain the veLoc.i ty field.
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STEADY STATE

Weobtain the velocitY.distribution in .the case or steady

state from (2.16). Taking t tending to infinity in (2.16)

the steady f'Low is obtained .• . ,
ut->f:
llAa.'~. ",Xi)

=:

_ -. - - - (2. 11)

The velocity distribution in the steady case can be
. .

obtained directly from the goverrn.ng equation of motion (2.8)

In the case of steady mo tdon, the equation (2.8) is

reduced to

( 2.18)

The b0U11daryconditions are

u*:::: 1s when 'I) :::: 1

(2.19a~

(2. 19b)

u* ::::0
S

when 'I') :::: 0
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Equations (2~17)and (2.20) are identical.

SKIN FRICTION

The shearing stress at the lower plate is

D
\

If
it

and the coefficient of skin friction
C...e.. 2 TD ''/ 'i\ 4-

f.' •.•• - ....:=:. ( C),A..< )
I -r LF'- -- Ke. \ ~'~- Yl:::: '0

where He = 'u'.-K.

is given by

(Reynolds number) ,
Ii

-J.)
Hence the coefficient of skin friction at the lower plate
which is subjected to injection is
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We have seen that (Fig.l) the coefficient of skin friction

decreases as the injection parameter increases. Thus this

indicates that the skin friction can be reduced by introducing

injection.

We have also observed that (Fig.3) the coefficient of skin fric"

tion Of increases as the magnetic parameter M increases.

The coefficient of skin friction at the upper plate

which is subjected to suction is given by
C I __

f -

(2.22)

'We obser-ved that (Fi.g.2) the coefficient of sldn friction

increases as the suction parameter increases. But it is I, .-

interesting to note that in the non-magnetic case Verma

and Bansal [12J observed that the coefficient of sktn

friction decreases with the increase of suction parameter

when they have considered only suction at the stationary

plate.
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We have also obtained the result that (Fig.4), the coefficient
of skin friction increases as the magnetic parameter 11

increases. But Verma and Hat hur r13 1 have observed thatL .J -

decreases as th~ magneticthe coefficient of skin friction
field strength Lncr eases,

T~1P_~_t~DISTRIBUTION
We evaluate the steady temperature distribution between

the tvro plates under the influence of a uniform transverse
magnetic field. The Lowe r plate is at rest ~vith constant
temperature To whereas the upper plate ~uth constant
temperature Tl is moving in its own plane ~~th uniform
veloei ty U.

We have to solve the equation

d T* d u* 2
P.R d 'l) ::: -PoE Cd ~) C 2.9)

Using the boundary condttions
T* (o,t) :::0, T*(l,t) :::1 for all t ~_ ° (2.23)

Usipg the conditions (2023) in solving (2.9) we obtain
temperature distribution given by

~, -i- -- o c_ f I

1 • 1-- ~ ,,,)- I I r; D '1_____________ . - '" I ~ .

P R \ -;:-- ;------~---- . 0. ( I
( i-- c> I i C'--- P" r. .)! "'-:- -- ~ / \-\2,. - JK •••.2.. !

'---

I
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we have obtained (Fig.5) the tempera.ture at various points of

f Low field for different values of P~E (product of Prandtl and

Eckert numbers). 1:le have observed that (Fig.6) the

temperature increases as the rcagnet i c parameter increases.
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FJllit\lI SIZE" CROP DqTBI~SITYh.ND LABOUR USE
-: .•.._------..---_._----... -~---_._. '--...--.

IN INDIA.N J~CHICULTlJRB *~-,-'-------- .....__. -~
,

K. HwlidorasvTawy Na'l du , Dt'Battaiah and Phelix Edward

Departme~t of Economics,,
"

;A~r~tVenkat.e swara UnLversity~
,

Tirupati 517 5:)2.

La INTRODUCTION.- .

The growing literature on green revolution in India

indica,tes that the inverse relation holds not only between

farm size and productivity but also between farm size and

intensi ty of cr-oppf.ng, Krishn-a. Bharadwaj (1)" in her

famous study observed that,the intensity of land use varies

inversely with the size of holdings, although the variation

is not sysbematf.c, In tvli: districts ('£'hEi.Jdnagar and Nasik)

of Haharashtra, J-:;he r eLat.Lor; 'b:-ltweenintensity of cropping

and size of' ho.Id.Lng , though not systematic, is inverse.

In the case of Hadbya FI'adesh~ "1he1'edouble', cropping is

almost ne gligi ble on a.Ll. f'ar m :'J~_zes,thel~e is no noteworthy

var.i.ata on, on the other hand,

the intensity of cropping is h.i gher' on smaller size groups,

the inverse teEdency ECGbei.ng sys tenata,c, .i~ study made

I
¢

I

by Shakurrt L; Hell1'a (2) a.Lso rsvealed the same trend

between farm si ze 8.~:.d crop j_n-~'3nsity.

~ K. Murd.doras,\.;amyNaf.du,
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Further, a higher intensity of cultlvation involves
more intensive application of inputs, particularly labour,
to land. Due to the existence of positive relationship
between crop intensity and labour use, the size of farn is
usually found to have a negative relationship with the
eQployment of human labour per unit of land. Krishna
Bharadwaj (1) noted that labour days per hectare spent
on 11all crop-production" are inversely related to the
size'of holding generally, and significantly in most cases.
As far as individual crops are concerned, the relationship is
negative in all cases, but statistically significant only
in a few cases. Shakuntla Mehrat s (2) study also supports
this observation.

2. Purpose and Methodology of the Study
In this paper, we tried to investigate whether the

inverse relation holds between (i) the farm size and crop'
intensity and (ii) the size of holding and labour
use. The f'arra managemerrt data of Cuddapah District ..of
..:lndhraPradesh has been used for this purpose.

The methodology used in this paper is as follows.
We have fitted the functional relation.~ to study the
relation between the intensity of cropping and size of
holding and B to test the relation between farm size
and labour use.
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A.. ~,og I ==Log a + 0( lee; X

14here 1==Intensity of cu.Lt.L vat.Lon

x::: ,Average size of holding

a and c( are cons t.arrt terns"

B. Log L ==Log c + c( 10g X

wher-e k: Labour days per hectare

X= Average size of holding

c and c( are con st ant s 0

3. [glalYsis

As we hypothesized earlier, the intensity of cropping

declines as farm size increases~ Table I presents data

relating to intensity of cr oppLng for various size gr oups,

Tab.le 1-...:.Intens.;i_t.,v:ofcrQQl"Jing i..n
Cuddap2h ...:.Di!it:£.ict

A£.9.ordiI.11L..i.,osi~e Qroups

........- - - - - - - - ~

Size Group
(Hectares)

Average size
of holding
(Hectares)

--"kntensity of
1967-08 1968-69

Cr0"0 P =hlliL.
1969-70

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - t•..•" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
O-1.62 008J. J.21l)f{) 105.34 108.90
1.63-3023 2043 104.04 93.21 93.16
3.24.;..6007 4., 66 J.D 2. 31 89.51 87.19
6.08-11.33 8"7J. 100.24 88.54 87.76

1l.34 and above 15~,2-3 100c39 81.83 92.88

- - - - - - - - •."" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sourceg Government of Lnd'i a , Directorate of Economics and

Statistics, Hini.stry of 1.i.griculture, §~_~_ in_~
l-S2llQ}N.Q.s<?l.-_.Far~agement in Cuddapah dist~-'i~
.L#-ndhr~pracl,§3slll~; Heports for the year 1967-68,
1968....69 and 1969-70. .
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I·::; is evident from th.J table that as farm size
increases, the crop intensity declines, though the trend is
bit inconsistent in the year 1969-70G

Functional relation J;. has been fitted to the data.
The estimated parameters and the related statistics are
given in Table 20

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Year a 0( Standard R2 Ferror

- - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - -
1967-68 115.,3 "{)•.O631 000175 007959 13.0000a

1968-69 10202 -0.0789 O.OOlD 009531 61.0000b

1969-'ib 102.0 -000598 0.0303 0.5738 3.88~9c
~ •.. - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Note: a = Significant at 5 per cent Leve L,

b = Significant at 1 per cent level
c = Not si gnf.f'Lcarrb,

Our results indicate the existence of inverse relation
between farm size and crop ir:..tensity" It is also noticed
that the negative relationship is significant during
the first two years and not significant during 1969-70.
Thi.s implies that the inverse relation is disappearing slowly.
Perhaps, this nay be clue to g:.'eaterinterest evinced
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by the large farmers in using land Iilore intensively in the

wake of higher profi tabi.li ty offered by the green revolution.

Further, the general observation is that snail farIils

use relatively a gr-e abe'r amount of labour per hectare than

large farms due to greater availability of family

labour relative to land on smaller holdings. Weused

the following data to test this hypothesis"

~13LE 3. LABOUR US)S PER HECT.d.RE OF C1d.1,.~TEDL.1NDIN

Q.unpjPJJi DISTRIQ,T ACCORDING TO...§.IZA_GROUPS

--------
. Size group
(hectares)

..ltverage size
of holding
(hectares)

Labour days per hectare
1967-68 1968-69 1969-70------- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -'- - - -

6.08-il.33

0:.81 l21. 77

2.43 137.67

4.6; 125.24

8.71 lD6.34

15.23 124.56

260.81 210088

249.31 182.45

150.21 179.97

141.95 185.79

143.98 .. 115.95

- - - -

0-1.62

r,63-3. 23

3.24-6.07

·11••34 and above

Source: GoverWJlentof India, Directorate of Econorai.cs and
Statistics, l'1inistry of agriculture, StD;.die~-ill
the ~C0110JllCS oLFe..rm HaQ.8.geld.~ntin CuQ9..StiJah
l&..:?_"trj..c,t(..:~ndhraPradesh), Repor t.s f'or the
years 1967-68, 1968-69 and 1969-700
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Table 3 shows that labour use per hectare of cultivated land

varies inversely wi, t.h farn 31ze, though not in a

consistent nanner , Tr.e results obtained by using the

functional relation Bare shovnl in table 40

1~~R 4 THE }JSTIL:1.TED ::?":R"~HETERS..... _.~_ .•......._-~_ _ r._

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Year 0 c( Standard 2 FError R

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .~- - - - - - - - - - -
1967-68 127 ••3 .-{).0 257 0.0440 00 lD94 0.3684c

1968-69 257,,1' ....0
0
2433 0.0684 0.8069 12. 6304a

:;,

l:l969:~ 0.0051
c

16864 -0.0140 0" 1;L53 0.0153

- - - - . - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - -
- _.

Note: a: Significant at 5 per cerrt level

c! NQtsignificant

It is evident from table 4 that "the r eLatd on b'etween

the t\-ro variables under study" v.i.z , betwc'3n farm size and

labour use, which was ne gatd vo dur:"ng 1967-·68 and 1968-69,

turns out to be positive during 1969-10. Thus we find that

.the inverse relation has not onl.y disappeared but turned

positive. One possible explanation for this trend is that

as farm technology L~ldergoes a change and as large farmers

take greater interest in using land more intensively and

modern inputs at proper t.Lme , greater amount of labour input

per hectare is used on large farms as compared to smaller

ones.
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SODerecent studies indicate the e1~stence of inverse
-

relation between f'ar-n size and crop intensity and between

the size of holding and labour use. Our scudy reveals

that although the inverse relation ho~ds between the,
\i
\ ~,'

r
"

variables under study, it is disappearing slowly. In the

case of the relation between farm size and labour use,

we notice that the inverse r eLat.Lon has not only disappeared

but turne d posi ti ve; The possi ble expLanati on for the former" - .:

is the greater interest evinced by the large farQers

\

j
in using La..nd more intensively in the wake of higher

profitability offered by the new technology and for the

latter the need for timely application of modern inpnts.
i
i' ***
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ON RELATION BET1lrEEN BULLOCK PO',lER AND SIZE OF HOLDING IN
CUDDAPAH DIST. OF ANDHRA PRADESH*

Phelix Edwar-d , D. Bathaiah
Department of Hathematics, S.V. University, Tirupati - 517 502.

and
K.M. NaLdu

Department of Economics, S.V. University, Tirupati - 517 50~.

+*+*+*+*

Bullock labour plays an important role in the economy
of crop production. In fact, the bullock is a multipurpose good
for the cultivator. It is used extensively in ploughing, harves-
ting, irrigation and transport operatibons. It is a capital asset
to the cultivator determining his social status and standing with
credi tors. It is a source of supply of manure to the farm and
when used in breeding1 it is a reproductive capital asset. K.N.

Raj (?) has riglJ.tlyobserve1. that bullock pover combines within.
itself a number of functions as a capital good producing a capi-
tal good as well as a capital good providing services.

The distribution of bullocks over holdings is extremely
uneven. ~ high proportion of the small cultivators have a
single bullock or none while a pair is the relevant unit for
a number of o"JeratioDs. Tfuile the number of.drought cattle
-------------------_._---------------------------------------------

*Paper presented by Phelix Edward, Do Bathaiah.
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is unevenly distributed unfavourably to the smaller holdini:i;s,
the number of drought cattle per acre shows an inverse trend
with_the average size of holding. ~artly this is to be explai-
ned by the indivisibility of bullocks as an asset, the larger
holdings are in a position to utilise bul~ocks more fully so
that the area operated hy a 9air 0f hullocks is higher in their
case. Thus the a~parently higher average availability of bul-
locks per acre on smaller size groups conceals both the dis-
advantages from l~hich the individual small holdings might suffer,
either possessing no drought cattle ')rinadequate numbers or
while possessing them, not being able to utilise them economi-

, .

cally. Krishna Bharadwaj (1) observed that, in the case of
total crop production there ap~eared to be {n most cases an
inverse relation between bullock labour days per acre and
size of holding. This relation was significant for Bombay,
Madras and Punjab but was w8ak in the case of West Bengal
and Madhya P~adesh. In the case of individual crops the
relation, although negative in all cases excejt a few, was
not statistically significant. In the case of a few crops,
espicially ~he irrigated ones, there apDeare1 to be a posi-
tive relation, 1~i_th hullock labour per acre increasing with
the.size of holding, but this did not persist over all years.
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In this paper we have studied the relation bet;.,reen
the bullock labour and the average size of holding basing on
farm management survey of Cuddapah district of Andhra Pradesh.
The date collected is given in Table I.
~ABLE _ I: AVERAGE SIZE OF HOLDING AND. BULLOCK LABOUR DAYS

- PER HECTARE

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Average size

of holding 1967-68
Bullock labour days per hectare.

0.81 1.43
18.59
10.61

2.43-
.4.66

8.71 8.99
8.96,'.:.Ii i

l;

15.23

1968-69

11.05·
9.00
9.63
9.08
6.60

7.85
8.40
9.36
7.72
7.05

SOURCE: Govermnent of India, 'Directorate of Economic
and Statistics, Ministry of Agri~ulture,
SturJies in the Economics of Farm Management
in Cuddapah Di strict (Andhra PrFldesh)~
Reports for the years 1967-68, 1968-69
and 1969-70.

~e have fitted the functional relation between the
..bullock labour days per hectare to the size of holding by

the following relation •
..log B = log a + c( log x

Hhere B = Bullock labour days per hectare
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x = the average size of holding
a and 0( are constants.

The estimateri parameters and the relevant statistics
for total crop ~roduction are ~iven in Table II.

From Table II we see that the relation between the
two variables unrier study is positive though the results are
not statistically significant even at 10 pei cent level.c.This

2is clear from the fact that R is positive for all the years
in our study. ·Hence our results contradict the inverse rela-
tion hypothesis.
TABLE II: RELATION BETVlEEN BULLOCK P011.rER AND SIZE OF HOLDING.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Year. a Standard' R2 F0( ~r

.bo. Error- - -' -' - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1967-68 3.260 0.5364 0.3357 0.4597 2.5528
1968-69 10.900 -0.1391 0.05~4 0.7011 7.0370
1969-70 9.623 -0.0512 .0.03'35 0.5854 4.3636

- - - , -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NOTE: Calculated F values are much less than the tabulated

Values even at 10 per cent level.
''Ie have also considered the question whether the use

of human labour and of bullock labour are complementary as
is sometimes suggested, so that the higher use of human
labour on smaller farms is accompanied by higher bulloCK
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use as well. We hav~ plotted total bullock labour days
against total human labour days for the three years of the
enquiry 1967-68, 1968-69; and 1969-70. The data is presen-
ted in Table III.
TABLE III: Average size of holding, bullock labour days

:Jerhectare, labour days per hectare.

1'.·.··.1.

·1

I,

- - - -
Average
size of
holding
- - - -

0.81
2.43'
4.66
8.71

15.23

- - - -
SOURCE:

•

Bullock labour days per
hectare

Labour days per hectare

-------------------------------------------~---------1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1967-6~ 1965-69 1969-70
- - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

1.43 11.05 7.85 1~1.77 260.81 ~10.88
13.59 9.00 8.40 137.67 249.3: ·182.45
10.61 9..63 9.36 125.~4 150.21 179.97

8.99 9.08 7.72 106.34- 141.95 185.79
8.96 6.60 7.05 124.56 143.98 115.95

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Govern~ent of India, Directorate of Economics and
Statistics, Hinistry of Agriculture, Studies in
the Economics of Farm Management in Cudd apah
District (Andhra Pradesh) - Reoorts for the
years 1967-68,·1968-69 and 1969-70.

In order to see whether there is any systematic
substi tution between bullock and human labour accross the
size groups of holdings, vie related the ratio betvleen the
bullock and human labour days to the size of holding by the
following functi0nal relation~
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Blog = log a + 0( log x
L

B
1"[here-

L
= ~~~~~~~_~~~~~E_~~~~_

Human labonr days.
x = Average si~e of holding.
a and « are constants.

We have presented the results in Table IV.
TABLE IV: Relation between x and (B/L)
- - - - - - - -... - - - - :- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Year Stand:=J.rd 2a ac Error R F

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1967-68 - 39.11 0.5628 1.4242 0.0495 0.1562
1968-69 - 23.57 0.1039 1.4095 0.0018 .0.0054
1969-70 - 25.50 0.1241 1.4115 0.0026 0.0078

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NOTE: The calculated F values are much less than

tabulate1 F valqei even at 10 per cent level •.
. From Table IV 'ITe· find that the relation is generally

negative even though it is n~t statistically significant.
This shows the higher relative. use of bullock labour on
smaller holdings.
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TIME DEPENDENTBARRIERSANDFIRST PASSAGETIMES~DIFFERENT

TYPESOF NEURONALMODELS*

R. Vasudevan. .
The Insti tute of Mathematical Sciences, .Adyar , Madras 60b 020.

\

I
and

P.R. Vittal
Department of Mathematics, Vivekananda College, Madras 600 004 •..

+*+*+*+*

Introduction:

In our earlier work (1) we have considered spike.

·trains in single neurons by assuming two types of randon models

in which exci +atorvr and inhibitory jumps occur in a poi s son

fashion. The. neuron Js taken as a leaky tnte gr-a tur , lve

have arrived at closed ex~r~ssions for the first passage

density to cross a threshold level K. In this contribution

- we consider the .cases where the barrier .is moving linearly

or eX;:lOnentially down. He also arrive at first ~assage den-

si ty for the diffusion processes from tlJ.ejurnp processes by

going to the limit as suggested by Keilson (~).

The modelling of neuronal spikes can be anarysed

from the point of view of first passage pr-ob Lems, The mem-

brane potential gets moved. up or down in a random fashion-----------------.----------------~----------------------------* Paper presente1 by P.R. Vittal.
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by impulses arriving in a poisson manner1 When the potential

crosses the threshold the neuron fiJ;'es. Once the neuron fires

the membrane potential returns to its resting v,alue anj the

interval between two successive firings is the one we are

seeking for. Very good description of mathematical models in

this connection have been eloborated in (3), (4) and(50

The compensations function of Keilson have been

found to be extraordinary useful instud.j':hggbarrier problems,

The Philosophy of this method is to arrive at the first passage

probabili ties in terms of the Green's function for the unbounded

process. In our earlier work (6) we have arrived at the compen-

sation functions for the barrier X=O and X = K for 8. jump process.

In our wor-k (1) we have used the imbedding t.echrri que (7)' t.cwr tt.e

down the equations for the first passage probabili ties ani final

solutions for exponential jump process were relateri to th.e results

obtained by compensation function method.

From the first passage equations for a jump process

one can go to the diffusion equation of ei ther the h1i..e'nerpr oc es s

or' the D.t). type process by a limiting procedure this means that

one can solve the diffusion equation 'ifith boundar-y conditions

sfaring from a discrete jump process. The boundary may be a

moving boundary for the diffusion !,)rocess, The moving boundary

is taken to simulate thc refractory period for the neuron after

each firing. Many models have been considered in which the
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threshold is a function 9f time ( (8), (a), (10), (1]) ) some
of the models are in agreement with the ,experimental \.,orkof

J .••.

goldbar.g a~"'0the~S12), A number of reviews on this problem for
"

flrstpas~age'density for the diffusion processes with 66n~Mj(}t
barriers extst, in the literature (.(~.)~(4), (5»). For time
dependent barriers suitable t.r-ans t'orma.t.Lons of space andtJme '
variables haVe been used to obtain 'a 14ienerequation with,
constant harriers, Clay and Geel (l~) have treated varying
thresholds for the diffusion model and arrival at ''''aldiden.•.

I

, ,

ity for the first passaze problem, For discrete jump procesS
there is not much existing literature excepb that of Kryukov
(14) for the exponentially moving barrier.

In this paper we consider moving boundaries for
jump process and arrive at the solution for the diffusion
models in a straight forward manner. Corresponding \'lald
identi ties are also obtained when '"e go to the diffusion
limit.

Ii,

In a realistic approach the,inout impulses shoUld
not really be 'independent and ider..tiQally,distributedrandom
on varriable s, According to Fuor t.os and Mantegazni (lQ)
and TUc\Po'ell (15) the excitatory impulses arriving at any
jime should depend upon the existing sub~ Threshold potentials
gathered till that time by the neuron. This is expected to
simUlate local and short term facilitation. This is also
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considered,p.erewi th constant and mov.l.ngboundaries Secti,on 2

Fir·st. ~assage::for a constant barrier 1.n th diffusion aooroxtma-

1ion.: ..

x (t)
Where' .
x (0)

. Let Us consider the cumulative process
. N (t)

x(1 ::-Q t +):: Z1
<,;::1

Xc' ' N(t) the number Prisson jumps with in

tens-ity. '. in (0, t) and the decay parameter •. The forward

To give effect to the boundary at X=Kwe shall

introduce the compensation function with the differential

equation (2.2). There the equation with the compensation

will be treated as an 'equationW1th no boundaries
~ ~.~ ~ :,..~ f ~-y J~f(:x') t) a.X~~- x.')tlx t· :'+':C( "X.j:t:} .... (:<. ~3 )

J~t~i"'~C-;:f):: _~ H (i:k,) Si<,·~rii)(:)~ Cx~xJ)i'{.;r: t~·-4)
." \ J . J-+

-00

and a+ is the. p.d.fo -f'or- positive jUmps, It can be easily
,-

seen that M (X0, kt) ~he p.d.f. for the first pa3sag~ time
Q. ..' . .

to cross K is given by ,

M("x~~)}<-}t)' ~- ((X),C ( ; ) i:) d X-
'.: . ) Iz .
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Taking double transforms \·iith respect to x and 1 (Keilson (1)

l,,-.()
O~(!/4)

~~YQ.. U ~,. ~yQ,O.~ tl.i.Ah~~ Di- ~ l1..¥bolMrJU) tYO(RS~ u-~'ft...

drl]«.
Diffusion aODroximation

(!onsidering the equation (?~) with c>(::-. 0 and taking

transform viith respect to t we get

}tr (.U) z _ ,:>[1-Q (J:,) J 1, (6,t) (x. '1)
Let us now go to the diffusion limit by adopting the following

method (2), consider (1) the density a (~} be changed into

Yat:t.i.) ') C;z)·~ f'YQlluv,.'C7 ]) k tQkttM C~ 'Y '1-v
l"3) t'" ~<I( 'V) J.y ::: 0 j (4)'; J:"'"l Q(;J) c(v - ]) J "'-

-o()~st-a..,.,...r.

i
i\
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.Wi th these conditions in the limit. -V _') O<.J (2.9)

becomes A.J! (~)c-) ~ ~ (fi:,)f::-)
2/: 2-

and hence 'Jf ._ ]) ?"-f
- - --- ---~J t- Z dA..

which is the well known diffusion equation~ solution is-known

(16) Further it can be shown that in the limit

M (t)= e..'-'i(~-R~ InvCfh'~3 M (t)::o I~~I 9 (k-7-o /) (!{. /0)

\.

where .g is the Green I s runo+ton for thi diffusion proce ss -

Hence l'1IL L t) "-~o - kl_ t0/2.. e.. - IR. -)(, I j'l.1J r ·lz.. II)
1.TfJ)

Section 3 First Passage time for crossing a linear hiif,nrter
o,.,..,.,d., .

Taking the barrier K(t) = a+btkoroceeding exactly

on the same Ii-ne-S!as in section (2) we get the first passage

time to cross the barrier R tb) M
M{t-).= [1- L.4. J I~'o- ~ Iq (\~-AO } t) (6, I)

, _ ,1) d:xo t 11 b
where g lS the greenil.§ runc tt on of the unbounded process with

b . .
a linear downwar-d drift b. Jdopting the limi ting procedu:te

diseriged in se~ticn (2) we can see that the forward equation

of .the jump process in the time gets reduced to the diffusion

e qua t.Lon 'df ::..b~-t..J2. ~i-f.
dt d1.. ?v ()~ l3. :~)

and the first passage time to the barrier K(t) ~

Mit-) '" 1_)(0-
1<1_ (3/2 0<~.r -(a.+("t-_x,t.J

~~r» L ~ .:Dr
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Section 4: First passage for reaching a linear barrier:
Consider the stochastic process

- N(6)
x (t ) = xo + 0[.t - c::;--i 7,i

L-tl:1
(4.1 )

Here the drift is upwards and jumps are in the downward
direction only
The integro differential equation for the process ,,,ith the
com Densa-tion function which takes car e of the boundary is*' . -, '-- ~

~ -+ ~C1+vf -::::\}f -{-~J\c)Q_ t i- l-I)r11 t c (t-) SCX-- a + G-L-:J l4 t2Jot J1.... -<>') "

It can be shown that the transform of the compensation
function C (t) satisfies the eauation
C( f ()::. --(2 X P ~} ( 7..-0-) L-vrC\S-ve ~l Ls It,~

e'-.e)(-,~.)..& + '1) L{ - a..(J)J z; 0 evv..J 1:H!/v'\CIJ-

,\\,11' t) _ rXo-:!:.f q (ct,-Xo -(O(-fr) t , t: )
I VI \ . ~ t Q" .' ,

By considering the jumps in both the

0/.6)
C4,4')

\directions and proceeding
oJ-

to the limit as seen in section 2 we arriveAthe equation for
the first passage density in the form of the Wald idensity

J}I()M(t' Q !J/ Y \,-_,)(lo·-CL) -L(\X.·-t)/~+-]JffI2] t( -1
o ,? '1u- AO)ee eXt: 7::: I \4', $)

First passage for crossin~an exponential barrier
Sec tion 5: Here '"e consider a pure jump proce ss (OG =0)

and t.ak= the iensi tv or jumps as
a (z) + a (z)

H (Z)

and a (Z) is in arbitray form,
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The boundary for the nrocess is taken as
- (,tk (t)::: a + be \ a,b > 0 (4.7)

The differential equation for the process with the compensation

~4,1)

(4, to')

Proc€eding on the same line as in proceeding sections the
first passage time,density for crossing th~ barrier is giv~n
by CO I' ')"Yl . i, .) OQ{~-a)

~(~~ f.~ N(et Ylft ),=~- ~ e .
-n - o t!J i'J A) 0-;; (10-o~)

= ((- 1Tx¢~,~l, ~4,;0
is the root of the equation l+ -J(t...: Q (~V::::..Owhere crz.

for Re s '"10.

Section 6 Fir~t Passage time for reaching the exponential
barrier: .

with the

Consider the stochastic process
tJf(~)

x (t) ::: 10 + 0( t - ..2:, L.i
I...? ( r

barrier atmi k (t) :::a+b~t,(- (6.2)

here the barrier can exactly be readhed' since the motion in the
upward direc"t~on is continuous. The differential equation fDr
the process with the compensation function is
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a: V S'+f r')( I, (:-) d'.JX-II! ) cpI'
---00 . /t l

+ C(E:--) 6' ['X-- (a-tt.e--) ),

It can be easily seen that
M (t) = c (t)

and hence the first :Jassap'edensity satflsfies the relation
2:~~((()1.. !IJ; )Y1/ ~- ) M ( Q ~~ r) -:;:ec-~(~- ~) - . - ~bl >7

Thisn-result has be obtained by Kruyukov Wt) in a different
manner.
Section 7 Time deoendent threshold for a type of neuronal
model:

In this section we shall consider a neuron firing
problem with the density function of the jumps modelled accor-
ding the idea expended in the experimental work of Furotes and
Mantegazzini (12) according to which the jumps may not be
independent. Tuckwell (15) also supports the view that the
jumps are not independent, but should in some way depend upon
the N potential gathered by the neuron just before the excita-

I

I

tion or inhitation comes in. This ~ay corresponds to the fact
that as the existing potential level approaches nearer to the
threshold ju.rnpmagnitudes are larger. This is in some ~.;ay
equivalent to some kind of short term local facilitation.
Hence of one takes the randon v~riable R which is the magnitude
of the ratio of the jump to the existing ootential at any time
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then it can be taken that P (R) dR, the probability density
function for the occurance of this ratio is .

~ I I~
P eR) d R.::::'1C /'0I ) ryB Cr.. I<-

( I-j-.".'.
Let us confine ourselves 'to positive jumps only.

(7,j)
"

Let us take the density a ex, xl) as
I~, 'Yl % 'Q['X, x5):: .J.--.- 1:!") X-'> 0 ,Y) '> Co

. ' l'Y)t/ '.
which is the well known pareto distribution well known in the
moqelling of i~come distribution in economics (17). The
stochastic proCesS is defined by

N\ t-) - ~ ( t-· 011 )

-xJt) :::'10 +~ 'z 11. Q - ( 7,3)
11-;.\

Where xo /'0 is the initial resting pote!}tial. The forward
equation of this process in- '.' r . . _ ...~ - «? fX;J )+ 1)£ -:;.V) "('J{ It-) a, ('){ - X \) dJ<! Vvr} Il\ t'/II) ())-::.t,dX-J,)
o t , ~X . ) j) '. r l7, ,+5 '
consideTing the transformation ~f the random variable x ~ eY

..

the density (7.2) transforms into nn exponential density and
the differential equation of the process with e~ponential decay

I,

transforms into an equation with linear &ecay with thE same
parameter 0(... Hence the solution in the y space for the first
pas~age time density is given by
1\/\', (f) {' /- 1- d ,')j''Vo - 'kl 0 ( k - ';,-'-tl.{c t-)" (.7.. r)
'Iv· .' . 71 dLt 't 41( \. d\) )

d . . /. '(/0 '. {1

1,'-!helTegy is the Green r s function of the unbounded process
wi tHh no barriers.. This can be easily transformed back t rrt» an
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expression x space. One can also arrive at this result by
proceeding with ha ckward Lmbad Lng equation and considering
the type of transformation of variables.
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